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City of Moab
217 East Center Street
Moab, Utah 84532
Main Number (435) 259‐5121
Fax Number (435) 259‐4135
www.moabcity.org

Moab City Council
Regular Council Meeting
City Council Chambers
Tuesday, July 25, 2017 at 6:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

PRE COUNCIL WORKSHOP

7:00 p.m.

CALL TO ORDER AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

SECTION 1:

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
1-1

None

SECTION 2:

CITIZENS TO BE HEARD

SECTION 3:

PROCLAMATIONS
None

SECTION 4:

PRESENTATIONS
4-1

SECTION 5:

Update and status report on the Grand County Intergenerational Poverty Initiative

PUBLIC HEARING (Approximately 7:15 PM)
None

SECTION 6:

SPECIAL EVENTS/VENDORS/BEER LICENSES
6-1
Request for Approval by Moab Regional Hospital for an Amplified Music Event at Old
City Park on Saturday, July 29, 2017
6-2
Barktoberfest October 14, 2017 at the Moab Arts and Recreation Center
(MARC)
6-2.1
Approval of a Special Events License
6-2.2
Granting of Local Consent for a Single Event Permit
6-2.3
Approval of a Special Event Class IV Beer License
6-2.4
Approval of a Request for a Fee Waiver
6-3
Approval of a Private Property Vendor License for Eduardo Rodriguez, d.b.a. Tacos
Moab, Located at 83 South Main Street for a term of July 25, 2017 to July 24, 2018

SECTION 7:

CONSENT AGENDA
7-1
Confirmation of Mayoral Appointment of Mike Duncan to the Moab Water
Conservation and Drought Management Advisory Board for a Two Year Term Ending
December 31, 2018
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SECTION 8:

OLD BUSINESS
8-1
Second Reading and Possible Approval of Proposed Ordinance #2017‐21 – An
Ordinance Amending Moab Municipal Code Chapters 17.36.020, I‐1, Industrial Zone;
17.27.020 C‐4, General Commerical Zone; And 17.09.531(14), to Remove the Use of
Self‐Storage Warehouse
8-2
Second Reading and Possible Approval of Proposed Ordinance #2017‐23 – An
Ordinance to Amend Chapter 17.72 of the Moab Municipal Code to Authorize a
Hearing Officer to Decide Land Use Code Appeals and Modifying Various Appeal
Procedures
8-3
Approval of Proposed Resolution #48‐2017 – A Resolution Establishing Wastewater
Service Rates
8-4
Approval of Proposed Resolution #46‐2017 – A Resolution Adopting the Water
System Design Criteria Manual, Wastewater System Design Criteria Manual and
APWA Manual of Standard Specifications (Utah Chapter)

SECTION 9:

NEW BUSINESS

SECTION 10:

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS

SECTION 11:

MAYOR AND COUNCIL REPORTS

SECTION 12:

READING OF CORRESPONDENCE

SECTION 13:

APPROVAL OF BILLS AGAINST THE CITY OF MOAB

SECTION 14:

ADJOURNMENT

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals needing special accommodations during this meeting should
notify the Recorder’s Office at 217 East Center Street, Moab, Utah 84532; or phone (435) 259‐5121 at least three (3) working days
prior to the meeting. Check our website for updates at: www.moabcity.org
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AGENDA SUMMARY

MOAB CITY COUNCIL MEETING
JULY 18, 2017
Agenda Item: 4-1

TITLE: Update and status report on the Grand County Intergenerational Poverty
Initiative

FISCAL IMPACT: None
PRESENTER(S): Kaitlin Myers, IGP co-facilitator

Prepared By:
Kaitlin Myers, CoFacilitator
Grand County IGP
Initiative

BACKGROUND:
In June of 2016 Lt. Governor Spencer Cox along with representatives from DWS
and DHS held a meeting in Grand County to introduce a state-wide initiative to
mitigate the effects of intergenerational poverty and develop a plan to mobilize
existing services within the County that will allow children experiencing IGP to
establish a foundation for a successful adulthood.
13 Counties in the State of Utah were identified as having a high percentage of
children living in IGP and a high risk of children remaining in poverty as adults.
Grand County is one of those 13. (see GC Fact Sheet)

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:
Attorney Review:

The initiative began in 2012 when the Legislature adopted the Intergenerational
Poverty Mitigation Act. The act requires the Department of Workforce Services to
collect and analyze data from a number of State agencies with a focus on the
challenges and barriers facing children in poverty (distinguishes between IGP and
situational). Four focus areas emerged from the data evaluation which seem to
correlate with intergenerational poverty: 1) Early Childhood Development, 2)
Education, 3) Family Economic Stability and 4) Health.
The “Intergenerational Welfare Reform Commission”, a State level commission
comprised of Executive Directors of a number of State agencies (DWS, DHS,
UDOH, USBE, USHE, UCAT, GOED) and chaired by Lt. Governor Cox grew out
of this process and currently provides guidance to the ongoing efforts both at the
State and the County level.
The IWRC through the DWS tasked the affected Counties to develop a
Partnership, under the leadership of a Lead agency, comprised of specific
community entities.
DWS issued non-competitive planning grants in the fall of 2016 to assist counties
in forming partnership and garnering resources to develop a plan. Plans (based
on a provided template) were due in June of 2017. Grand County submitted a
plan.
Councilwomen Hawks and I have acted as co-chairs of the County Partnership
and in early 2017 were able to bring two co-facilitators on board, Ali Fuller who
facilitated the meetings and Kaitlin Myers who took notes and wrote the plan.
Those two people along with an amazing group of people who attended monthly
meetings made this happen. I cannot give enough praise to any of them.
We are now at the implementation stage of this initiative and this presents the
biggest challenge we have yet to face. The Intergenerational Welfare Reform
Commission requires the Counties to form a sub-committee which meets 3 or 4
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times per year, the chair of which will attend the IWRC meetings and provide
information and updates on progress, needs, barriers etc. I currently represent
Grand County on this committee.
It should be noted that there is currently no new funding provided to accomplish
any of the goals in our plan. The partnership kept this in mind when developing
strategies, but the largest impediment is that there is no coordinator to assess
progress and ensure the right steps are being taken.
If the initiative is to move forward, it will require support from the County and the
City. Of critical importance is having someone who can coordinate the activities
identified in the plan. It’s important to note that there is no money attached to this
initiative. The assumption has always been that the local community will find a
way to utilize existing programs and services to actualize the plan. While this
may be possible to a degree, it will require much coordination and follow-up and is
more than can be asked of a volunteer. The County will also need to identify a
person who will represent them at the sub-committee meetings. This person will
need to stay involved and be current on the status of implementation.

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. County IGP Plan Summary
2. County IGP Plan
3. Grand County IGP Fact Sheet
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SUMMARY: 2017 Grand County Intergenerational Poverty Plan
Goals



Early Childhood Development: Parents will obtain skills to support the healthy
development of children and mitigate exposure to toxic stress.
Health: IGP children and adults have access to quality, timely, affordable healthcare.

Target Population


The Grand County Intergenerational Poverty Action Plan targets all IGP children and
adults living in Grand County, regardless of demographics or cultural differences.

Key Strategies




Fund an IGP Coordinator to implement the plan and support collaboration amongst
relevant agencies in order to improve continuity of care and alleviate intergenerational
poverty rates in Grand County
Create a parenting involvement program at the hospital to teach parents effective
attachment parenting strategies at or before birth and refer both parents and children
to additional services as needed throughout childhood
Improve access to in-home mental, behavioral, and physical health services for parents
and children

Key Measures to Track Progress




Trends in number of calls/cases to Department of Child and Family Services, Grand
County Judicial System, law enforcement, Seekhaven, Children’s Justice Center, Moab
Regional Hospital and Emergency Room, etc.
Trends in public school testing at intake, ASQ-SE tests, HeadStart social/emotional
questionnaire, SEEIP evaluations, ACE tests
Participation rates and exit evaluation results of current and new programs related to
intergenerational poverty efforts in Grand County

Assumptions




The successful implementation of the Grand County IGP Plan relies on the creation of a
dedicated IGP Coordinator
The IGP Plan will be integrated into Grand County’s Communities that Care (CTC) Plan,
so some details of the plan will change as the CTC process evolves.
Additional funding and resources are necessary for the expansion and creation of new
programs

Barriers/Challenges



Long-term access to funding and resources
Uncertainty of capacity or funding for a dedicated IGP Coordinator
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Next Steps




Meet with the CTC Coalition to discuss ways to assimilate IGP and CTC efforts into one
cohesive, realistic plan
Hire or select an IGP Coordinator
Seek funding sources for expanding/creating new services

Development Team
•

Elizabeth Tubbs, Co-Chair

•

Jaylyn Hawks, Co-Chair and Seekhaven representative

•

Ali Fuller, Co-Facilitator

•

Kaitlin Myers, Co-Facilitator

•

Audrey Graham, South East Early Intervention Program (SEEIP)

•

Beth Joseph, Moab Free Health Clinic (MFHC)

•

Corina Spence, early childhood education services

•

Daniel McNeil, Grand Area Mentoring

•

Donna Johnston, Southeastern Utah Health Department

•

Kelly Thornton, Department of Workforce Services (DWS)

•

Kelly Vagts, Mental Health – Grand County School District (GCSD)

•

Melinda Snow, Grand County School District (GCSD)

•

Rhiana Medina, Moab Valley Multicultural Center (MVMC)

•

Sarah Shea, Moab Regional Hospital (MRH)

•

Shelly Ivey, Grand County Judicial System

•

Stephanie Dahlstrom, Utah State University – Moab (USU)

•

Zacharia Levine, Community Development Department of Grand County
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2017

Intergenerational
Poverty Action Plan
of Grand County
JUNE 2017
WRITTEN BY KAITLIN MYERS, CO-FACILITATOR, AND
THE GRAND COUNTY DEVELOPMENT TEAM
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Development Team
•

Elizabeth Tubbs, Co-Chair

•

Jaylyn Hawks, Co-Chair and Seekhaven representative

•

Ali Fuller, Co-Facilitator

•

Kaitlin Myers, Co-Facilitator

•

Audrey Graham, South East Early Intervention Program (SEEIP)

•

Beth Joseph, Moab Free Health Clinic (MFHC)

•

Corina Spence, early childhood education services

•

Daniel McNeil, Grand Area Mentoring

•

Donna Johnston, Southeastern Utah Health Department

•

Kelly Thornton, Department of Workforce Services (DWS)

•

Kelly Vagts, Mental Health – Grand County School District (GCSD)

•

Melinda Snow, Grand County School District (GCSD)

•

Rhiana Medina, Moab Valley Multicultural Center (MVMC)

•

Sarah Shea, Moab Regional Hospital (MRH)

•

Shelly Ivey, Grand County Judicial System

•

Stephanie Dahlstrom, Utah State University – Moab (USU)

•

Zacharia Levine, Community Development Department of Grand County

Data Sources
•

Department of Workforce Services

•

Intergenerational Welfare Reform Commission

•

Utah State Tax Commission

•

U.S. Census

•

Moab Area 2017 Affordable Housing Plan

•

Moab Free Health Clinic Resource Guide
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County Plan Summary
Grand County feels the aches and pains of big city problems, yet it receives small town funding. Like the
Wasatch Front and Back, the Moab area serves nearly two million tourists annually, but it struggles
alongside other rural communities for access to resources. Its seasonal population is not accounted
for in many of the census studies, often skewing data to hide the county’s severe struggles for fair
housing and reasonable cost of living. Relying on tourism as the main economic driver has caused
land prices to skyrocket while wages remain stagnant, creating an ever-increasing affordability gap
that has left Moab residents with few options.

Tourism and hospitality-related industries employ about 60% of the workers in Grand County and
collect more than 83% of the revenue, yet the average annual wage for service-related jobs is
$24,756 – substantially lower than the statewide average of $37,923. In 2014, 29.2% of all
households in Grand County earned less than $20,000, ranking 26th across all counties in Utah. In
2015, the average annual wage for those experiencing intergenerational poverty was $15,021, just
a fraction of the statewide and county average wages.
Coupled with high housing and living costs, many of the county’s residents struggle to make ends
meet, leading to higher rates of poverty – and intergenerational poverty – in the area.
Grand County is often excluded from funding and resource pools. It is one of only four counties in
Utah that does not benefit from Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) funding for crucial
in-home services. The large number of transient residents strain the county’s health and medical
infrastructure systems, yet the region is not considered a Healthcare Provider Shortage Area (HPSA)
for primary or dental care. It is one of the many rural regions competing for Utah’s minimal rural
set-aside funding sources. Out of necessity, service providers in the Moab area have spread
themselves thin to address some of the community’s most difficult challenges.
To address intergenerational poverty, Grand County’s development team selected two areas on
which to focus: early childhood development and health. The team believes that teaching families
how to support the healthy development of their children and expanding healthcare access to every
Grand County resident will be the most effective and sustainable way to address, and eventually
stop, the pervasive cycle of poverty in the community. Early childhood development and health are
two goals that are heavily intertwined and address some of the most basic human needs.
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Needs Assessment
County Goals for Intergenerational Poverty
The Grand County Intergenerational Poverty Plan will address the state’s overarching goals regarding
early childhood education and health. Grand County adopted one of the state’s long-term early
childhood development outcomes: Parents will obtain skills to support the healthy development of
children and mitigate exposure to toxic stress. Additionally, the plan closely aligns with the state’s
outcome measure to ensure quality, timely, and affordable access to healthcare for all children and
parents struggling with intergenerational poverty. Grand County’s health goals indirectly address many
of the state’s expected outcomes. By expanding access to services at birth and improving access to inhome mental, behavioral, and physical health services, the county is working to tackle the Commission’s
statewide early childhood development and health goals.

Measurements of Progress and Success
The evaluation indicators for Grand County’s two major goals are listed below.
Early Childhood Development
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Number of cases at:
o Department of Child and Family Services (DCFS)
o Children’s Justice Center
o Moab Regional Hospital Emergency Room
 Domestic violence cases
 Non-emergency medical visits
o Grand County Justice System
Number of calls to:
o Police and Sheriff’s Departments
o Seekhaven (domestic violence victim service provider)
Grand County School District records of:
o Domestic violence cases reported
o Absence rates
o Academic testing data at intake
Testing executive function levels at intake at public preschools, HeadStart, SEEIP, and other early
childhood education providers using an evidence-based assessment tool
Trends in Ages and Stages Questionnaire: Social-Emotional (ASQ-SE) results
Frequency of appointments with primary care providers
Number of participants in pre- and postnatal parenting involvement programs (PIP)

Health
•
•

Legislative decisions are made regarding a Healthcare Professional Shortage Area (HPSA)
designation for Grand County
Legislative decisions are made regarding Medicaid expansion for the state of Utah
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feasibility study results
Number of patients going to see providers for specific healthcare programs
Number of patients participating in certain types of financial aid and payment programs
Number of successful referrals, or referrals that lead to appointments
Number of children receiving follow-up services
Number of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) studies administered that lead to referrals
Trends in overall ACE scores
Percentage of primary care providers performing ACE tests and writing referrals

Target Population
The Grand County Intergenerational Poverty Action Plan targets all IGP children and adults living in
Grand County, regardless of demographics or cultural differences.

The Intergenerational Welfare Reform Commission (IWRC) reports Grand County has the third
highest rate of children experiencing intergenerational poverty at 15%, behind Carbon and San Juan
Counties; an additional 41% of children in Grand County are at-risk of remaining in poverty as
adults. Seven percent (7%) of adults in Grand County are experiencing intergenerational poverty,
indicating that a fraction of Grand County’s children come from impoverished families spanning multiple
generations. This translates to 837 adults and children currently experiencing IGP and an additional
879 children are at-risk – a shocking percentage of residents that cannot be ignored and a realistic
target population for this plan.

Bringing in Family Voices
The Grand County IGP development team created an anonymous survey to engage with families about
some of the solutions and strategies identified in this plan. Several service providers associated with this
plan distributed the survey to select families to gather initial feedback, and though there is some
variation in the responses, the results indicate that many of the services proposed in this plan would be
beneficial to the Moab community. The survey and its results may be found on the following pages.
The development team has incorporated several strategies into the Year One Work Plan to ensure that
community feedback will continue to be collected as this plan evolves and is implemented. Most
importantly, the IGP group plans to work with the Communities that Care Coalition (CTC) and other local
poverty-fighting committees to create exit assessments about the effectiveness of current and proposed
programs used in Grand County. The Grand County IGP Plan will influence and work alongside the
efforts produced by the CTC, and the coalition will include parent voices on proposed CTC programs and
IGP/CTC overlapping programs as well. The appended survey will continue to be distributed through the
community in addition to the program evaluations, with specific plans to distribute to parents
throughout the Grand County School District at the start of the upcoming school year. As new programs
arise, the Grand County IGP team plans to be flexible and proactive in regularly assessing where this
plan is, where it will go, and how effective it is for the community it is intended to serve.
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Survey Results
Ten families were surveyed in-person by service providers associated with this plan. Seven of the
participants were female, and all but one participant was between ages 26 to 45; the outlying
participant is between the ages of 46-55. The average household size, including the participant, is 4.8
people – 4 of which are under age 18. This indicates that many of the families interviewed are single
parents with multiple children. The survey asks the number of “people living with [the participant]”
because families experiencing intergenerational poverty have intricate or non-conventional family
structures or live in households with other families, so the survey allows the participant to self-declare
what they define their household to be.
Six of the participants work full time, though some of those full-time positions are seasonal in nature.
Two of the participants are part-time, and the others are unemployed. Four of the participants claim to
have health insurance for themselves and their family, but five families are only partially covered, and
one family declares to not have health insurance at all.
Several of the participants gave general feedback that the Grand County IGP Team will take into
consideration as it moves forward with plan implementation. The following are direct quotes from
survey results:
•

•

•
•
•

I had help from Early Intervention when my kids were little. After that, it was hard to figure out
how to get stuff done. Like fill out forms, or read them, or know if someone could help me with
my kids. I can't drive but I live near the hospital. It is hard to get to workforce services and now
they want you to call or get on the computer for help. I have a friend drive me to Blanding for
Indian Health care. I'm not sure what I would do if she didn't do that.
I like Moab, but it all costs so much my family can’t keep up. I think we will have to move if we
can't get insurance or chip or Medicaid. My feet are very tired from working two jobs and my
kids are good but I am afraid they will get hurt. The hospital is nice. But it is not private for
waiting or talking.
More help for parents of kids with autism
Public transportation
Providers don’t communicate with each other and it’s frustrating.
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The chart below indicates how helpful the participants believe the proposed services would be for them
and their families. According to these families, the most important services are access to in-home
mental and behavioral health services and expansion of Medicaid or a similar health coverage program
in the state of Utah.

Not
Helpful

Unsure

I already
have access
to this
service.

1

1

1

0

2

0

1

0

0

2

1

0

1

0

0

0

2

4

2

1

1

0

How helpful would prenatal and postnatal
education and care be?

1

3

0

1

1

1

3

How helpful would access to a free or cashpay health clinic be?

4

3

3

0

0

0

0

How helpful would it be if Medicaid or a
similar health coverage program was
expanded in the state of Utah?

9

0

0

1

0

0

0

How helpful would it be if health and social
service agencies could more easily share
patient information in order to improve
continuity of care in Grand County?

4

2

0

0

0

4

0

Neither
Somewhat Helpful nor
Helpful
Unhelpful

Very
Helpful

Helpful

How helpful would in-home PHYSICAL
health services be? (For example, your
doctor coming to your home for treatment
instead of you going into their office)

3

2

2

How helpful would in-home MENTAL
health services be? (For example, your
doctor coming to your home for treatment
instead of you going into their office)

6

1

How helpful would in-home BEHAVIORAL
health services be? (For example, your
doctor coming to your home for treatment
instead of you going into their office)

6

How helpful would peer parenting classes
be?
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Health and Early Childhood Development Services Survey
The following questions are to get a general idea of who you are.
1. Age:
□ 16 – 25

□ 26 – 35

□ 36 – 45

□ 46 – 55

□ Female

□ Prefer Not to Identify

□ 56 – 65

□ 66 +

2. Gender:
□ Male

3. Employment Status:
□ Full-Time

□ Part-Time

□ Retired

□ Unemployed

4. Number of people living with you: _______________
5. How many of those people are under age 18? _______________
6. Do you and/or your family members have health insurance?
□ Yes, we all do.
□ I do, but members of my family do not.
□ I do not, but members of my family do.
□ Yes, but I am or my family is still underinsured.
□ No.

The following questions ask how helpful certain programs or services would be to
you and your family.
7. How helpful would in-home PHYSICAL health services be? (For example, your doctor coming
to your home for treatment instead of you going into their office)
□ Very Helpful

□ Not Helpful

□ Helpful

□ Unsure
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□ Somewhat Helpful

□ I already have access to this service.

□ Neither Helpful nor Unhelpful

8. How helpful would in-home MENTAL health services be? (For example, your doctor coming to
your home for treatment instead of you going into their office)
□ Very Helpful

□ Not Helpful

□ Helpful

□ Unsure

□ Somewhat Helpful

□ I already have access to this service.

□ Neither Helpful nor Unhelpful

9. How helpful would in-home BEHAVIORAL health services be? (For example, your doctor
coming to your home for treatment instead of you going into their office)
□ Very Helpful

□ Not Helpful

□ Helpful
□ Somewhat Helpful

□ Unsure
□ I already have access to this service.

□ Neither Helpful nor Unhelpful

10. How helpful would peer parenting classes be?
□ Very Helpful

□ Not Helpful

□ Helpful

□ Unsure

□ Somewhat Helpful

□ I already have access to this service.

□ Neither Helpful nor Unhelpful

11. How helpful would prenatal and postnatal education and care be?
□ Very Helpful

□ Not Helpful

□ Helpful

□ Unsure

□ Somewhat Helpful

□ I already have access to this service.

□ Neither Helpful nor Unhelpful

12. How helpful would access to a free or cash-pay health clinic be?
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□ Very Helpful

□ Not Helpful

□ Helpful

□ Unsure

□ Somewhat Helpful

□ I already have access to this service.

□ Neither Helpful nor Unhelpful

13.

How helpful would it be if Medicaid or a similar health coverage program was expanded
in the state of Utah?
□ Very Helpful

□ Not Helpful

□ Helpful

□ Unsure

□ Somewhat Helpful

□ I already have access to this service.

□ Neither Helpful nor Unhelpful

14. How would it be if health and social service agencies could more easily share patient information
in order to improve continuity of care in Grand County?
□ Very Helpful

□ Not Helpful

□ Helpful

□ Unsure

□ Somewhat Helpful

□ I already have access to this service.

□ Neither Helpful nor Unhelpful
Additional comments, questions, or concerns about health and early childhood development services in
the Moab area:

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Developing, Integrating, and Aligning Services
The corresponding charts explaining the connections between current and proposed services, policies,
systems, and resources identified by Grand County may be found on the following pages.

Proposed Services
The summary of the most important elements in these charts can be stated as two key concepts.
First, Grand County recognizes the creation of a parenting involvement program (PIP) as the most
important system to address many of the problems associated with intergenerational poverty in the
community. Given the proper amount of funding and resources, this program has the capacity to
address the county’s early childhood development and health goals. Moab Regional Hospital can begin
to teach parents effective attachment parenting strategies at or before birth, screen for early signs of
developmental delays, refer both parents and children to additional services as needed, and continue
care through childhood – thus reducing ACE scores for this population. With the hospital as the central
connector, PIP creates formal communication channels amongst the relevant organizations, making
access to care easier for both families and providers.
Additionally, the development team of Grand County overwhelmingly believes that a full-time position
must be created or additional funding provided to coordinate the implementation and upkeep of this
plan. Grand County and the City of Moab are studying options for creating a formal economic
development office, and it has been proposed that this office could take on some of the responsibility of
implementing this plan. This coordinator would work closely with the efforts produced by the hospital
and the Communities that Care (CTC) Coalition to solve some of the most pertinent causes of poverty in
the community. The CTC Coalition is still in its early stages of development, so it is difficult to project
the future of IGP’s relationship with CTC. To summarize, there are a couple of potential opportunities to
formally support an IGP Coordinator in the community, but nothing is certain.
The actions outlined in this plan are extremely important to solving some of the deepest challenges in
Grand County, but many of the organizations, including those involved with writing this plan, do not
have the capacity to also implement it. Like many rural communities, the Moab area is isolated and
constantly struggling to find more funding and resources. The residents, local government, and
nonprofits have realized in many cases that to accomplish something, they must do it themselves and
cannot wait for outside help.
The gravity and longevity of implementing a plan to address intergenerational poverty in Grand County
is a task that no individual organization in Grand County can add to its current workload. Therefore,
funding a position to oversee the coordination of the county’s health and early childhood development
goals is necessary and would fit naturally with the work done at the hospital to create a parenting
involvement program.
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Proposed Services

Service to be provided

To whom in the
Can your target
family will the service families currently
Organization(s)
be offered?
access this service? providing the service

Other Pertinent Information

Early Childhood Development
Improved access to in-home IGP parents and
children
services
(mental/behavioral/physical
health) for parents and
children

No - Grand County is HeadStart and SEEIP As the most recent IWRC annual report
one of the four
currently have limited states, Grand County is one of only four
counties in the state but existing programs counties "with high rates of children
of Utah that does not to provide this
experiencing intergenerational poverty
receive Temporary
service. MRH has
[that] lack[s] home visitation services;"
Assistance for Needy begun the process of the lack of TANF funding is one of many
Families (TANF)
creating a parenting crucial missing pieces to solve the
funding for evidence- involvement program
county's struggle for improved
based home visitation (PIP), but it is not yet
healthcare. MRH is starting a program
available to the
program.
but still cannot fully address this need in
community.
the county. Though MRH will be the
main organization providing this service,
it will be screening and linking parents to
services from, but not limited to: USU
Extension, DWS, MFHC, SEEIP,
Headstart,
Four Corners Mental Health, MVMC

Support Child Health and
All children and
Development Interactive
families in Grand
System (CHADIS) testing
County
starting in the MRH and get
all providers to participate in
this program

Mostly no, in
progress

Health

ACE and CHADIS screenings
performed by all primary
care service providers

All children age 0-18 Yes, but limited

MRH, MFHC, Health This program is currently under
Dept., Four Corners, development and is time-limited
dental care providers because the Cambia grant funding the
service will eventually go away.

MRH, other primary Grand County is currently facing a
care providers
shortage of primary care doctors, which
could hamper the efforts of expanding
this service. The community receives
almost two million visitors annually,
many of whom are served by primary
and emergency care physicians – this
drives the doctor and/or nurse to patient
ratio substantially lower than Censusbased reports show. Expanding this
service may prove to be difficult because
many of the primary providers do not
have the funding or capacity to add this
service at this time.
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Funding a full-time care
All children and
coordinator to enhance and families in Grand
support collaboration
County
between health agencies in
order to improve continuity
of care

No

Through this plan development process,
Grand County has come to the firm
conclusion that an additional person or
organization is extremely necessary in
order to ensure that continued
collaboration and progress is happening
in the organizations associated with this
document. It is clear that in several
areas, this county, like many of Utah's
rural counties, gets overlooked when
considered for state funding though they
are in dire need of it. There is no listed
organization to provide this service, but
the Grand County development team
strongly agrees that some kind of state
funding should be allocated to create
this position for counties that need it.

Aligning Services, Systems, and Resources
Linking and Aligning Services
Service 1

Service 2

Will be linked how?

Early Childhood Development & Health
MRH's proposed parenting involvement
program (PIP)

All other additional services, based Screenings and referral processes
on the needs of the family

Countywide service-provider evaluation
system

Accountability amongst service
providers

A full-time position or organization must be
created to oversee the implementation of this
plan and hold associated organizations
accountable.
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Linking and Aligning Policies and Systems
Policy or System 1
IGP

Policy or System 2

Linkage/Alignment Needed

CTC, LIC, Homeless Coordinating
Committee, etc.

Grand County currently has several committees that serve to
streamline and improve services related to poverty. This new
IGP group, in conjunction with CTC or another service group,
could consolidate the number of committees and multitude of
meetings that many of the associated service providers
regularly attend. This linkage applies to both early childhood
development and health services.

Early Childhood Development
Screening and intake systems

Release of information policies

Permission from parents to share information between
organizations

Release of information form for
Organization A

Release of information form for
Organization B

Each federal, state, grant, and other release of information
form has different, specific requirements, creating a double
edged sword that protects the identity of the patient yet makes
it harder for organizations to collaborate to treat the same
patient. A partnership agreement amongst service providers in
Grand County would be one way to streamline information
sharing systems if it is possible to work through state and
federal statutes.

MRH's parenting involvement
program

Other agencies to whom patients
are referred by MRH

An evaluation system needs to be created to ensure that the
hospital's program is effectively assessing the needs of families,
and that the associated agencies are following through on the
referrals being sent to them.

Health
Healthcare Provider Shortage Area HPSA requirements, legislature
(HPSA) designation/exemptions
countywide for dental, mental, and
primary care

City and County officials to lobby to state to get HPSA
designation/exemptions for countywide dental, mental, and
primary care. As is stated previously in the document, the
community receives almost two million visitors annually, many
of whom are served by primary and emergency care physicians
– this drives the doctor and/or nurse to patient ratio
substantially lower than Census-based reports show. The
Census data does not accurately portray the needs of the
community, so it is necessary that local officials lobby for this
designation. Grand County currently has a HPSA designation for
mental health, but it still needs the designation for primary and
dental care.

Expansion of Medicaid

Current lack of political will, resources to serve community
needs

Legislature
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Linking and Aligning Resources to Address Intergenerational Poverty
Resource to Link

Who controls this resource?

Linkage/Alignment Needed

Early Childhood Development
Funding sources

Legislature

Legislature needs to better allocate funding sources
to counties that have high rates of intergenerational
poverty, and funding sources must be better linked
with their beneficiaries to allow for more flexible
uses.

Eligibility criteria for programs for children
age 0-5 (SEEIP, HeadStart, etc.) need to be
expanded

Legislature

Income and disability qualification requirements limit
the number of children served to the most extreme
situations. Often, the moderately serious situations
are the ones that can be most effectively changed
with relatively little expenditure. Allowing these
programs to serve the lowest 15% of children rather
than the lowest 5-10% would be an efficient and
easily traceable change.

Funding for CHADIS screening programs

CHADIS, Legislature

Health
A permanent funding source(s) is needed for
parenting involvement, in-home services, and other
programs essential to improving overall health in
Grand County.

Outreach and Marketing
Many of the organizations that typically serve families experiencing intergenerational poverty in Grand
County have been integral to creating this plan and understand importance of its contents. One of the
key programs proposed from this process is MRH’s parenting involvement program (PIP), which will
target all new mothers and children. By working with every newborn and its family, the hospital ensures
the dissemination of a consistent message from birth through childhood. Most of the organizations
listed in this plan will be partners in the hospital’s proposed PIP, sharing the same goals and message.
Additionally, a countywide service-provider evaluation system will be created to ensure that proper
communication is maintained among service providers and between service providers and the
community.
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Logic Model
Early Childhood Development
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Health
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Year One Work Plan
Work Plan Action Steps

Owner/Responsible

Status (Behind, On Track,
Complete)

Q3, 2017
GCSD to change school
Grand County School District (GCSD)
registration forms to be more
inclusive of nonconventional
family structures

Complete

Connect with CTC to evaluate IGP team and CTC Coalition (Sarah Shea)
which aspects of IGP Plan can
be aligned with or funded by
CTC

On Track

Schedule a webinar or
strategy session with Tracy
Gruber and/or DWS to
discuss IGP plan, funding
sources, etc.

IGP Team

Q4, 2017
Webinar on improving
Kelly Vagts, GCSD
executive functioning testing
in GC schools

On Track

Based on CTC initial
IGP and CTC Coalition Board members
development sessions, design
an action plan and/or
agreement between IGP and
CTC coalitions
Q1, 2018
Hire or select an IGP
coordinator

Grand County, City of Moab

Based on IGP/CTC
IGP Coordinator, IGP Team, CTC, MFHC
coordinated plan, seek
funding options for expanding
and creating service options
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Approach community leaders IGP Coordinator, IGP Team, CTC
(City, County, State
representatives) about
lobbying for HPSA
designations
Approach community leaders IGP Coordinator, IGP Team, CTC
(City, County, State
representatives) about
lobbying for universal
healthcare for community
members (Medicaid or other)
Begin baseline study of
IGP Coordinator, IGP Team, CTC
available services and needs
in the community
Q2, 2018
Market PIP and other new
services available to the
community; this will be an
ongoing action item as new
or expanded programs arise

IGP Coordinator

Ask CHADIS to pull clinic-wide MRH and/or CTC Coalition
reports to track changes
Design Parent Involvement
Program (PIP) and other
relevant service programs

IGP Coordinator
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Administration
Partnerships
Due to its remote location and population size, Grand County relies on a mix of local and regional
resources for health and early childhood development services. An extensive resource guide has been
appended to this document and includes many of the regional organizations with which Grand County
partners. The group still needs funding or resources to create capacity for a lead organization to make
headway on this effort. Moab Regional Hospital will be implementing some of the most important items
in this plan, but it does not have the long-term staff or funding to manage the full work plan.
Organization

Key Contact

Title

Email

South East Early
Intervention Program
(SEEIP)

Audrey
Graham

Early Childhood
Specialist

graham4grand@yahoo.com

Moab Free Health
Clinic (MFHC)

Beth Joseph

Executive
Director

director@moabfreehealthclinic.org

Grand Area
Mentoring
Southeastern Utah
Health Department

Daniel
McNeil
Donna
Johnston

Director

grandareamentoring@gmail.com

Nurse

djohnston@utah.gov

Department of
Workforce Services
(DWS)

Kelly
Thornton

Manager

kthornto@utah.gov

Mental Health –
Grand County School
District (GCSD)

Kelly Vagts

Therapist

vagtsk@grandschools.org

(435)
Mental health services
719-4824

ECD,
Health

Grand County School
District (GCSD)

Melinda
Snow

Grand County
Middle
School Principal

snowm@grandschools.org

(435)
Administrator at GCSD
259-7350

ECD,
Health

Moab Valley
Multicultural Center
(MVMC)

Rhiana
Medina

Executive
Director

director@moabmc.org

Financial and translation
(435) assistance, crisis case
259-5444 management,
community services

ECD,
Health

Sarah Shea

Director of
Community
Relations
& Program
Development

sarahs@mrhmoab.org

(435)
Health services
719-3683

ECD,
Health

Maddy Fisk

Executive
Director

maddy@seekhaven.org

Safe and secure shelter,
(435) safety planning,
259-2229 counseling referrals,
legal advocacy,

ECD,
Health

Moab Regional
Hospital (MRH)

Seekhaven
Family Crisis and
Resource Center

Phone

Services Provided/Role Subgroups

(435)- Early childhood
259-1114 education

ECD,
Health

Healthcare services for
(435)
uninsured and
259-1113
underinsured
(435) Youth mentoring
259-1516 program
(435) Healthcare services,
259-5602 financial assistance
Temporary Assistance
including Financial
Assistance, SNAP, Child
Care, Medical,
(435) Unemployment
719-2600 Insurance. Employment
exchange activities
including job readiness
skills and job seeking
skills development.

Health
ECD
ECD,
Health

ECD,
Health
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educational support,
rental and employment
assistance

Grand County

Zacharia
Levine

Utah State University
– Moab (USU)

Stephanie
Dahlstrom

Community
Development
Director

zlevine@grandcountyutah.net

stephanie.dahlstrom@usu.edu

(435) Community and
259-1371 Economic Development
Higher education and
programs

ECD

Health

Communication among Partners
The next step towards implementing the Grand County Intergenerational Poverty Plan will be to
consider the ways in which it can fit into the Communities that Care Coalition Plan and which ways it will
differ. Several of the IGP partners will be attending the initial orientation sessions for the CTC Coalition
over the coming months, and the group will reconvene to establish a formal communication plan. The
proposed IGP Coordinator will be responsible for setting agendas, driving meetings, and implementing
the plan. The IGP Development Team proposes that the City or the County formally hires this
coordinator. As a local government employee, this person will be able to act as an unbiased mediator
and coordinator of the service providers in Grand County and the liaison between the state and the local
community.

Communications to Stakeholders and the Community
The IGP team plans to have open communication with the City and County Councils, Chamber of
Commerce, Rotary Club, newspapers, and other pertinent community organizations. Once hired, the IGP
Coordinator will work to implement the plan and communicate to all service providers and community
and state leaders. The IGP team will reconvene to develop a formal communication plan after the CTC
orientation in the coming months and again after an IGP Coordinator is hired.

Anticipated Challenges and Barriers
The single most difficult challenge to implementing this plan will be access to funding and resources.
Grand County is a nonprofit-heavy community that is passionate about helping its residents, but it
receives relatively little outside help and local donors and volunteers are spread too thin to commit to
another long-term cause as substantial as ending intergenerational poverty. Partners have started
working to addressing upcoming challenges; the development team is committed to acting on the issues
listed in this document and have started to apply for additional funding sources, and many of the
organizations have started the process of building capacity for creating or supporting new community
programs.
Without a doubt, though, the Grand County development team believes that to ensure successful
execution, Grand County needs a formal coordinator and consistent funding from the Intergenerational
Welfare Reform Commission.
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RESOURCE GUIDE - EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
Service

Target
Population (if
any)

Organization/Agency

Finanical
Asisstance
Available?

Contact

Phone

Location

Website

(801) 584-8246

Salt Lake City, UT

utah.gov

1(877) 549-1663

Moab, UT

utah.gov

Child Resources

Families with
children with
Integrated Services Program
special care
needs

N/A

Child Resources

Families
without
health
insurance

Children's Health Insurance Program
(CHIP)

Yes

Four Corners Community Behavioral
Health

Yes

(435) 259-6131

Moab, UT

fourcorners.ws

(435) 259-1516

Moab, UT

grandschools.org

1(800) 841-2867
x501

Moab, UT

Yes

1-800-331-4341

Moab, UT

jobs.utah.gov

Yes

(435) 259-1658

Moab, UT

facebook.com

Pregnant
women,
breastfeeding
mothers,
Women, Infants, and Children (WIC)
portpartum
women,
children age
0-5

Yes

(435) 259-5602

Moab, UT

seuhealth.com

Arches New Hope Pregnancy Center

Yes

(435) 259-5433

Moab, UT

archesnewhope.org

1(800) 826-9662

Moab, UT

babyyourbaby.org

(435) 564-3434

Green River, UT

Child Resources
Child Resources

At-risk
students

Grand Area Mentoring

N/A

Child Resources

Low-income
families with
Rural Utah Child Development Head
children
Start
pregnancy
thorugh age 5

N/A

Child Resources

Low-income

Child Resources

Child Resources

Pregnancy Assistance

Pregnancy Assistance

Pregnancy Assistance

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP)
Family Support Center at the Christmas
Box House

Women who
cannot afford Baby Your Baby
prenatal care
Green River Medical Center

Yes

Tammy Berrie

Corina Spence

Tammy Berrie

Yes

grmedical.org
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Pregnancy Assistance
Pregnancy Assistance
Pregnancy Assistance
Pregnancy Assistance

Pregnancy Assistance

Planned Parenthood
San Juan Clinic
Dept. of Workforce Services
Utah Navajo Health System Inc.
Pregnant
women,
breastfeeding
mothers,
Women, Infants, and Children (WIC)
portpartum
women,
children age
0-5

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Tammy Berrie

Yes

(970) 347-3002
(435) 587-5054
(435) 719-3608
(435) 678-3601

Durango, CO
Monticello, UT
Moab, UT
Blanding, UT

(435) 259-5602

Moab, UT

plannedparenthood.org
sanjuanhealthservices.org
utah.gov
unhsinc.org

seuhealth.com
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RESOURCE GUIDE - EDUCATION
Target
Population (if
Service
any)
Organization/Agency
ESOL,
Adolescent/Youth Services adolescents
and older
Arches Education Center
Adolescent/Youth Services

Phone

Location

(435) 260-8764

Moab, UT

archeseducation.org

Yes

(435) 259-2767

Moab, UT

moabbeacon.net

N/A

(801) 584-8246

Salt Lake City, UT

Four Corners Community Behavioral
Health

Yes

(435) 259-6131

Moab, UT

fourcorners.ws

Grand Area Mentoring

N/A

(435) 259-1516

Moab, UT

grandschools.org

BEACON Afterschool Program

Families with
children with
Adolescent/Youth Services
Integrated Services Program
special care
needs
Adolescent/Youth Services
Adolescent/Youth Services

At-risk
students

Adolescent/Youth Services

Young Life Moab

Adolescent/Youth Services

Youth Garden Project

Health Education

Health Education

Health Rising Wellness
Uninsured
and
Moab Free Health Clinic
Underinsured

Health Education

Moab Valley Multicultural Center

Health Education
Health Education

San Juan Clinic
SMART Recovery
Southeastern Utah District Health
Department

Health Education

Health Education

Finanical
Asisstance
Available?

Pregnant
women,
breastfeeding
mothers,
Women, Infants, and Children (WIC)
portpartum
women,
children age
0-5

Yes

Contact

Trisha Hedin

Website

utah.gov

Yes

Silas Rappe, Kylie
Thomas

(435) 260-0285

Yes

Delite Primus

(435) 259-2326

Moab, UT

youthgardenproject.org

(970) 242-0020

Moab, UT & Grand
Junction, CO

healthrisingwellness.com

Yes

(435) 259-1113

Moab, UT

moabfreehealthclinic.org

Yes
Yes
N/A

(435) 259-5444
(435) 587-5054
(435) 261-2731

Monticello, UT
Moab, UT

Yes

(435) 259-5602

Moab, UT

seuhealth.com

Yes

(435) 259-5602

Moab, UT

seuhealth.com

No

Debra Cahill DOM, L.Ac.

David Simoni

Moab, UT

Moab, UT

younglife.org

moabvalleymulticulturalcenter.org
sanjuanhealthservices.org
smartrecovery.org
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RESOURCE GUIDE - FAMILY ECONOMIC STABILITY
Service

Target
Population (if
any)

Disability Assistance

Organization/Agency
Active Re-Entry Independent Living
Program

Disability Assistance

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP)

Low-income

Disability Assistance
Disability Assistance

Dept. of Workforce Services
Vocational Rehabilitation Services
Division

Financial Counseling

Fair Credit Foundation

Financial Counseling

Families with
children
Family Employment Program (TANF)
Moab Valley Multicultural Center

Financial Counseling

Financial Counseling

Victims of
domestic
violence &
Seekhaven Family Crisis and Resource
sexual assault Center

Finanical
Asisstance
Available?

Phone

Location

N/A

(435) 259-0245

Moab, UT

arecil.org

Yes

1-800-331-4341

Moab, UT

jobs.utah.gov

(435) 719-3608

Moab, UT

utah.gov

(435) 259-4635

Moab, UT

(800) 351-4195

Salt Lake City, UT

faircredit.org

Yes

1-877-313-4717

Salt Lake City, UT

utah.gov

Yes

(435) 259-5444

Moab, UT

Yes

Contact

Tammy Berrie

Yes

Website

moabvalleymulticulturalcenter.org

Moab, UT
Yes

(435) 259-2229

Food Assistance

Dept. of Workforce Services

Yes

(435) 719-2600

Moab, UT

utah.gov

Food Assistance

Grand County Food Bank

Yes

(435) 259-6456

Moab, UT

utah.gov

Food Assistance

Moab Valley Multicultural Center

Yes

(435) 259-5444

Moab, UT

moabvalleymulticulturalcenter.org

Yes

(435) 259-5602

Moab, UT

seuhealth.com

Yes

1-800-331-4341

Moab, UT

jobs.utah.gov

Food Assistance
Food Assistance
Food Assistance

Food Assistance
Housing Assistance

Low-income

Southeastern Utah District Health
Department
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP)
The Salvation Army

Pregnant
women,
breastfeeding
mothers,
Women, Infants, and Children (WIC)
portpartum
women,
children age
0-5
Dept. of Workforce Services

Yes

Sara Melnicoff

(435) 259-0910

seekhaven.org

Moab, UT

salvationarmyusa.org

Yes

(435) 259-5602

Moab, UT

seuhealth.com

Yes

(435) 719-2600

Moab, UT

utah.gov
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Housing Assistance
Housing Assistance

low-income
homeowners Home Energy Assistance Target (HEAT)
& renters
Program
Moab Area 2017 Affordable Housing
Plan

Yes

(435) 259-1371

Moab, UT

moabhousingplan.com

Zacharia Levine

(435) 259-1371

Moab, UT

moabhousing.com

(435) 259-5444

Moab, UT

moabvalleymulticulturalcenter.org

N/A

Housing Assistance

Moab Valley Multicultural Center

Yes

Housing Assistance

The Salvation Army

utah.gov

Zacharia Levine

Moab Area Housing Resource Guide

Housing Assistance

Moab, UT

N/A

Housing Assistance

Victims of
domestic
violence &
Seekhaven Family Crisis and Resource
sexual assault Center

(435) 259-6362

Moab, UT
Yes
Yes

(435) 259-2229

seekhaven.org
Moab, UT

Sara Melnicoff

(435) 259-0910

Cortez, CO

vistamesaliving.com

salvationarmyusa.org

Housing Assistance

Seniors

Vista Mesa Assisted Living Residence

N/A

Tiffany Cross

(970) 564-1888
(970) 570-8207

Children's Health Insurance Program
(CHIP)

Yes

Tammy Berrie

1(877) 549-1663

Moab, UT

utah.gov

Insurance Enrollment

Families
without
health
insurance

(435) 259-1113

Moab, UT

moabfreehealthclinic.org

Insurance Enrollment

Uninsured
and
Moab Free Health Clinic
Underinsured

Yes

Insurance Enrollment

Dept. of Workforce Services

Yes

Tammy Berrie

(435) 719-3608

Moab, UT

utah.gov

Insurance Enrollment

Utah Health Decisions Insurance Services

Yes

Charlie Kulander

(435) 260-2147

Moab, UT

utahhealthdecisions.com
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RESOURCE GUIDE - HEALTH
Service

Target
Population (if
any)

Alternative Medicine

Organization/Agency
Awakening Heart

Finanical
Asisstance
Available?
Yes

Contact
Judith Lee

Phone

Location

(435) 260-8667

Moab, UT

Website

Alternative Medicine

Health Rising Wellness

No

Debra Cahill DOM, L.Ac.

(970) 242-0020

Moab, UT & Grand
Junction, CO

Alternative Medicine

Moab Acupuncture Clinic

No

Flora Najafi L.Ac.Dil
NCCAOM

(435) 259-8483

Moab, UT

moabacupuncture.com

Alternative Medicine

Morning Glory Massage

No

Lee Truesdell, LMT

(435) 259-0302

Moab, UT

massagemoab.com

Dr. Donald T. Leathers,
ND

(435) 259-8123

Moab, UT

phoenixrisingmoab.com

(435) 259-7726

Moab, UT

spamoab.com

Tawn Jorie Lee

(435) 210-0667

Moab, UT

Tiffany Cross

(970) 564-1888
(970) 570-8207

Cortez, CO

vistamesaliving.com
archesdentalclinicut.com

Alternative Medicine

Phoenix Rising

Yes

Alternative Medicine

Spa Moab

No

Alternative Medicine

Our Community Acupuncture

No

Alternative Medicine

Seniors

Vista Mesa Assisted Living Residence

N/A

Dental Care

Arches Dental Clinic

No

(435) 259-4333

Moab, UT

Dental Care

Comfort Dental

No

(970) 255-1222

Grand Junction, CO

Dental Care

Green River Medical Center

Yes

healthrisingwellness.com

comfortdental.com

(435) 564-3434

Green River, UT

grmedical.org

(435) 259-7418

Moab, UT

moabsmiles.com

(435) 259-5378

Moab, UT

moabdental.com

Dental Care

Moab Smiles

No

Merrill M. Hugentobler,
DDS

Dental Care

Moab Dental Center

No

Jeffery Cornelius, DDS

Moab Veteran's Outreach Telehealth
Clinic

No

(435) 719-4144

Moab, UT

Dental Care

Parkway Dental

No

(435) 201-6940

Moab, UT

parkwaydentalmidvale.com

Dental Care

Red Rock Dental

No

(435) 259-4059

Moab, UT

moabredrockdental.com

Dental Care

Utah Navajo Health System Inc.

Yes

(435) 678-3601

Blanding, UT

Lion's Club

Yes

(435) 259-1721

Moab, UT

Eye Care

Moab Eyeworks

N/A

(435) 259-9492

Moab, UT

moabeyeworks.com

Eye Care

Todd Hackney Optometry

No

(435) 259-9441

Moab, UT

toddhackneyod.com

(970) 564-1888
(970) 570-8207

Cortez, CO

vistamesaliving.com

Dental Care

Eye Care

Veterans

Children
without
Insurance

Hospice Care

Seniors

Vista Mesa Assisted Living Residence

N/A

Hospice Care

Seniors

Dr. Norman C Barber

Tom Lord

Tiffany Cross

unhsinc.org

Grand County Hospice

Yes

(435) 719-3772

Moab, UT

Immunization

Green River Medical Center

Yes

(435) 564-3434

Green River, UT

Immunization

Moab Family Medicine

No

(435) 259-7121

Moab, UT

moabfamilymedicine.com

Immunization

Moab Regional Medical Clinic

No

(435) 719-5500

Moab, UT

amhmoab.org

grmedical.org
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Moab Veteran's Outreach Telehealth
Clinic

No

(435) 719-4144

Moab, UT

Immunization

San Juan Clinic

Yes

(435) 587-5054

Monticello, UT

Immunization

Southeastern Utah District Health
Department

Yes

(435) 259-5602

Moab, UT

Immunization

Utah Navajo Health System Inc.

Yes

(435) 678-3601

Blanding, UT

Immunization

Medical Care

Veterans

seuhealth.com
unhsinc.org

Canyonlands Care Center

Yes

(435) 719-4400

Moab, UT

canyonlandscarecenter.org

Medical Care

Colorado West Dermatology

No

(970) 245-1500

Grand Junction, CO

wecareaboutyourskin.com

Medical Care

Dr. Andrews Family Practice and Grand
County Wellness Center

Yes

(435) 259-4466

Moab, UT

Medical Care

Green River Medical Center

Yes

(435) 564-3434

Green River, UT

Medical Care

Moab Family Medicine

No

(435) 259-7121

Moab, UT

moabfamilymedicine.com

Yes

(435) 259-1113

Moab, UT

moabfreehealthclinic.org

Medical Care

Seniors

sanjuanhealthservices.org

Uninsured
and
Moab Free Health Clinic
Underinsured

moabfamilyhealth.com
grmedical.org

Medical Care

Moab Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation

Yes

(435) 210-1985

Moab, UT

moabphysicaltherapy.com

Medical Care

Moab Regional Hospital

Yes

(435) 719-3500

Moab, UT

mrhmoab.org

Medical Care

Moab Regional Medical Clinic

No

(435) 719-5500

Moab, UT

mrhmoab.org

Medical Care

Moab Veteran's Outreach Telehealth
Clinic

No

(435) 719-4144

Moab, UT

Veterans

Medical Care

Neurology of Eastern Utah

No

(435) 781-8464

Vernal, UT

Medical Care

Planned Parenthood

Yes

(970) 347-3002

Durango, CO

Medical Care

Red Valley Chiropractic & Massage

No

(435) 259-0123

Moab, UT

Medical Care

San Juan Clinic

Yes

(435) 587-5054

Monticello, UT

sanjuanhealthservices.org

Medical Care

San Juan County Hospital

Yes

(435) 587-2116

Monticello, UT

sanjuanhealthservices.org

Yes

(435)-637-3950

Price, UT

cpdusu.org

Yes

(435) 678-3601

Blanding, UT

unhsinc.org

Vista Mesa Assisted Living Residence

N/A

(970) 564-1888
(970) 570-8207

Cortez, CO

vistamesaliving.com

Mental Health

Four Corners Community Behavioral
Health

Yes

(435) 259-6131

Moab, UT

fourcorners.ws

Mental Health

Green River Medical Center

Yes

(435) 564-3434

Green River, UT

grmedical.org

Mental Health

Gregory Lee Hood, Counselor, MA, LPC

Yes

(832) 432-7658

Moab, UT

psychologytoday.com

Mental Health

InterAct Clubhouse

Yes

(435) 259-7340

Moab, UT

fourcorners.ws

Medical Care

Families with
children age South East Early Intervention Program
0-3

Medical Care
Medical Care

Utah Navajo Health System Inc.
Seniors

Tiffany Cross

Gregory Lee Hood

ashleyregional.com
plannedparenthood.org
moabchiropracticmassage.com
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Mental Health

James A. Ferro, PhD Psychology

No

James A. Ferro

(435) 260-1138

Moab, UT

Mental Health

Kira Schneider, Counselor

No

Kira Schneider

(435) 260-1767

Moab, UT

Yes

(435) 259-1113

Moab, UT

Moab Veteran's Outreach Telehealth
Clinic

No

(435) 719-4144

Moab, UT

Mental Health

San Juan Clinic

Yes

(435) 587-5054

Monticello, UT

Mental Health

SMART Recovery

N/A

David Simoni

(435) 261-2731

Moab, UT

smartrecovery.org

Mental Health

Sunrise Counseling

Yes

Antje Rath

(435) 719-5550

Moab, UT

antjerath.com

Mental Health

Utah Navajo Health System Inc.

Yes

(435) 678-3601

Blanding, UT

Mental Health

Uninsured
and
Moab Free Health Clinic
Underinsured

Mental Health

Veterans

intermountainhealthcare.org

moabfreehealthclinic.org

sanjuanhealthservices.org

unhsinc.org
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Agenda Summary Sheet
Council Meeting Date: July 25, 2017
#: 6‐1
Title: Request for Amplified Music at Old City Park on Saturday, July 29, 2017.
Fiscal Impact: None
Staff Presenter(s): Carmella Galley
Department: Administration
Applicant: Sarah Shea, Moab Regional Hospital
Background/Summary: Click here to enter text.
Use of amplified sound equipment at Old City Park is not permitted without
special permission of the City Council. The Moab Regional Hospital is
requesting amplified music at their Employee Appreciation BBQ.
Options: Approve, deny, or modify.
Staff Recommendation: City staff recommends approval of the request.
Approval is subject to compliance with all Parks Policies, which provides that
approved sound amplification shall not extend beyond 9 pm.
Recommended Motion: "I move to approve the request for amplified music
at Old City Park for the Moab Regional Hospital BBQ on July 29, 2017."
Attachment(s):
 Written request from applicant
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Agenda Summary Sheet
Council Meeting Date: July 25, 2017
#: 6‐2

Title: Approval of Special Event, Retail Beer License and Fee Waiver for the Humane
Society of Moab Valley’s Barktoberfest to be held at the MARC on October 14, 2017
Fiscal Impact: None
Staff Presenter(s): Carmella Galley
Department: Administration
Applicant: Humane Society of Moab Valley
Background/Summary: This is a first time event for the Humane Society. It will be
held in conjunction with the MARC’s Art Festival in October. However it will only be
held on the last day of the event. The enclosed area on the side of the MARC will be
used. The event is a fund raiser for the Humane Society. The following approvals are
needed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Approval of Special Event License
Approval of a Class IV Retail Beer License
Approval of Local Consent
Approval of a Fee Waiver

Options: Approve, deny, or modify.
Staff Recommendation: Staff recommends approval of the event with the following
condition, requested by the Moab Valley Fire District, that all ingresses and egresses
to the area be accessible by emergency personnel if necessary.
Recommended Motion: I move to approve the Humane Society’s Barktoberfest to
be held October 14, 2017 at the MARC. I further move to approve/deny the
requested event fee waiver in the amount of $200.
Attachment(s):
‐ Event Application
‐ Retail Beer License Application
‐ Local Consent Application
‐ MARC Event Application
‐ Fee Waiver Request
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956 Sand Flats Rd.
Moab, UT 84532
435-259-HUMANE
www.moabpets.org

June 29, 2017
Carmella Galley
Executive Administrative Assistant
217 East Center Street
Moab, Utah 84532
Dear Carmella,
Humane Society of Moab Valley submitted the special event application for our October 14th
fundraiser, Barktoberfest. We are a non-profit organization and fundraisers such as this event help
generate a significant part of the Humane Society’s budget. We would like to request that the City of
Moab waive the $200.00 application fee if possible.
Our organization’s mission is to promote and provide responsible care for our community’s animals.
Before HSMV was founded in 1999, over 45% of dogs and 85% of cats were euthanized in Grand
County every year. We achieved No-Kill status in 2004.







HSMV has found families for more than 2,000 animals
Assisted local families to spay/neuter more than 4,600 owned dogs and cats
Spayed/neutered more than 3,000 community cats in our Trap/neuter/Return program
Distributes 8,000 lbs. of cat and dog food for feral & community cats each year
Distributes more than 600 pounds of free pet food to those in need each year
Volunteers & our board of Trustees contribute over 6,000 hours each year.

Thank you for your consideration and please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Leigh Ryan
Leigh Ryan
Executive Director
Humane Society of Moab Valley
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Agenda Summary Sheet
Council Meeting Date: July 25, 2017
#: 7‐1
Title: Confirmation of Mike Duncan for appointment to the Moab Water
Conservation and Drought Management Advisory Board for a Two Year Term
Fiscal Impact: none
Staff Presenter(s): Mayor Sakrison
Department: Administration
Background/Summary: Mike Duncan, a City resident, originally applied for
the Water Conservation and Drought Management Advisory Board when the
initial call for candidates was publicized in the spring. However, his
application was overlooked when the initial board was nominated for
appointment.
Options: Confirm, deny, or modify.
Water Conservation Board Recommendation: At the regular meeting of the
Water Conservation Board held on Wednesday, July 13, the Board voted
unanimously to nominate Mike Duncan for the Mayor’s and Council’s
confirmation to serve.
Recommended Motion: I move to confirm the appointment of Mike Duncan
to serve on the Moab Water Conservation and Drought Management Advisory
Board for a Two Year Term ending December 31, 2018 with eligibility to
renew.
Attachment(s): Mike Duncan’s application to serve on the Water
Conservation and Drought Management Advisory Board.
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Moab City Council Agenda Item
Meeting Date: July 25, 2017
#: 8-1

Pl-17-104

Title: Consideration to Adopt Ordinance #2017-21 Amending MMC Sections
17.09.530 (Conditional use permits), 17.09.531(14), 17.27.020, and 17.36.020, as Referred
to the City Council by the Planning Commission

Date Submitted: July 25, 2017
Staff Presenter: Jeff Reinhart, City Planner
Attachment(s): Proposed Ordinance #2017-21; PL-17-89, Memo to the Planning
Commission
Options: Approve, deny, or modify.
Recommended Motion: I move to adopt Ordinance #2017-21 to amend Sections
17.09.530, 17.09.531 (14), 17.27.020 and 17.36.020 to Remove Self-storage Warehouses
from Conditional Uses and Changing the Status to a Use by Right with standards, in the I-1
and C-4 Zoning Districts

Background/Summary: On June 13, 2017, City Council reviewed Ordinance #2017-21
that amends the status of self-storage warehouses from a conditional use to a use by right
with specific standards in the C-4 and I-1.
Councilmember Jones requested a review of the existing standards (and particularly the
allowable height) and suggested some variations to the standards. The ordinance was
referred back to the Planning Commission and the results of the review are reflected in the
attached draft.
The ordinance:
o

Requires that travel surfaces consist of a hard all-weather surface and possible
materials include asphalt, concrete, bricks, pavers, cobblestones or possibly some
other porous surface. However, gravel is not allowed.

o

Establishes standards for the level of landscaping in the buffer area between the use
and adjacent uses.

o

Requires a solid wall, six feet in height between the use and adjacent properties and
a solid wall 8 feet in height when adjacent to residential uses.

o

Sets a maximum height standard of 20 feet for enclosed structures and 24 feet for
required covered storage. The difference in height is to allow for the slope of the
roof structures.

o

Requires that a proposed project satisfy the requirements of MMC Section 17.67,
Site Plan Review.
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ORDINANCE #2017-21
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING MOAB MUNICIPAL CODE CHAPTERS 17.36.020, I-1,
INDUSTRIAL, ZONE; 17.27.020 C-4, GENERAL COMMERCIAL, ZONE; AND 17.09.531(14),
TO REMOVE THE USE OF SELF-STORAGE WAREHOUSE FROM CONDITIONAL USES
AND PERMITTING THEM IN THE C-4 AND I-1 WITH STANDARDS
The following findings describe the intent and purpose of this ordinance:
a.
The City has enacted Sections 17.09.530 and 17.09.531 of the Moab Municipal Code (MMC),
which govern conditional uses.
b.
From time to time the City undertakes to revise its zoning ordinances to improve the efficiency of
review processes and the quality of land development.
c.
The City has reviewed the conditional uses specified in MMC Section 17.09.531, and determined
that self-storage warehouses do not need to be included as a conditional use, and the Council believes that
this use can be a use by right in the I-1 and C-4 Zones if appropriate standards are applied to development
of self-storage warehouse facilities.
d.
The standards assure that self-storage warehouse developments will promote transportation
access, good landscaping design, and buffering with respect to adjacent uses.
e.
The City finds that this ordinance will serve the public health, safety, and welfare, and that
adoption is in the best interests of the Moab community.
f.
This ordinance was reviewed in a public hearing by the Planning Commission on May 11, 2017,
and with the adoption of Planning Resolution 24-2017, the Planning Commission voted 3-1 to
recommend approval.
Therefore, the City of Moab enacts as follows:
The Moab City Council hereby repeals Section 17.09.531(14) in its entirety;
(14) Self-storage Warehouse.
A. All new self-storage warehouse facilities or expansions are subject to approval of a site plan as
described in Section 17.09.660, site plan--required.
B. All drives and parking area surfaces shall consist of a maintained all-weather dust free surface
such as asphalt, concrete, bricks, pavers or cobblestones. The use of gravel may be exercised but a
dust inhibitor shall be regularly applied to the surface and appropriately worked into the surface
material.
C. Drive lanes must be of a sufficient width to allow vehicles to pass when another is loading or
unloading by a unit.
D.

Traffic impacts shall be mitigated and not lead to disruption of traffic flow on adjacent streets.

E. Self-storage warehouses shall be screened/buffered from adjacent properties by the use of
decorative/solid wooden privacy fencing or decorative block walls. High quality landscaping may be
incorporated into the screening effort but maintenance of all vegetation is the responsibility of the
owner(s) of the property.
F.

Glare, dust, odor, and noise must be contained within the property boundaries.
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G. Landscaping shall be provided in accordance with the requirements of Sections 17.09.360,
(landscaping--required) and 17.09.370, (landscaping--specifications). Landscaping screening shall
be provided and maintained along the perimeter of the property and consist of twenty feet in depth.
Vegetation may include existing trees and shrubs but weeds must be managed and landscaping
maintained once it is installed.
H. All structures shall be maintained in accordance with the adopted version of the International
Property Maintenance Code.
I.

The lot size shall be between a minimum of two acres and a maximum of five acres.

J. The total area covered by buildings shall not exceed fifty percent of the site.
K. The maximum height of the building or buildings permitted as of right is twenty feet or one
story. Additional height may be allowed by resolution of the planning commission.
L. No outside storage is permitted except for large vehicles and boats that are under a permanent
cover.
M. The storage of hazardous, toxic, or explosive substances, including, but not limited to, but
excluding the storage of, hazardous waste, industrial solid waste, medical waste, municipal solid
waste, septage, or used oil, is prohibited.
N.

No business activity other than the rental of storage units shall be conducted on the premises.

O.

One dwelling unit is permitted on the same lot for use as a caretaker dwelling.

AND, the Moab City Council hereby amends MMC Chapters 17.27.020, 33 Use Regulations, for the C-4
Commercial Zone with the addition of number “33, Self-storage Warehouse” and MMC Chapter
17.36.020, Use Regulations, for the I-1 Industrial Zone with the addition of letter “K, Self-storage
warehouses” as a permitted use with the following language:
Self-storage Warehouse.
Self-storage Warehouse.
A. All new self-storage warehouse facilities or expansions are subject to approval of a site plan as
described in Section 17.67, Site Plan Review.
B. All drives and parking area surfaces shall consist of a maintained all-weather dust free surface
such as asphalt, concrete, bricks, pavers, cobblestones or some other porous surface but gravel is not
allowed.
C. Drive lanes must be of a sufficient width to allow vehicles to pass when another is loading or
unloading by a unit.
D.

Traffic impacts shall be evaluated and mitigated in accordance with 17.67.040 M and N.

E. Self-storage warehouses shall be screened/buffered from adjacent properties by the use of
decorative/solid wooden privacy fencing or decorative block walls. Fence/walls shall be constructed
to a minimum of six (6) feet in height when adjacent to other commercial zones and no less than
eight (8) feet when adjacent to residential zones. Landscaping shall also be incorporated into the
screening effort at the following rate:
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1. Landscape designs shall be in harmony with the environmental context of the development
site. Preservation of native, on-site vegetation shall be a primary objective of site planning for
development. Specimen plants shall be given particular consideration for retention on site.
2. Wherever the undisturbed natural desert landscape cannot be preserved, landscape design and
construction shall promote the use of transplanted, on-site desert plants, container plants,
seeded desert plants and inorganic groundcovers. This standard shall be particularly
emphasized on all landscaped areas abutting public rights-of-way.
3. Trees shall be a minimum of 15 gallons in size, or of comparable height if bare-rooted, at
planting time. If 24-inch box trees or transplanted trees of two-inch caliper or larger for all of
the required trees, a reduction of one required tree per 100 linear feet will be allowed;
a. Trees shall be planted at appropriate intervals so that a continuous perimeter canopy
will be provided at maturity and not be at a rate of less than four (4) canopy trees and
six (6) understory trees per 100 feet of buffer length;
b. Shrubs shall be at least one gallon in size or at least 30-inch tall pots at planting time;
c. Trees and shrubs shall be planted so that at maturity they do not interfere with service
lines, traffic sight lines and the property rights of adjacent property owners;
d. Any tree placed in the sight visibility triangle must be of a box size large enough to
be immediately pruned up to a 72-inch height for clear sight visibility. All other
trees shall be placed so that severe pruning is not required to keep the sight visibility
triangle clear;
4. Trees located within sight visibility triangles shall not exceed one foot in its greatest crosssectional dimension at maturity and shall not be planted in a line that could result in a
solid wall effect when viewed at an angle; and
a. Trees planted within 10 feet of public sidewalks or curbs shall be provided with
suitable root diverters to minimize heaving of those improvements.
5. Groundcovers.
a. When inorganic groundcovers are used it shall be in combination with live plants and
not exceed two-thirds of the total area of applied ground covers.
b. Turf use is prohibited.
c. Unpaved areas in any plant bed, median or tree understory within a planter shall be
planted with shrubs, accents or vines, or covered with appropriate organic and
inorganic ground covers.
d. All areas not required for buildings, access drives, parking spaces, trails, and
accessory uses shall be landscaped.
6. Shrubs.
a. Shrubs shall be either deciduous species planted at two and one half feet (2 ½’) in
height with a mature height of at least six feet (6’) or a coniferous species planted at
two and one half feet (2 ½’) in spread. Shrubs must be at least five (5) gallons in size
at the time of planting.
b. Shrubs shall be planted at a rate of twenty four (24) shrubs for each one hundred feet
(100’) of buffer length, or a portion thereof. a. c. 139 d. Twelve (12) evergreens
F. Maintenance and replacement of all vegetation is the responsibility of the owner(s) of the property.
G. Landscaping shall be provided in accordance with the requirements above. Landscaped
screening shall be provided and maintained along the perimeter of the property and consist of ten feet
in depth.
H. All structures shall be maintained in accordance with the adopted version of the International
Property Maintenance Code.
I.

The lot size shall be between a minimum of two acres and a maximum of five acres.
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J. The total area covered by buildings shall not exceed fifty percent of the site.
K. The maximum height of the enclosed building or buildings permitted shall not exceed twenty
feet.
L. No outside storage is permitted except for large vehicles and boats that are under a permanent
cover. The permanent cover shall not exceed twenty-four feet in height.
M. The storage of hazardous, toxic, or explosive substances, including, but not limited to, but
excluding the storage of, hazardous waste, industrial solid waste, medical waste, municipal solid
waste, septage, or used oil, is prohibited.
N.

No business activity other than the rental of storage units shall be conducted on the premises.

O.

One dwelling unit is permitted on the same lot for use as a caretaker dwelling.

In effect on the day of passage;
PASSED AND APPROVED in open Council by a majority vote of the Governing Body of Moab City
Council on the ___ day of _______, 2017.
SIGNED:

David L. Sakrison, Mayor

ATTEST:

Rachel Stenta, Recorder
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Moab City Council Agenda Item
Meeting Date: July 25, 2017
#: 8-2

Pl-17-105

Title: Adoption of Ordinance #2017-23 to Amend Chapter 17.72 of the Moab Municipal
Code and Authorize a Hearing Officer to Decide Land Use Code Appeals and
Modifying Appeal Procedures as Tabled by Council on June 13, 2017
Date Submitted: July 25, 2017

Staff Presenter: Jeff Reinhart, City Planner
Attachment(s): Proposed Ordinance #2017-23
Options: Approve, deny, or modify.
Recommended Motion: I move to adopt Ordinance #2017-23, as written, to amend
MMC Section 17.72.100 and use a single hearing officer for the Appeals Authority.

Background/Summary:
The City Council tabled Ordinance #2017-23 on June 13, 2017, because the text referred to
the amended language in an ordinance (#2017-18) that had not yet been adopted.
Ordinance #2017-18 that amended the requirements for review of site plans was approved
on July 11, 2017.
Ordinance #2017-23 will create a single hearing officer and updates the table in MMC
Section 17.72.100, Matrix of Advisory, Land Use Authority, and Appeal Bodies.
Utah Code requires local governments that regulate zoning to appoint an “appeal authority”
to hear appeals from zoning decisions (UCA 10-9a-701. Appeals authority required).
Changes in state law in 2015 now allow an appeal authority to be a single individual
person, who is appointed to review decisions as a “hearing officer”.
X
Appeal authorities are authorized to consider appeals of administrative land use decisions,
and may grant variances to zoning regulations. Appeal authorities cannot amend land
ordinances, ignore ordinances, or use “appeals” as a means of waiving required regulations.
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ORDINANCE #2017-23
AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND CHAPTER 17.72 OF THE MOAB MUNICIPAL CODE TO AUTHORIZE A
HEARING OFFICER TO DECIDE LAND USE CODE APPEALS AND MODIFYING VARIOUS
APPEAL PROCEDURES
The following describe the intent and purpose of the City of Moab in the adoption of this
ordinance.
a.
The City currently authorizes an Appeal Authority comprised of five persons to hear and decide
certain land use appeals under the Moab Municipal Code. Given the limited number of appeals and the
difficulty in filling volunteer positions generally, the City has had difficulty establishing an Appeal
Authority.
b.
U.C.A. § 10-9a-701 authorizes municipalities to establish appeal authorities to hear and decide
matters interpreting land use ordinances.
c.
The City finds that it is in the public interest to designate a person with the requisite skill and
knowledge of land use matters and the conduct of adjudicatory hearings to serve as a hearing officer.
d.
The City additionally finds that it will serve the public interest to provide a forum for the
adjudication of municipal land use matters that does not require court action.
e.
Last, the City finds that it is appropriate to revisit the types of land use approvals which should
be subject to an appeal authority process, and this ordinance updates those determinations to provide
for efficient review.
NOW, THEREFORE, the City Council repeals Sections 17.72.100 through 170 and replaces same as
follows:
17.72.100

Matrix of Advisory, Land Use Authority, and Appeal Bodies.

A.
The Appeal Authority is authorized to hear and decide the following appeals, which are
designated by the term AA in the column labelled Appeal Body. As used in this matrix, PC means
Planning Commission; CC means City Council; DC means District Court; BC means the Boundary
Commission; and NA means Not Applicable.
Application/Action
Zone Change

Land Use Map
Amendment or
Text Amendment

Advisory
Body
Planning
Commission
(PC)
PC

Land Use
Authority

Appeal Body

Required Public
Hearing

City Council
(CC)

District Court
(DC)

Yes, PC

CC

DC

Yes, PC
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General Plan
Amendment
Annexation

CC

CC

DC

PC

CC

Pre-Annexation
Agreement
Conditional Use

NA

CC

Boundary
Yes, CC
Commission/DC
DC
No

PC

CC

DC

No

NA

Staff

AA

No

Staff

PC

AA

No

CC

AA

Yes, PC

CC

AA

No

Zoning
AA
Administrator
Zoning
AA
Administrator
AA
DC

No

No

Site Plan
Tier I
Site Plan Tier II

PC
Master Planned
Development Prelim.
MPD
PC
Master Planned
Development Final
MPD
NA
Zoning Code
Interpretation
NA
Non-Conforming
Use
Variances

Zoning
Administrator

Flood Plain Ordinance NA

Yes, PC

No
No

Hillside Ordinance

PC

Zoning
AA
Administrator
CC
AA

Planned Unit
Development
Subdivision, Less than
Five Lots
Subdivision, Five Lots
or More
Home Occupation

PC

CC

AA

Yes, PC

Staff

PC

AA

No

PC

CC

AA

Yes, PC

NA

Accessory Use or
Structure

NA

Zoning
AA
Administrator
AA
Zoning

Secondary Dwelling
Unit

NA

Geologic Hazard
Determination

No

No
No

Administrator
AA
Zoning
Administrator
Expert Panel
Same as for
the Underlying Per MMC
Application
17.72.230

No
No
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B.
In the event of any conflict between the designation of the applicable appeal authority in this
Section 100 and the terms of any other provision of the Moab Municipal Code, the terms of this Section
shall control.
C.
Where the Appeal Authority is not designated as the appellate body, review shall be obtained by
filing an action in the District Court.
17.17.120

Hearing Officer to Serve as Appeal Authority.

A.
The Appeal Authority shall be comprised of a single Hearing Officer appointed by the Mayor
with the advice and consent of the City Council. The person appointed to serve as the hearing officer
shall be a person with: a) knowledge of the Moab Municipal Code and zoning matters, generally; and b)
knowledge of adjudicatory hearing procedures and the due process rights of land use applicants and
other hearing participants.
B.
The Hearing Officer shall be paid for services performed pursuant to a contract and at such rates
as shall be approved by the City Council. The Hearing Officer shall serve for a term of four (4) years from
the date of appointment.
17.72.130

Jurisdiction.

A.
As a condition precedent to obtaining judicial review, each adversely affected party shall
challenge the decision of the applicable Land Use Authority by filing an appeal under this Chapter. The
Appeal Authority shall have jurisdiction to hear and decide only the following:
1.
Appeals of decisions interpreting Chapter 17 (zoning), and Chapter 16 (subdivisions),
and Chapter 15.40 (flood plain matters) of the Moab Municipal Code (MMC) as shown in the appeal
matrix in § 17.72.100.
B.
In any appeal where a party claims that the land use authority reached a decision in violation of
state or federal laws, as opposed to provisions of the Moab Municipal Code, the Appeal Authority shall
not have jurisdiction to decide the matter, and review shall be obtained before the District Court.
17.72.140

Notice of Appeal and Appeal Fee.

A.
Any person adversely affected by a decision which is within the jurisdiction of the Appeal
Authority may appeal under this Chapter. An appeal shall be commenced by filing a written Notice of
Appeal and paying the applicable fee, as set by the Council from time to time. The City must receive the
Notice of Appeal and appeal fee no later than thirty (30) calendar days from the date of the decision by
the City which is the subject of the appeal.
B.

An untimely appeal shall be dismissed with prejudice.

17.72.150

Conduct of Hearings.

A.
All hearing shall be conducted in a quasi-judicial manner and be recorded. The Hearing Officer
shall conduct and control the hearing, administer oaths, and receive all evidence. Any interested party
may offer evidence in the form of live testimony or by providing documentary or other forms of
evidence. The Utah Rules of Evidence shall not apply; however the Hearing Officer has discretion to
exclude from consideration any evidence which is deemed to be immaterial, irrelevant, or unreliable.
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Additionally, the Hearing Officer has discretion to weigh the credibility and demeanor of witnesses who
provide testimony where the appeal centers on disputed issues of fact.
B.
Hearings shall be scheduled with reasonable promptness, depending on the scope of the issues
subject to review. The Hearing Officer may enter pre-hearing orders with respect to discovery,
disclosure of witnesses and exhibits, or the like.
C.

Any interested party may appear individually or be represented by an attorney.

D.
The appealing party has the burden of proof to show that the decision or order of the City was
unlawful, arbitrary, or capricious.
E.
All hearings shall be open to the public and notice of same shall be provided as otherwise
provided for other public meeting of City bodies.
F.
The decision of the Appeal Authority shall be in writing, and shall contain findings of fact and
conclusions of law. The Appeal Authority may affirm the decision, in whole or in part; reverse the
decision, in whole or in part; or modify the decision as is warranted by the law and the evidence.
17.72.160

Stay of Decision.

A.
The filing of an appeal under this Chapter does not stay the decision that is the subject of the
appeal. To obtain a stay the appealing party must separately file a written request for stay with the
Appeal Authority, which must show that the appealing party will suffer irreparable harm if the stay is not
granted. The request for stay should be accompanied by the evidence, documents, or other information
the appellant relies upon in support of its request for stay.
17.72.170

Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies; District Court Review.

A.
If a matter is within the jurisdiction of the Appeal Authority, the interested party must exhaust
all of its administrative remedies by seeking review and a decision by the Appeal Authority prior to
seeking review by the District Court. Every theory of relief predicated upon the interpretation of the
Moab Municipal Code must first have been presented to the Appeal Authority to be preserved for
review by the District Court.
B.
A party wishing to appeal the final decision of the Appeal Authority must commence an action in
the District Court no later than thirty (30) calendar days from the date of the final written decision by
the Appeal Authority. A judicial action which is not commenced within that time shall be dismissed with
prejudice.
C.
Review by the District Court shall be based solely on the record before the Appeal Authority.
The Appeal Authority shall promptly transmit the record of its proceedings, including the transcript of
the recorded hearing, all exhibits and other evidence, and all orders entered in the proceeding. The cost
of preparing the transcript shall be paid by the appellant prior to transmittal of the record to the District
Court.
D.
In any district court proceeding under this Chapter the appealing party has the burden of proof
to show that the decision of the Appeal Authority was arbitrary, capricious, or illegal.
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PASSED AND APPROVED by a majority of the City of Moab City Council. This ordinance shall take effect
no later than twenty (20) days from the date of publication.
SIGNED:

David L. Sakrison, Mayor

Date

ATTEST:

Rachel Stenta, Recorder
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Moab City Council Agenda Item
Meeting Date: July 25, 2017
#: 8‐3
Title: Proposed sewer rate changes based on a “cost‐of‐service” approach
Date Submitted: July 18, 2017
Staff Presenter: David Everitt
Attachment(s):
‐ Proposed Resolution
‐ Rate Change Analysis Memo by Bowen Collins Associates
Options: Approve, deny, or modify.
Recommended Motion: “I move to approve the City of Moab Resolution
Number 2017‐___ Establishing Wastewater Service Rates”.
Background/Summary:
Update: The City Council held a public hearing on June 27, 2017, regarding the
proposed changes to sewer rates based on a “cost of service” approach. There
were no comments from the public about the proposed changes.
From previous agenda summaries: Earlier this year, the City updated its sewer
rates using a relatively simple revenue needs approach. Recently, Bowen‐
Collins and Associates developed a more sophisticated approach based on a
detailed cost of service analysis. This analysis will calculate detailed rates for
FYE 2018 to FYE 2022.
Implementing the recommendations will help Moab City keep its sewer
system adequately funded to maintain its current infrastructure and continue
to provide dependable service to its customers based upon a sewer rate
structure that is more equitable than the revenue needs approach previously
adopted.
Details about the recommendation are contained in the attached memo.
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CITY OF MOAB RESOLUTION NO.48‐2017
A RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING WASTEWATER SERVICE RATES
The following describes the intent and purpose of this resolution:
a.
The City of Moab has undertaken to construct a new wastewater treatment facility and
has secured $15 million in financing for the construction of same.
b.
The City completed a Sewer Rate Cost of Service Analysis in May, 2017, which evaluated
rate structures based on considerations of: projected system growth; total revenue
requirements for operations, maintenance, and debt service; and equitable allocation of costs
based on use of capacity and concentrations of wastewater discharge associated with different
user groups. The methodology and conclusions of the Sewer Rate Cost of Service Analysis are
adopted by the City and incorporated by reference.
c.
The City anticipates higher operations and maintenance costs as demands on the
system increase and infrastructure ages.
d.
The City anticipates higher debt service obligations due to the financing of the new
wastewater treatment facility.
e.
The City finds that it is necessary and appropriate that wastewater users pay for their
proportionate share of all of the ongoing operations and maintenance needs and capital costs
of the system.
f.
The City finds that a multi‐year rate structure is necessary and appropriate to phase‐in
rate increases over time.
g.
The City has sewer rate setting authority pursuant to U.C.A. § 10‐8‐38, and other
authorities.
h.
The City finds that the following rate structure is reasonable and consistent with the
objectives and policies described above.
Therefore, the City hereby enacts the following wastewater treatment rates:

1
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Monthly Wastewater Treatment Rates

Monthly Base Rate
Single Family
Multifamily 1st Unit (2 Bedrooms or
Larger)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Multifamily 1st Unit (1 Bedroom or
Smaller)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st
Unit Condo, 2 Bedrooms or Larger
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st
Unit Condo, 1 Bedroom or Smaller
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st
Unit Hotel/Motel (No Kitchen)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Restaurant/Fast Food and Other
Non‐Residential: 1‐inch or smaller
water meter
1.5‐inch water meter
2‐inch water meter
3‐inch water meter
4‐inch water meter
5‐inch water meter
6‐inch water meter
8‐inch water meter

Volume Rate ($/thousand gal.)
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non‐Residential

Existing
FYE
FYE
2018
2017
$14.40
$15.85

$19.00

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

$19.10

$15.85

$19.00

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

‐

$2.80

$7.35

$9.80

$11.40

$11.40

$19.10

$14.60

$15.80

$17.00

$16.55

$16.55

‐

$1.60

$4.10

$5.50

$6.40

$6.40

$19.10

$16.40

$20.45

$23.25

$23.85

$23.85

‐

$3.40

$8.80

$11.75

$13.65

$13.65

$19.10

$15.85

$19.00

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

‐

$2.80

$7.35

$9.80

$11.40

$11.40

$19.10

$15.25

$17.40

$19.15

$19.10

$19.10

‐

$2.20

$5.75

$7.65

$8.90

$8.90

$19.10

$19.10

$19.10

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

$19.10
$24.25
$69.60
$86.40
$125.60
$170.45
$232.25

$21.75
$29.30
$84.75
$105.25
$153.20
$207.95
$283.55

$24.40
$32.95
$95.90
$119.25
$173.65
$235.80
$321.65

$24.80
$33.75
$99.65
$124.10
$181.05
$246.10
$335.95

$24.80
$33.75
$99.65
$124.10
$181.05
$246.10
$335.95

FYE
2018

FYE
2019

FYE
2020

FYE
2021

FYE
2022

Existing
FYE
2017
$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$1.85
$1.85

$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$2.22
$1.85

FYE
2019

$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$2.66
$1.85

FYE
2020

$1.82
$1.85
$1.85
$3.20
$1.85

FYE
2021

$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.41
$1.90

FYE
2022

$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.41
$1.90

Volumetric charges for residential customers, including single family residences and
multi‐family residences, will be calculated based on the customer’s average culinary water
usage in November through January each year. The charge will be calculated by multiplying the
average usage amount in gallons by the volumetric charge and adding same to the monthly
base rate. That rate will be assessed each month and recalculated each successive year. New

2
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residential customers (single family and multi‐family), will be assessed the base rate until a
winter usage amount can be calculated.
Volumetric charges for all other customers, including overnight accommodations,
restaurants, and other non‐residential (commercial) customers will be calculated based on the
customer’s total culinary water usage measured in the month preceding every billing month.
The charge will be calculated by multiplying the preceding month’s water usage amount in
gallons by the volumetric charge and adding same to the monthly base rate.
Passed and adopted by a majority vote of the City Council. This Resolution will take
effect on August 1, 2017.

______________________________
Mayor David Sakrison

Date

Attest:
______________________________
Rachel Stenta, Recorder

__________________
Date
‐End of Document‐

3
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Sewer Rate
Cost of Service
Analysis
May 2017

Prepared by:

Prepared for:
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S E W E R R AT E
C O S T O F S E RV I C E
A N A LY S I S
May 2017

Prepared for:

Prepared by:
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Earlier this year, Moab City updated its sewer rates based upon a sewer rate report issued by
Bowen, Collins & Associates, Inc. in February 2017. Due to various constraints, primarily
related to the anticipated construction timing of the new WWTP, that report was limited in its
analysis to a relatively simple revenue needs approach.
The purpose of this report is to present recommended updates to Moab City’s (City) sewer rates
based a more detailed cost of service analysis. This analysis will calculate detailed rates for FYE
2018 to FYE 2022. Implementing the recommendations contained in this report will help Moab
City keep its sewer system adequately funded to maintain its current infrastructure and continue
to provide dependable service to its customers based upon a sewer rate structure that is more
equitable than the revenue needs approach previously adopted.
COST-OF-SERVICE SEWER RATE ANALYSIS
The primary objective of this sewer rate analysis is to establish fair and equitable rates that will
be sufficient to meet revenue requirements for the City. To accomplish this goal, this analysis
focused on six major tasks:
1. Projecting Growth: In FYE 2016, the Moab City sewer system was composed of
approximately 2,489 individual accounts compromising 5,468 residential equivalent
residential units (ERUs). Based on Moab City water reclamation facility planning
information, the estimated total population growth rate for the next six years was
estimated to be approximately 1.1% for all customers.
2. Calculating Revenue Requirements: Total revenue requirements for the City were
projected for the next several years. Those requirements included operations and
maintenance costs, capital improvement costs, facilities rehabilitation/replacement costs,
and debt service. Revenue generated outside of sewer rates (impact fees, sewer sales to
SVW&SID, septage sales, finance charges, etc.) was deducted from the total to give the
net revenue requirement to be recovered from service charges.
3. Comparing Revenue to Required Revenue: Once revenue requirements were
projected, it was possible to compare required revenue to revenue projections.
4. Developing a Funding Plan to Meet Projected Needs: In order for the City to meet
projected expenditures and maintain its reserve fund at acceptable levels, it is important
that revenue be sufficient to accommodate future projects. This study utilized the plan
from the February 2017 sewer rate study to maintain the City’s reserve fund and establish
funding levels appropriate to provide the desired level of service in the wastewater
system.
5. Allocating Costs to Customers: This analysis generally followed the design costcausative procedure recommended by the Water Environment Federation (WEF),
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), and American Public Works Association
(APWA). The essential principle of this method is that sewer rates should be recovered
from customers in proportion to the cost of serving customers.
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As part of this analysis, some significant changes in the City’s billing structure have been
recommended to better reflect the actual cost of serving different types of customers.
These changes include:


Multi-unit and Large Meter Based Rates - Instead of charging the same base
rate to all accounts regardless of size, it is proposed that base rates be proportional
to potential use of capacity in the system. To implement this principle, it is
proposed that multi-unit accounts (including overnight accommodations) be based
on the size and number of units per account and that larger commercial accounts
be charged based on their water meter size.



Strength Based Volume Rates for Restaurants and Fast Food – It is also
proposed that restaurants and fast food eateries be charged higher volume charges
based on their higher strength wastewater.

6. Calculating Final Sewer Rates: Using the recommended billing structure, sewer rates
were calculated to recover the allocated cost-of-service based on operation and
maintenance costs, debt service, and capital improvement costs.
The recommended sewer rates shown in Table ES-1 reflect a multiple year rate schedule (using
the recommended billing structure) needed to meet the cost of capital improvements and system
renewal.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the service charges summarized in Table ES-1 be adopted by Moab City.
The proposed rates should be re-evaluated in approximately five years to ensure that the City’s
revenue requirements and goals for customer equity are being met.
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Table ES-1
Calculated/Recommended Rates

Monthly Base Rate
Single Family
Multifamily 1st Unit (2 Bedrooms
or Larger)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Multifamily 1st Unit (1 Bedroom
or Smaller)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st
Unit Condo, 2 Bedrooms or Larger
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st
Unit Condo, 1 Bedroom or Smaller
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st
Unit Hotel/Motel (No Kitchen)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Restaurant/Fast Food and Other
Non-Residential: 1-inch or smaller
water meter
1.5-inch water meter
2-inch water meter
3-inch water meter
4-inch water meter
5-inch water meter
6-inch water meter
8-inch water meter

Volume Rate ($/kgal)
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

Existing
FYE
2017
$14.40

FYE
2018

FYE
2019

FYE
2020

FYE
2021

FYE
2022

$15.85

$19.00

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

$19.10

$15.85

$19.00

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

-

$2.80

$7.35

$9.80

$11.40

$11.40

$19.10

$14.60

$15.80

$17.00

$16.55

$16.55

-

$1.60

$4.10

$5.50

$6.40

$6.40

$19.10

$16.40

$20.45

$23.25

$23.85

$23.85

-

$3.40

$8.80

$11.75

$13.65

$13.65

$19.10

$15.85

$19.00

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

-

$2.80

$7.35

$9.80

$11.40

$11.40

$19.10

$15.25

$17.40

$19.15

$19.10

$19.10

-

$2.20

$5.75

$7.65

$8.90

$8.90

$19.10

$19.10

$19.10

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

-

$19.10
$24.25
$69.60
$86.40
$125.60
$170.45
$232.25

$21.75
$29.30
$84.75
$105.25
$153.20
$207.95
$283.55

$24.40
$32.95
$95.90
$119.25
$173.65
$235.80
$321.65

$24.80
$33.75
$99.65
$124.10
$181.05
$246.10
$335.95

$24.80
$33.75
$99.65
$124.10
$181.05
$246.10
$335.95

FYE
2018

FYE
2019

FYE
2020

FYE
2021

FYE
2022

Existing
FYE
2017
$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$1.85
$1.85

$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$2.22
$1.85

$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$2.66
$1.85

$1.82
$1.85
$1.85
$3.20
$1.85

$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.41
$1.90

$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.41
$1.90
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SEWER RATE COST OF SERVICE ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this rate study is to present recommended updates to Moab City’s (City) sewer
rates based a cost of service analysis. This analysis will calculate detailed rates for FYE 2018 to
FYE 2022 and present a longer term finance plan to achieve the City’s primary objectives of:





Maintain high quality and reliable sewer service at affordable prices for customers;
Sustain stable revenue generation adequate to fund system needs;
Minimize the City’s long-term costs by avoiding further debt where possible; and
Equitably charge each customer based on their actual cost of service.

Implementing the recommendations contained in this report will help Moab City keep its sewer
system adequately funded to maintain its current infrastructure and continue to provide
dependable service to its customers based upon a more equitable sewer rate structure.
BACKGROUND
Earlier this year, Moab City updated its sewer rates based upon two sewer rate reports issued by
Bowen, Collins & Associates, Inc. (BC&A). The original report, completed in October of 2016,
was updated in February 2017 to account for higher than expected construction costs associated
with the proposed wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) to be constructed in the near future. Due
to various constraints, primarily related to the anticipated construction timing of the new WWTP,
those reports calculated rates based upon a relatively simple revenue needs approach. Those
reports recommended that the City revisit their rate structure based on cost-of-service principles
as soon as reasonably possible. The rate study completed in February 2017 for Moab City is
included in Appendix B. Table 1 shows the recommended annual revenue increases needed to
meet the requirements of the City’s sewer system as described in that previous rate study.
Table 1
Recommended Annual Revenue Increases for the 10-Year Budget Plan
Year
FYE 2018
FYE 2019
FYE 2020
FYE 2021
FYE 2022
FYE 2023
FYE 2024
FYE 2025
FYE 2026

Rate
Revenue
Increase
20%
20%
12%
4.5%
0%*
0%*
0%*
0%*
0%*

* No significant increase expected, but small annual adjustments may be needed to account for inflation or other issues.
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Table 2 shows the previously calculated rate structure recently adopted by the City. As the
February 2017 report was limited to a revenue needs analysis, the rates adopted by the City were
calculated by simply multiplying the City’s existing rate structure by the percent increases
identified in Table 1.
Table 2
Adopted Rates to Meet Projected Revenue Needs
Monthly Base Rate
Residential
Commercial
Volume Rate

FYE
2018
$17.28
$22.92

FYE
2019
$20.74
$27.50

FYE
2020
$23.22
$30.80

FYE
2021
$24.27
$32.19

FYE
2022
$24.27
$32.19

$1.70
$1.85

FYE
2018
$2.04
$2.22

FYE
2019
$2.45
$2.66

FYE
2020
$2.74
$2.98

FYE
2021
$2.87
$3.12

FYE
2022
$2.87
$3.12

$21.88

$26.26

$31.51

$35.29

$36.88

$36.88

Existing
$14.40
$19.10
Existing

Residential
Commercial
Average Monthly Residential Bill

The following sections of this report examine more closely the actual cost of service for different
types of customers and recommended rates to improve rate equity between users of Moab City’s
sanitary sewer system.
10-YEAR BUDGET PLAN
A 10-year budget plan is a critical component of the analysis to determine a cost of service rate
structure. The budget plan outline in the February 2017 sewer rate study was used to determine
the revenue requirements shown in Table 1. For additional detail on overall budgeting, the reader
should reference the February 2017 report. The following cost of service analysis is based on that
original budget plan.
DETAILED RATE CALCULATION
With an overall revenue plan in place, the next step in the rate calculation process is a detailed
cost-of-service rate analysis. This analysis focuses on four major tasks:
1. Projecting Sewer Use: Future sewer sales were estimated by examining current use
patterns and by projecting sewer system growth for the next several years.
2. Calculating Revenue Requirements: Total revenue requirements of the system were
projected for the next several years based on the budget plan outlined in the February
2017 report. Non-rate revenue (including impact fee, septage sales, etc.) was deducted
from the total to give the net revenue requirement to be recovered from rate payers.
3. Cost Allocation: This analysis generally follows the design cost-causative procedure
recommended by the Water Environment Federation (WEF), American Society of Civil
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Engineers (ASCE), and American Public Works Association (APWA)¹.1.The essential
principle of this method is that wastewater revenue should be recovered from classes of
customers in proportion to the cost of serving those customers. All sewer connections
have been grouped into five customer classes resulting in a standard rate for each class.
4. Wastewater Rate Design: Wastewater rates were calculated to recover the allocated
cost-of-service based on operation and maintenance costs, capital improvement costs, and
debt service costs.
The remainder of this report details the results of each of these four major tasks. Detailed rate
tables from the model used to develop the rate recommendations are located in Appendix A.
KEY ASSUMPTIONS
The results presented in this report are based on the following assumptions:
1. The Moab City sewer operating fund will continue to be a self-funding enterprise fund.
2. The study follows the basic recommended methodologies of the joint publication,
"Financing and Charges for Wastewater Systems". Only the "cash basis" approach has
been used to allocate costs to users.
3. This wastewater rate study is based on projections of future wastewater production and
projected system operation, maintenance, and improvement costs. These projections are
based on current economic conditions and wastewater use patterns. Because conditions
may change over time, it is recommended that the City review the wastewater rates
periodically and adjust them as needed to provide a revenue stream that will adequately
fund operation and maintenance costs as well as needed rehabilitation and replacement
projects. It is also recommended that a comprehensive review and updating of
wastewater rates be undertaken in three to five years so that the basic analytical
foundations of this study can be re-evaluated.
PROJECTING WASTEWATER PRODUCTION
Historic Indoor Water Use
In FYE 2016, the City provided sewer service to approximately 2,489 accounts composed of
approximately 5,468 flow ERUs. The City has historically separated accounts into two classes as
described below:


Single Family Residential – This class represents all the single family residential
customers connected into the Moab City sewer system. Based on information provided to
BC&A, this customer class currently accounts for approximately 32% of all ERUs in the
system. Each residential unit is assumed to be 1 ERU by the City. The strength of
wastewater flows is not differentiated within this class.



Commercial – This class of customers contains all other customers. The strength of
wastewater flows is not differentiated within this class. The City historically tracks
commercial subclasses in four categories as follows: multifamily, overnight
accommodations, restaurant/fast food, and other non-residential.

¹Water Environment Federation, American Society of Civil Engineers, and American Public Works Association. Financing and
Charges for Wastewater Systems, 1984.
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For the purposes of this study, BC&A would propose using the same five general customer
classifications the City has developed. Moab City does not meter sewage flows for individual
customers. Lacking direct information on flow rates, BC&A estimated the typical sewer flow
rates based on indoor water meter data obtained from Moab City for FYE 2015. The number of
accounts in each customer class, along with their estimated sewer flows in FYE 2015, is
summarized in Table 3.
Table 3
2015 Account and Sewer Use Summary
Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight
Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast
Food
Other NonResidential
Total

Number of
Accounts in 2015
1,753
409

Number of
ERUs in 2015
1,753
227

2015 Sewer
Flows (kgal)
91,073
12,070

Average Monthly
Flows/ERU (kgal)
4.3
4.4

60

1,958

81,618

3.5

43

392

18,877

4.0

197

1,078

48,297

3.7

2,462

5,409

251,935

-

Projected Growth
There is a relatively large amount of area within Moab City that is undeveloped. Therefore, a
reasonable amount of growth is expected. The basis of the growth projected to occur was taken
from Moab City’s recent water reclamation facility planning efforts. The growth rate was applied
to the number of existing ERUs and accounts. Overall historic growth has generally been
relatively moderate. The projected growth rates and number of ERUs by customer type are
summarized in Table 4.
Table 4
Projected System Growth (ERUs)
Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential
Total
% System Growth

FYE
2016
1,772
230
1,980
396
1,090
5,468

FYE FYE FYE FYE FYE FYE
2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
1,791 1,811 1,831 1,851 1,872 1,892
233
235
238
240
243
246
2,002 2,024 2,046 2,069 2,091 2,114
400
405
409
414
418
423
1,102 1,114 1,126 1,139 1,151 1,164
5,528 5,589 5,650 5,713 5,775 5,839
1.10% 1.10% 1.10% 1.10% 1.10% 1.10%
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Projected Sewer Flows
Future sewer demands were projected by multiplying the average use per ERU in FYE 2015
from Table 3 by the projected number of ERUs in Table 4. Using this methodology, the
projected growth in total sewer flows are shown in Table 5.
Table 5
Projected Growth in Sewer Flows
Flow Amount (kgal)
FYE
FYE
2018
2019
94,101 95,140
12,468 12,627

Use per
FYE
FYE
FYE
FYE
FYE
Customer Class ERU/Year
2016
2017
2020
2021
2022
52.0
92,075 93,062
96,180 97,271 98,310
Residential
53.1
12,203 12,362
12,733 12,892 13,052
Multifamily
Overnight
41.7
82,516 83,433 84,349 85,266 86,225 87,142 88,100
Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast
48.2
19,085 19,277 19,518 19,711 19,952 20,145 20,386
Food
Other Non44.8
48,828 49,366 49,903 50,441 51,023 51,561 52,143
Residential
254,706 257,500 260,341 263,186 266,113 269,011 271,991
Total
Infiltration and Inflow
Infiltration and inflow is the intrusion of groundwater or storm water into the sewer system
through cracked pipes, broken and offset joints, improper connections, leaky manholes, etc. In
areas with aging sewer lines and high groundwater, infiltration can actually be the largest
component of flow being conveyed in the sewer. Infiltration is very difficult to measure because
it varies across the service area based on climate conditions, water table levels, pipe diameter,
and pipe condition. Because of the difficulty of identifying the source and quantity of infiltration,
Moab City does not bill sewer accounts for infiltration directly. Thus, infiltration and inflow are
not included in the rate model.
Strength Characteristics
Strength characteristics of wastewater are generally used to scale the cost of treatment between
different users. For example, an industrial connection may produce stronger wastewater than a
residential connection, thus meriting a higher sewer rate to cover the increased treatment cost.
The only historical data regarding wastewater strength available to BC&A were measurements
taken at the wastewater treatment plant. 300 mg/L of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and
280 mg/L of total suspended solids (TSS) were recorded for the combined wastewater stream
entering the WWTP. Those values were assumed to be the approximate average strength of all
connections. Flow strength per connection has not been monitored in detail by the City.
However, based on previous residential equivalence studies conducted by BC&A of similar
entities, restaurant and fast food customers have higher wastewater strength characteristics.
Correspondingly, the projected strength of wastewater from these customers has been updated in
the rate model. The strength portion of the rate model may provide further value to the City if it
has any individual customers in the future that merit additional consideration of strength. Table
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A7 of Appendix A shows the BOD and TSS values that were used in the rate model for each
customer class.
CALCULATING REVENUE REQUIREMENTS
There are two methods for determining a water utility’s revenue requirements. One is called the
Cash Basis of revenue requirements. The other method is called the Utility Basis of revenue
requirements. The revenue requirements for each approach are summarized on the next page.
Cash Basis
Operation and Maintenance Costs
Plus: Debt Service
Cash-Financed Capital Outlays
Taxes (if applicable)
Net Additions to Reserves
Total Requirements
Less: Non-Rate Revenues
Equals:Net Requirements from Rates

Utility Basis
Operation and Maintenance Cost
Plus: Depreciation
Return on Investment
Taxes (if applicable)
__________________
Total Requirements
Less: Non-Rate Revenues
Equals:Net Requirements from Rates

The cash basis of revenue requirements is based on the actual cash expenditures of the system.
Its goal is to make sure revenues match the cash needs of the system. In public utilities, this
method generally matches the budgetary expenditures for the period. It has the additional
advantage of being more understandable to most ratepayers and more directly meets any debt
service coverage requirements that the system might need to comply with.
The utility basis approach simulates the financial requirements of private sector companies.
It ensures that revenue requirements reflect the depreciation incurred by the system, as well as a
return on the investment in rate base by system owners. In the municipal utility setting, the utility
basis is most often used when there is significant utility service to customers outside the
jurisdictional boundaries of the system owners. It allows the system owners (i.e., City customers)
to earn a return from the investments to serve the customers outside the City.
Approximately one third of flows treated by Moab City originate outside the City’s jurisdictional
boundaries. For these flows, the utility basis could be well suited to calculate revenue
requirements. However, because this rate study does not seek to determine retail rates for users
outside the City, the utility basis is less applicable. For customers inside Moab City, the cash
basis is the preferred method for these circumstances. Due to its previously stated advantages,
rates in this study were developed under the cash basis only.
Impact Fee Revenue
The projected annual revenue from impact fees is based on the projected number of new ERUs.
The impact fee revenue also includes the revenue obtained from new development outside of
Moab City that is routing flow into Moab for treatment (such as SVW&SID). For this analysis, it
has been assumed that the City’s impact fee rates will be as discussed in the 2016 Moab Sewer
Impact Fee Analysis. If Moab City adopts impact fees other than those recommended, the rates
calculated in this report will need to be adjusted accordingly. The projected impact fee revenue is
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generally expected to increase gradually over the next six years following system growth and
City projections, as shown in Table 6. The exception to the gradual trend are some larger
increases between FYE 2018 and FYE 2020 that occur as new capacity at the treatment plant
opens up opportunity for additional connections from San Juan County and elsewhere.
Table 6
Projected Impact Fee Revenue
Item
Projected Collections
Impact Fee Revenues
Projected Treatment
Impact Fee Revenues
Projected Total
Impact Fee Revenues

FYE
2017

FYE
2018

FYE
2019

FYE
2020

FYE
2021

FYE
2022

$83,891

$85,067

$122,044

$144,637 $147,367

$148,681

$104,678

$106,427

$205,960

$258,232 $263,620

$265,651

$188,569

$191,494

$328,003

$402,869 $410,987

$414,332

Non-Rate Revenue
The projected non-rate revenue for the City is summarized in Table 7. The projected revenue
amounts are based on a 3% inflation rate and the ERU growth rates shown in Table 4. This nonrate revenue is the net income from activities not associated with Moab City sewer sales. It
includes sewer rate collection penalty fees and interest, sales to SVW&SID, septage sales,
impact fees, and other income. As shown in the table, impact fees, SVW&SID sewer sales, and
septage sales account for the vast majority of the total non-rate revenue. There is a large increase
shown in FYE 2018 in association with new rates calculated as part of the February 2017 Rate
Study. Increases thereafter are relatively modest and correspond with inflation and system
growth.
Table 7
Projected Non-Rate Revenue
Item
SVW&SID Sewer
Sales
Special Services
Septage Sales
Sewer Connections
Impact Fees
Finance Charges &
Other Income
Total

FYE
2017

FYE
2018

FYE 2019

FYE 2020

FYE 2021

FYE 2022

$296,157 $442,821

$464,107

$512,925

$536,720

$561,422

$1,500
$1,562
$76,755 $241,341
$8,000
$8,328
$188,569 $191,494

$1,626
$247,302
$8,669
$328,003

$1,692
$252,057
$9,025
$402,869

$1,762
$258,342
$9,395
$410,987

$1,834
$264,836
$9,780
$414,332

$22,400

$24,274

$25,270

$26,306

$27,384

$23,318

$593,381 $908,865 $1,073,982 $1,203,837 $1,243,511 $1,279,587
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Moab City Expenditures
The projected City expenditures for the planning period are summarized in Table 8. Included in
the table are the projected total costs for the three major categories of expenditures: operations
and maintenance, debt service, and capital expenditures. These categories are discussed in more
detail in following sections.
Table 8
Projected Revenue Requirements
Item

FYE 2017 FYE 2018 FYE 2019 FYE 2020 FYE 2021 FYE 2022
O&M
$984,099 $1,134,035 $1,174,293 $1,215,980 $1,259,147 $1,303,847
Debt Service
$0
$798,834
$798,834
$877,592
$877,592
$877,592
Capital Outlays
$547,513
$114,069
$481,747
$673,591
$758,684
$768,400
Total Expenditures $1,531,612 $2,046,937 $2,454,874 $2,767,163 $2,895,423 $2,949,840
Operation and Maintenance Costs: The projected operation and maintenance costs for Moab
City were based on the City’s budgeted amount for FYE 2017 and are discussed in more detail in
the February 2017 sewer rate study. A detailed list of O&M costs is included as part of the rate
model in Appendix A.
Debt Service Costs: These are the costs paid toward the loans taken out or expected to be taken
out by the City in the near future and are discussed in more detail in the February 2017 sewer
rate study. A detailed list of loan payments is included as part of the rate model in Appendix A.
Capital Improvement Costs: These are the costs for constructing new facilities within Moab
City. This can include completely new facilities or replacement of existing facilities. In years
where capital expenditures for rehabilitation and replacement of the existing infrastructure do not
occur, or are less than the amount budgeted, the rate revenue will be transferred to the City’s
savings fund which will be stored to pay for future improvements. If major improvement projects
are needed before the fund has been sufficiently built up, the City will likely need to utilize a
bond for a portion of that future project’s cost.
It should be noted that the FYE 2017 Moab City budget identified four recommended potential
improvement projects outside of those already discussed previously. As the project costs range
from only approximately $8,000 to $100,000, it was assumed that these projects could be funded
through the funds annually set aside for rehabilitation and replacement as previously described.
The capital improvement projects and the recommended timing of their construction is shown in
Table A11 of Appendix A. The expenditures of this category are discussed in more detail in the
February 2017 Sewer Rate Study.
COST ALLOCATIONS
A key step in a cost-causative wastewater rate analysis is the allocation of costs to customer
service characteristics. The allocation approach used in this study reflects the basic approaches
recommended by WPCF, ASCE, and APWA.
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Customer Service Characteristics
This approach recommends the allocation of costs into one of four cost allocation categories:


Volume Costs – Volume costs refer to costs that are determined by the volume of
wastewater generated in the system.



Capacity Costs – Capacity costs are typically costs determined by the peak wastewater
production of system users. Although peak flows are not billed for directly (in part
because there is no presently installed way to monitor them), there is a component of the
system that allows each customer the opportunity to intermittently discharge peak flows.
As a result, each customer should be paying for their potential to discharge at peak rates
into the system, even though this capacity may be rarely used. This category would
include such items as the design and construction of major trunk lines since they are
sized based on peak flow rates.



Strength Costs – Strength costs are those costs determined by BOD or TSS
concentrations of the wastewater.



Customer Related Costs – Customer related costs are those costs that are independent
of the quantity or quality of wastewater generated. This category is mostly limited to
administrative services such as the cost of generating and sending out bills each month.

Detailed cost divisions have been completed in the sewer rate model (see Tables A12 through
A16 of Appendix A). In each case, these allocations are based on professional engineering
judgment and knowledge of system operations. Table A12 provides a division by cost allocation
category for O&M expenditures. Table A13 lists the cost allocations for City assets and the
overall allocated percentage amounts to each division. Using those overall allocation
percentages, allocations were determined for debt service, capital outlays, and all non-rate
revenue in Table A15 of Appendix A.
Using the percentages assigned to each budget category, the system revenue costs are distributed
among the customer service classes to produce a total revenue requirement for each customer
service characteristic. Table A16 of Appendix A shows that total cost allocation for each
customer class and service characteristic.
CALCULATED COST-OF-SERVICE RATES
Following the recommended cost-of-service methodology, required rates to satisfy the City’s
projected revenue requirements were calculated as summarized in Table 9.
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Table 9
Calculated Cost-of-Service Rates
Monthly Account Base Rate
All Users
Monthly ERU Base Rate
All Users
Volume Rate ($/kgal)
Volume Component
All Users
Strength Component
Restaurant/Fast Food Users
All Other Users
Total Volume Rate
Restaurant/Fast Food Users
All Other Users

FYE
2018
$7.16
FYE
2018
$7.84

FYE
2019
$8.65
FYE
2019
$9.58

FYE
2020
$9.74
FYE
2020
$10.88

FYE
2021
$10.19
FYE
2021
$11.40

FYE
2022
$10.18
FYE
2022
$11.38

FYE
2018

FYE
2019

FYE
2020

FYE
2021

FYE
2022

$0.79

$0.87

$0.90

$0.93

$0.94

$1.66
$0.64

$2.06
$0.80

$2.37
$0.92

$2.48
$0.97

$2.48
$0.96

$2.45
$1.44

$2.93
$1.67

$3.27
$1.82

$3.41
$1.90

$3.41
$1.90

Like existing City rates, this calculation includes developing a monthly base rate for each user
plus a set rate per 1,000 gallons of actual indoor water used each month. However, a number of
modifications to the existing City rate structure are recommended.


Monthly Base Rate – Historically, monthly base rates have been the same for each
account, regardless of the size of connection. Based on cost-of-service, it is
recommended that the monthly base rate be separated into a monthly account base rate
and a monthly ERU base rate. The base rate is divided into those two categories to more
equitably capture the varying situations of capacity reservation within the sewer system.
Each user would be charged a monthly account base rate to cover costs associated with
simply being connected into the system (such as administrative costs for monthly
billings). In addition, each user would also pay a monthly base rate dependent upon the
user’s number of ERUs to reserve capacity in the system as previously described in the
cost allocation section. A main point of that section is that the capacity reservation is
primarily due to the standard practice of sizing sewer trunk lines and other facilities based
on the maximum expected peak flows for each user. Customers with higher peak flows
require dedicating a larger portion of sewer system capacity to adequately serve them
even if they do not frequently utilize the full capacity (and correspondingly cannot be
captured through volume rates). Equity between customers is improved by
correspondingly charging a higher base rate for the increased capacity dedication.
Where this change will likely have the greatest effect in Moab is on overnight
accommodations. Historically, Moab has only charged hotels a single base rate that is
very similar to what a single residential unit pays. Thus, a residential connection pays
$14.40 per month for the ability to connect to the sewer system and a hotel (or any other
type of non-residential user) only pays a little bit more at $19.10 per month. This is true
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regardless of the size of non-residential connection. While a resident and a hotel do have
roughly the same amount of billing and administrative costs, the hotel’s need for
available capacity can be many more time that of a single home. Thus, paying essentially
the same base rate does not effectively reflect the cost of service for each customer.
It is sometimes argued that larger customers do pay more for service through increased
volume charges. However, as noted about, the revenue that is collected though volume
charges only reflects the costs associated with actual volume related expenditures. They
do not reflect the costs of available capacity. To be most consistent with cost of service
principles, capacity related costs should not be collected through volume charges, but
through base charges associated with expected maximum capacity needs.


Wastewater Strength Component – As shown in Table A15 of Appendix A, the
strength category accounts for approximately 18% of sewer system annual revenue
requirements. To improve equity of rates, wastewater strength should be factored into the
rates. For the customers in the City’s system, there is no existing practical way of
measuring wastewater strength for individual customers on a regular basis. Apart from
the “restaurant/fast food” and “other non-residential” customer classifications shown in
Table 3, the remaining three customer classifications are expected to produce relatively
similar BOD and TSS concentrations so the extra effort to capture the differences may
not be warranted. The “restaurant/fast food” classification is expected to have a relatively
higher BOD and TSS from the standard based on past sampling of similar entities. As the
“other non-residential” classification covers a wide range of customer types, it is much
more difficult to determine strength characteristics without further sampling.
To be more equitable for the other customer classifications (which should have much
lower wastewater strength), the rate model utilized higher BOD and TSS concentrations
for the ‘restaurant/fast food’ classification and lower concentrations (based off historical
sampling of the total combined influent into the WWTP) for the remaining four
classifications to calculate the cost-of-service for the strength component of the volume
rate. The cost-of-service information contained in this report may be used as a basis to
calculate equitable rates if Moab City ever has a request to provide service to an
industrial or other high strength user or would like to conduct thorough wastewater
strength sampling of additional customer classifications.

RECOMMENDED FUTURE RATES
The cost-of-service rates summarized above provide a good basis for developing recommended
rates for the system. However, to fairly and efficiently administer the rates, it is useful to further
define the rate structure by customer class.
For monthly base rates, all customer classes will be calculated by adding the monthly account
base rate (from Table 9) to the monthly ERU base rate (also from Table 9) multiplied by the flow
ERUs associated with the account. For customer classifications where multiple units may exist
under a single account, such as a motel, the first unit will be charged the account base rate but
each additional unit will be charged a monthly base rate dependent only on the ERU base rate.
This will ensure the City only charges these types of customers once per month to cover the
monthly account base rate portion of the bill. For the calculation of flow ERUs per account, the
following is recommended:
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Single Family – In the case of single family customers, the number of flow ERUs per
account is simply one.



Multifamily – For multifamily customers, it is recommended that the flow ERUs
associated with each account be based on the per unit values defined in Table 10 of the
2016 Moab Sewer Impact Fee Analysis (IFA). This customer class includes two
subcategories:
o 2 Bedrooms or Larger = 1.0 ERUs per unit
o 1 Bedroom or Smaller = 0.56 ERUs per unit



Overnight Accommodations – For this category of customers, it is also recommended
that the flow ERUs associated with each account be based on the per unit values defined
in Table 10 of the 2016 Moab Sewer Impact Fee Analysis. This customer class includes
three subcategories:
o Condo (2 bedroom and larger) = 1.2 ERUs per unit
o Condo (1 bedroom and smaller) = 1.0 ERUs per unit
o Hotel/Motel = 0.78 ERUs per unit



Restaurant/Fast Foot and Other Non-Residential – For this category of customers, it
is recommended that the flow ERUs associated with each account be based on the
AWWA equivalent meter ratio (determined by the actual size of the water meter serving
the customer). Table 10 shows the equivalent meter ratio per meter size. This equivalent
meter ratio rate structure will allow the City to more fairly charge for the capacity
reservation as the water meter size is typically directly related to flow capacity. This will
result in a generally consistent monthly rate for each commercial customer. As shown in
Table 11, entities with 1-inch and smaller meters (approximately equal in size to that of
the typical single family residence) will be charged the same monthly rate as a single
family residence.
Table 10
AWWA Equivalent Water Meter Ratios
Customer
Class

AWWA
Equiv. Meter
Ratios

Meter Size (Inches)
1 and
smaller

1
1/2

2

3

4

6

8

10

1.0

1.3

2.1

7.9

10.0

15.0

20.7

28.6

Based on the methodology described above, the recommended wastewater rates necessary to
meet projected revenue requirements for the next five years are summarized in Table 11.
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Table 11
Calculated/Recommended Monthly Rates

Monthly Base Rate
Single Family
Multifamily 1st Unit (2 Bedrooms
or Larger)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Multifamily 1st Unit (1 Bedroom
or Smaller)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st
Unit Condo, 2 Bedrooms or Larger
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st
Unit Condo, 1 Bedroom or Smaller
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st
Unit Hotel/Motel (No Kitchen)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Restaurant/Fast Food and Other
Non-Residential: 1-inch or smaller
water meter
1.5-inch water meter
2-inch water meter
3-inch water meter
4-inch water meter
5-inch water meter
6-inch water meter
8-inch water meter

Volume Rate ($/kgal)
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

Existing
FYE
2017
$14.40

FYE
2018

FYE
2019

FYE
2020

FYE
2021

FYE
2022

$15.85

$19.00

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

$19.10

$15.85

$19.00

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

-

$2.80

$7.35

$9.80

$11.40

$11.40

$19.10

$14.60

$15.80

$17.00

$16.55

$16.55

-

$1.60

$4.10

$5.50

$6.40

$6.40

$19.10

$16.40

$20.45

$23.25

$23.85

$23.85

-

$3.40

$8.80

$11.75

$13.65

$13.65

$19.10

$15.85

$19.00

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

-

$2.80

$7.35

$9.80

$11.40

$11.40

$19.10

$15.25

$17.40

$19.15

$19.10

$19.10

-

$2.20

$5.75

$7.65

$8.90

$8.90

$19.10

$19.10

$19.10

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

-

$19.10
$24.25
$69.60
$86.40
$125.60
$170.45
$232.25

$21.75
$29.30
$84.75
$105.25
$153.20
$207.95
$283.55

$24.40
$32.95
$95.90
$119.25
$173.65
$235.80
$321.65

$24.80
$33.75
$99.65
$124.10
$181.05
$246.10
$335.95

$24.80
$33.75
$99.65
$124.10
$181.05
$246.10
$335.95

FYE
2018

FYE
2019

FYE
2020

FYE
2021

FYE
2022

Existing
FYE
2017
$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$1.85
$1.85

$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$2.22
$1.85

$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$2.66
$1.85

$1.82
$1.85
$1.85
$3.20
$1.85

$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.41
$1.90

$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.41
$1.90

It should be noted that the recommended sewer rates shown in Table 11 reflect a multiple year
transition from current rates to the cost of service rates identified in Table 9. Typically, it is
desirable for rate changes to occur gradually over several years to avoid shocking customers with
a sudden rate increase. Thus, the changes to the rate payment calculation method (additional unit
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charges, wastewater strength charges, meter size charges, etc.) have all been phased in gradually
to minimize potential impacts to any given customer. Based upon the customer information and
assumptions supplied by Moab City, the recommended rates are projected to be overall revenue
neutral compared to the calculated rates identified in the February 2017 Rate Study.
As shown in the table, cost of service rates under the proposed plan would be fully implemented
(along with required increases to meet expected revenue needs) by FYE 2021. No further
changes in rates are currently shown in FYE 2022. Typically, after the initial few years of rate
growth to bring rates in line with budgetary needs, the rates will subsequently need to be grown
just to keep pace with inflation. This is not the case for Moab City rates primarily because loan
payments remain steady while the predicted system and customer growth rates produce excess
revenue to roughly offset inflation during the period analyzed. This projection should be
revisited in the next rate study completed in 3 to 5 years.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the analysis contained in this report, the following actions are recommended:
Adopt Recommended Rates: It is recommended that Moab City adopt the rates summarized in
Table 11. These increases are needed to meet immediate operation and maintenance needs and to
fund capital expenditures to meet the City’s longer-term system investment goals. The
recommended rates will improve cost sharing fairness among the various customer classes within
Moab City’s sanitary sewer system. In addition to a general increase in rates, this includes two
major changes from existing rates:


Multi-unit and Large Meter Based Rates - Instead of charging the same base rate to all
accounts regardless of size, it is proposed that base rates be proportional to potential use of
capacity in the system. To implement this principle, it is proposed that multi-unit accounts
(including overnight accommodations) be based on the size and number of units per
account and that larger commercial accounts be charged based on their water meter size.



Strength Based Volume Rates for Restaurants and Fast Food – It is also proposed that
restaurants and fast food eateries be charged higher volume charges based on their higher
strength wastewater.

Consider a Multiple Year Rate Schedule: If at all possible, it is recommended that the City
adopt the full multiple year rate schedule through FYE 2022. By adopting a multiple year rate
schedule, the City can program the desired increases to the rates consistent with the results of
this report and provide longer notice to customers. If it is necessary to make revisions in the
future, the rate structure can always be modified.
Continue Volumetric Billing Practices: It is recommended that the City continue the practice
of billing the residential volumetric rates based on the average winter water usage rate during the
months of November through February while billing all other classifications based on their
actual monthly water usage.
Update This Rate Study Periodically: After the implementation of any major change to the rate
structure, we would suggest that the City monitor customer responses and system revenue for a
period to two to three years. Following this initial observation period, the rates should be re-
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examined to determine if there should be any subsequent rate adjustments. A comprehensive
review of this rate study should also be performed in three to five years. The projections,
assumptions, and data contained in this report may need to be revised over time. For these
reasons, it is prudent to update the rates to ensure they are sufficient to meet system
requirements, as well as maintain cost-of-service equity in charges to customers.
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APPENDIX A
DETAILED RATE TABLES
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Table A1
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Historic Indoor Water Use

Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential
Total

Use (kgal)
90,082
11,939
80,730
18,672
47,772
249,194

FYE 2014
Flow
ERUs
Accounts
1,734
1,734
225
405
1,937
60
387
42
1,066
195
5,350

2,435

Use per
ERU (kgal)
52.0
53.1
41.7
48.2
44.8

Use (kgal)
91,073
12,070
81,618
18,877
48,297

46.6

251,935

FYE 2015
Flow
ERUs
Accounts
1,753
1,753
227
409
1,958
60
392
43
1,078
197
5,409

2,462

Use per
ERU (kgal)
52.0
53.1
41.7
48.2
44.8

Use (kgal)
92,075
12,203
82,516
19,085
48,828

46.6

254,706

FYE 2016
Flow
ERUs
Accounts
1,772
1,772
230
414
1,980
61
396
43
1,090
199
5,468

2,489

Use/ERU
(kgal/year)
52.0
53.1
41.7
48.2
44.8
46.6

Use/Acct.
Use/Acct.
(kgal/year) (kgal/month)
52.0
4.3
29.5
2.5
1,352.7
112.7
443.8
37.0
245.4
20.4
102.3

8.5

Table A2a
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Projected Flow ERUs

Customer Class

Year
% Growth

Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential
Total

FYE 2017
1.10%
1,791
233
2,002
400
1,102

FYE 2018
1.10%
1,811
235
2,024
405
1,114

5,528

5,589

Number of ERUs
FYE 2019
FYE 2020
1.10%
1.10%
1,831
1,851
238
240
2,046
2,069
409
414
1,126
1,139

FYE 2021
1.10%
1,872
243
2,091
418
1,151

FYE 2022
1.10%
1,892
246
2,114
423
1,164

5,713

5,775

5,839

Number of Accounts
FYE 2019
FYE 2020
1.10%
1.10%
1,831
1,851
429
434
64
65
43
43
205
207

FYE 2021
1.10%
1,871
439
66
43
209

FYE 2022
1.10%
1,892
444
67
43
211

2,628

2,657

5,650

Table A2b
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Projected Accounts

Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential
Total

Year
% Growth

FYE 2017
1.10%
1,791
419
62
43
201

FYE 2018
1.10%
1,811
424
63
43
203

2,516

2,544

2,572

2,600
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Table A6
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Projected Flow Peaking Characteristics

Table A5
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Peaking Factors

Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

Est. Peak
Hour Factor
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential
Total

Table A7
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Strength

Estimated Peak Hour (mgd)
FYE 2019
FYE 2020
0.65
0.66
0.09
0.09
0.58
0.59
0.14
0.14
0.35
0.35
1.80
1.82

FYE 2017
0.64
0.08
0.57
0.13
0.34
1.76

FYE 2018
0.64
0.09
0.58
0.13
0.34
1.78

FYE 2021
0.67
0.09
0.60
0.14
0.35
1.84

FYE 2017
0.38
0.05
0.34
0.08
0.20
1.06

Peak Hour Excess Over Average Day (mgd)
FYE 2018
FYE 2019
FYE 2020
FYE 2021
0.39
0.39
0.40
0.40
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.36
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
1.07
1.08
1.09
1.11

FYE 2022
0.67
0.09
0.60
0.14
0.36
1.86

Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential
Approximate Cost Division

Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential
Total

BOD¹
(mg/L)
300
300
300
1,167
300

TSS¹
(mg/L)
280
280
280
323
280

50%

50%

¹Bas ed o n his to ric s amp ling d ata fro m M o ab and the 2 0 12 M o unt Olymp us Res id ential Eq uivalence Stud y.

FYE 2022
0.40
0.05
0.36
0.08
0.21
1.12

Table A9
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Impact Fee Revenue

Table A8
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Projected Strength Characteristics

Th
Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential
Total

FYE 2017
261,228
34,700
234,198
210,497
138,571
879,194

FYE 2018
264,145
34,998
236,771
213,128
140,080
889,122

BOD (lbs/year)
FYE 2019
FYE 2020
267,062
269,979
35,445
35,743
239,345
242,035
215,233
217,864
141,589
143,224
898,674
908,845

Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential
Total

FYE 2017
243,813
32,387
218,585
58,261
129,333
682,379

FYE 2018
246,535
32,665
220,987
58,989
130,741
689,917

TSS (lbs/year)
FYE 2019
FYE 2020
249,258
251,980
33,082
33,360
223,389
225,900
59,572
60,300
132,150
133,676
697,451
705,216

FYE 2021
254,839
33,777
228,302
60,883
135,084
712,885

FYE 2022
257,562
34,194
230,813
61,611
136,610
720,790

Customer Class
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

FYE 2017
252,521
33,544
226,392
134,379
133,952
780,787

FYE 2018
255,340
33,832
228,879
136,059
135,411
789,520

Weighted Average (lbs/year)
FYE 2019
FYE 2020
258,160
260,980
34,264
34,552
231,367
233,968
137,403
139,082
136,870
138,450
798,063
807,031

FYE 2021
263,941
34,984
236,456
140,426
139,909
815,714

FYE 2022
266,761
35,415
239,057
142,106
141,489
824,826

Total

FYE 2021
273,042
36,190
244,609
219,969
144,733
918,543

FYE 2022
275,959
36,636
247,300
222,600
146,367
928,862

Projected
FYE 2017
$83,891
$104,678
$188,569

Size of Meter
Collections Impact Fee
Treatment Impact Fee
Total Impact Fee Revenue

Projected
FYE 2018
$85,067
$106,427
$191,494

Projected
FYE 2019
$122,044
$205,960
$328,003

Projected
FYE 2020
$144,637
$258,232
$402,869

Projected
FYE 2021
$147,367
$263,620
$410,987

Projected
FYE 2022
$148,681
$265,651
$414,332

Projected
FYE 2020

Projected
FYE 2021

Projected
FYE 2022

Table A10
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Non-Rate Revenue (Including Impact Fees)
Assumed Inflation Rate =
Item
Operations Non-Rate Revenue
GWSSA Sewer Sales
Special Services
Septage Sales
Sewer Connections
Total Operations Non-Rate Revenue
Non-Operations Non-Rate Revenue
Impact Fees
Finance Charges & Other Income
Total Non-Operations Non-Rate Revenue
Total Non-Rate Revenue

3.0%
Projected
FYE 2017

Projected
FYE 2018

Projected
FYE 2019

$296,157
$1,500
$76,755
$8,000
$382,412

$442,821
$1,562
$241,341
$8,328
$694,052

$464,107
$1,626
$247,302
$8,669
$721,704

$512,925
$1,692
$252,057
$9,025
$775,699

$536,720
$1,762
$258,342
$9,395
$806,219

$561,422
$1,834
$264,836
$9,780
$837,871

$188,569
$22,400
$210,969
$593,381

$191,494
$23,318
$214,813
$908,865

$328,003
$24,274
$352,278
$1,073,982

$402,869
$25,270
$428,138
$1,203,837

$410,987
$26,306
$437,293
$1,243,511

$414,332
$27,384
$441,716
$1,279,587
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Table A11
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Revenue Requirements
Cash Basis
Projected
FYE 2017

Item
Sewer Treatment Expenses
General
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Overtime
Subscriptions & Memberships
Travel
Office Expenses & Supplies
Equipment Supplies & Maintenance
Building Supplies & Maintenance
Utilities & Telephone
Equipment & Property Rental
Fuel
Shipping/Freight
Sewer Collections Expenses
Capital Lease
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Overtime
Subscriptions & Memberships
Travel
Office Expenses & Supplies
Equipment Supplies & Maintenance
Building Supplies & Maintenance
Utilities & Telephone
Equipement Rental
Fuel
Professional & Technical Services
Education
Freight
Special Departmental Supplies
Total O&M
Debt Service
Potential 2017 Treatment Plant Loan
Potential 2019 South Trunk Loan
Total Debt Service

Projected
FYE 2020

Projected
FYE 2021

Projected
FYE 2022

$196,745
$193,499
$123,419
$8,284
$4,763
$2,589
$2,071
$52,293
$5,178
$109,748
$2,589
$12,426
$5,178

$203,729
$200,368
$127,800
$8,578
$4,932
$2,681
$2,145
$54,149
$5,361
$113,644
$2,681
$12,867
$5,361

$210,962
$207,481
$132,337
$8,883
$5,107
$2,776
$2,221
$56,071
$5,552
$117,679
$2,776
$13,324
$5,552

$218,451
$214,846
$137,035
$9,198
$5,289
$2,874
$2,299
$58,062
$5,749
$121,856
$2,874
$13,797
$5,749

$226,206
$222,473
$141,900
$9,524
$5,477
$2,976
$2,381
$60,123
$5,953
$126,182
$2,976
$14,287
$5,953

$21,600
$139,798
$95,910
$6,000
$1,560
$2,700
$1,500
$30,000
$2,000
$6,100
$5,000
$8,000
$33,500
$6,350
$1,500
$39,500
$984,099

$22,367
$144,761
$99,315
$6,213
$1,615
$2,796
$1,553
$31,065
$2,071
$6,317
$5,178
$8,284
$34,689
$6,575
$1,553
$40,902
$1,134,035

$23,161
$149,900
$102,840
$6,434
$1,673
$2,895
$1,608
$32,168
$2,145
$6,541
$5,361
$8,578
$35,921
$6,809
$1,608
$42,354
$1,174,293

$23,983
$155,221
$106,491
$6,662
$1,732
$2,998
$1,665
$33,310
$2,221
$6,773
$5,552
$8,883
$37,196
$7,051
$1,665
$43,858
$1,215,980

$24,834
$160,732
$110,272
$6,898
$1,794
$3,104
$1,725
$34,492
$2,299
$7,013
$5,749
$9,198
$38,516
$7,301
$1,725
$45,415
$1,259,147

$25,716
$166,438
$114,186
$7,143
$1,857
$3,215
$1,786
$35,717
$2,381
$7,262
$5,953
$9,524
$39,884
$7,560
$1,786
$47,027
$1,303,847

$0
$0
$0

$798,834
$0
$798,834

$798,834
$0
$798,834

$798,834
$78,758
$877,592

$798,834
$78,758
$877,592

$798,834
$78,758
$877,592

FYE 2017
$0
$3,900,000
$1,320,595
$0
$0
$8,000

SCADA Upgrades
Building Project
Sewer Master Plan
Loan Proceeds
Transfer to/(from) Reserve Fund
Total Capital Outlays
Total Revenue Requirements
LESS:
Operations Non-Rate Revenue
Non-Operations Non-Rate Revenue
$

Projected
FYE 2019

$190,000
$138,579
$104,702
$8,000
$4,600
$2,500
$2,000
$50,500
$5,000
$57,700
$2,500
$12,000
$5,000

Expansion and Replacement
Collection - Rehabilitation & Replacement
Loaned Treatment Plant Capital Costs
Non-Loaned Treatment Plant Capital Costs
New South Trunk Pipeline
Replace 400 East Trunk Pipeline
Sewer Lift Station Pump

Net Revenue Requirements

Projected
FYE 2018

Table A12
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Cost Allocation Percentages to Service Characteristics

$0
$10,300,000
$0
$300,000
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$1,800,000
$0
$0

FYE 2020
$669,941
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

FYE 2021
$300,839
$0
$0
$0
$389,200
$0

FYE 2022
$710,741
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$40,000
$100,000
$70,000
($3,900,000)
($991,082)
$547,513

$0
$0
$0
($10,300,000)
($185,931)
$114,069

$0
$0
$0
($1,400,000)
$81,747
$481,747

$0
$0
$0
$0
$3,649
$673,591

$0
$0
$0
$0
$68,644
$758,684

$0
$0
$0
$0
$57,660
$768,400

$1,531,612

$2,046,937

$2,454,874

$2,767,163

$2,895,423

$2,949,840

$382,412
$210,969

$694,052
$214,813

$721,704
$352,278

$775,699
$428,138

$806,219
$437,293

$837,871
$441,716

938,231

FYE 2018

$

1,138,073

FYE 2019

$

1,380,892

$

1,563,326

$

1,651,912

$

1,670,252

Item
Sewer Treatment Expenses
General
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Overtime
Subscriptions & Memberships
Travel
Office Expenses & Supplies
Equipment Supplies & Maintenance
Building Supplies & Maintenance
Utilities & Telephone
Equipment & Property Rental
Fuel
Shipping/Freight
Sewer Collections Expenses
Capital Lease
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Overtime
Subscriptions & Memberships
Travel
Office Expenses & Supplies
Equipment Supplies & Maintenance
Building Supplies & Maintenance
Utilities & Telephone
Equipement Rental
Fuel
Professional & Technical Services
Education
Freight
Special Departmental Supplies

Volume

Capacity

Strength

Customer

Total

30%
30%
30%
30%
10%
10%
10%
30%
30%
50%
40%
30%
30%

40%
40%
40%
40%
0%
0%
0%
35%
45%
15%
25%
25%
25%

15%
15%
15%
15%
10%
10%
10%
20%
10%
20%
20%
30%
30%

15%
15%
15%
15%
80%
80%
80%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

40%
30%
40%
40%
20%
20%
0%
40%
40%
40%
50%
50%
40%
50%
50%
40%

30%
50%
40%
40%
10%
10%
0%
45%
45%
30%
35%
35%
45%
20%
35%
30%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

30%
20%
20%
20%
70%
70%
100%
15%
15%
30%
15%
15%
15%
30%
15%
30%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Table A13
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Fixed Assets Allocations to Service Characteristics

Item
Collection System (20 year)
Treatment Plant
Total
Percent

Assets
$9,031,460
$12,504,000
$21,535,460

Volume
5%
10%

Percent
Capacity
75%
35%

Strength
0%
35%

Customer
20%
20%

Total
100%
100%

Allocated Amount
Volume
Capacity
Strength
Customer
Total
$451,573
$6,773,595
$0
$1,806,292
$9,031,460
$1,250,400
$4,376,400
$4,376,400
$2,500,800 $12,504,000
$1,701,973 $11,149,995 $4,376,400 $4,307,092 $21,535,460
7.9%
51.8%
20.3%
20.0%
100.0%
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Table A14
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Allocation of O&M Costs to Service Characteristics

Item
Sewer Treatment Expenses
General
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Overtime
Subscriptions & Memberships
Travel
Office Expenses & Supplies
Equipment Supplies & Maintenance
Building Supplies & Maintenance
Utilities & Telephone
Equipment & Property Rental
Fuel
Shipping/Freight
Sewer Collections Expenses
Capital Lease
Salaries & Wages
Employee Benefits
Overtime
Subscriptions & Memberships
Travel
Office Expenses & Supplies
Equipment Supplies & Maintenance
Building Supplies & Maintenance
Utilities & Telephone
Equipement Rental
Fuel
Professional & Technical Services
Education
Freight
Special Departmental Supplies

Volume

Total
Percent

Capacity

FYE 2017
Strength

Customer

Total

Volume

Capacity

FYE 2018
Strength

Customer

Total

Volume

Capacity

FYE 2019
Strength

Customer

Total

Volume

Capacity

FYE 2020
Strength

Customer

Total

Volume

Capacity

FYE 2021
Strength

Customer

Total

Volume

Capacity

FYE 2022
Strength

Customer

Total

$57,000
$41,574
$31,411
$2,400
$460
$250
$200
$15,150
$1,500
$28,850
$1,000
$3,600
$1,500

$76,000
$55,432
$41,881
$3,200
$0
$0
$0
$17,675
$2,250
$8,655
$625
$3,000
$1,250

$28,500
$20,787
$15,705
$1,200
$460
$250
$200
$10,100
$500
$11,540
$500
$3,600
$1,500

$28,500
$20,787
$15,705
$1,200
$3,680
$2,000
$1,600
$7,575
$750
$8,655
$375
$1,800
$750

$190,000
$138,579
$104,702
$8,000
$4,600
$2,500
$2,000
$50,500
$5,000
$57,700
$2,500
$12,000
$5,000

$59,024
$58,050
$37,026
$2,485
$476
$259
$207
$15,688
$1,553
$54,874
$1,036
$3,728
$1,553

$78,698
$77,399
$49,368
$3,314
$0
$0
$0
$18,302
$2,330
$16,462
$647
$3,107
$1,294

$29,512
$29,025
$18,513
$1,243
$476
$259
$207
$10,459
$518
$21,950
$518
$3,728
$1,553

$29,512
$29,025
$18,513
$1,243
$3,811
$2,071
$1,657
$7,844
$777
$16,462
$388
$1,864
$777

$196,745
$193,499
$123,419
$8,284
$4,763
$2,589
$2,071
$52,293
$5,178
$109,748
$2,589
$12,426
$5,178

$61,119
$60,110
$38,340
$2,573
$493
$268
$214
$16,245
$1,608
$56,822
$1,072
$3,860
$1,608

$81,492
$80,147
$51,120
$3,431
$0
$0
$0
$18,952
$2,413
$17,047
$670
$3,217
$1,340

$30,559
$30,055
$19,170
$1,287
$493
$268
$214
$10,830
$536
$22,729
$536
$3,860
$1,608

$30,559
$30,055
$19,170
$1,287
$3,946
$2,145
$1,716
$8,122
$804
$17,047
$402
$1,930
$804

$203,729
$200,368
$127,800
$8,578
$4,932
$2,681
$2,145
$54,149
$5,361
$113,644
$2,681
$12,867
$5,361

$63,289
$62,244
$39,701
$2,665
$511
$278
$222
$16,821
$1,665
$58,839
$1,110
$3,997
$1,665

$84,385
$82,992
$52,935
$3,553
$0
$0
$0
$19,625
$2,498
$17,652
$694
$3,331
$1,388

$31,644
$31,122
$19,851
$1,332
$511
$278
$222
$11,214
$555
$23,536
$555
$3,997
$1,665

$31,644
$31,122
$19,851
$1,332
$4,086
$2,221
$1,777
$8,411
$833
$17,652
$416
$1,999
$833

$210,962
$207,481
$132,337
$8,883
$5,107
$2,776
$2,221
$56,071
$5,552
$117,679
$2,776
$13,324
$5,552

$65,535
$64,454
$41,111
$2,759
$529
$287
$230
$17,419
$1,725
$60,928
$1,150
$4,139
$1,725

$87,380
$85,939
$54,814
$3,679
$0
$0
$0
$20,322
$2,587
$18,278
$719
$3,449
$1,437

$32,768
$32,227
$20,555
$1,380
$529
$287
$230
$11,612
$575
$24,371
$575
$4,139
$1,725

$32,768
$32,227
$20,555
$1,380
$4,231
$2,299
$1,840
$8,709
$862
$18,278
$431
$2,070
$862

$218,451
$214,846
$137,035
$9,198
$5,289
$2,874
$2,299
$58,062
$5,749
$121,856
$2,874
$13,797
$5,749

$67,862
$66,742
$42,570
$2,857
$548
$298
$238
$18,037
$1,786
$63,091
$1,191
$4,286
$1,786

$90,482
$88,989
$56,760
$3,810
$0
$0
$0
$21,043
$2,679
$18,927
$744
$3,572
$1,488

$33,931
$33,371
$21,285
$1,429
$548
$298
$238
$12,025
$595
$25,236
$595
$4,286
$1,786

$33,931
$33,371
$21,285
$1,429
$4,381
$2,381
$1,905
$9,018
$893
$18,927
$446
$2,143
$893

$226,206
$222,473
$141,900
$9,524
$5,477
$2,976
$2,381
$60,123
$5,953
$126,182
$2,976
$14,287
$5,953

$8,640
$41,939
$38,364
$2,400
$312
$540
$0
$12,000
$800
$2,440
$2,500
$4,000
$13,400
$3,175
$750
$15,800

$6,480
$69,899
$38,364
$2,400
$156
$270
$0
$13,500
$900
$1,830
$1,750
$2,800
$15,075
$1,270
$525
$11,850

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,480
$27,960
$19,182
$1,200
$1,092
$1,890
$1,500
$4,500
$300
$1,830
$750
$1,200
$5,025
$1,905
$225
$11,850

$21,600
$139,798
$95,910
$6,000
$1,560
$2,700
$1,500
$30,000
$2,000
$6,100
$5,000
$8,000
$33,500
$6,350
$1,500
$39,500

$8,947
$43,428
$39,726
$2,485
$323
$559
$0
$12,426
$828
$2,527
$2,589
$4,142
$13,876
$3,288
$777
$16,361

$6,710
$72,380
$39,726
$2,485
$162
$280
$0
$13,979
$932
$1,895
$1,812
$2,899
$15,610
$1,315
$544
$12,271

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,710
$28,952
$19,863
$1,243
$1,131
$1,957
$1,553
$4,660
$311
$1,895
$777
$1,243
$5,203
$1,973
$233
$12,271

$22,367
$144,761
$99,315
$6,213
$1,615
$2,796
$1,553
$31,065
$2,071
$6,317
$5,178
$8,284
$34,689
$6,575
$1,553
$40,902

$9,264
$44,970
$41,136
$2,573
$335
$579
$0
$12,867
$858
$2,616
$2,681
$4,289
$14,368
$3,404
$804
$16,942

$6,948
$74,950
$41,136
$2,573
$167
$290
$0
$14,476
$965
$1,962
$1,876
$3,002
$16,164
$1,362
$563
$12,706

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,948
$29,980
$20,568
$1,287
$1,171
$2,027
$1,608
$4,825
$322
$1,962
$804
$1,287
$5,388
$2,043
$241
$12,706

$23,161
$149,900
$102,840
$6,434
$1,673
$2,895
$1,608
$32,168
$2,145
$6,541
$5,361
$8,578
$35,921
$6,809
$1,608
$42,354

$9,593
$46,566
$42,597
$2,665
$346
$600
$0
$13,324
$888
$2,709
$2,776
$4,441
$14,878
$3,525
$833
$17,543

$7,195
$77,611
$42,597
$2,665
$173
$300
$0
$14,989
$999
$2,032
$1,943
$3,109
$16,738
$1,410
$583
$13,157

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$7,195
$31,044
$21,298
$1,332
$1,212
$2,099
$1,665
$4,996
$333
$2,032
$833
$1,332
$5,579
$2,115
$250
$13,157

$23,983
$155,221
$106,491
$6,662
$1,732
$2,998
$1,665
$33,310
$2,221
$6,773
$5,552
$8,883
$37,196
$7,051
$1,665
$43,858

$9,934
$48,219
$44,109
$2,759
$359
$621
$0
$13,797
$920
$2,805
$2,874
$4,599
$15,407
$3,650
$862
$18,166

$7,450
$80,366
$44,109
$2,759
$179
$310
$0
$15,522
$1,035
$2,104
$2,012
$3,219
$17,332
$1,460
$604
$13,624

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$7,450
$32,146
$22,054
$1,380
$1,256
$2,173
$1,725
$5,174
$345
$2,104
$862
$1,380
$5,777
$2,190
$259
$13,624

$24,834
$160,732
$110,272
$6,898
$1,794
$3,104
$1,725
$34,492
$2,299
$7,013
$5,749
$9,198
$38,516
$7,301
$1,725
$45,415

$10,286
$49,931
$45,675
$2,857
$371
$643
$0
$14,287
$952
$2,905
$2,976
$4,762
$15,953
$3,780
$893
$18,811

$7,715
$83,219
$45,675
$2,857
$186
$321
$0
$16,073
$1,072
$2,179
$2,083
$3,334
$17,948
$1,512
$625
$14,108

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$7,715
$33,288
$22,837
$1,429
$1,300
$2,250
$1,786
$5,358
$357
$2,179
$893
$1,429
$5,983
$2,268
$268
$14,108

$25,716
$166,438
$114,186
$7,143
$1,857
$3,215
$1,786
$35,717
$2,381
$7,262
$5,953
$9,524
$39,884
$7,560
$1,786
$47,027

$331,955
33.7%

$377,036
38.3%

$94,842
9.6%

$180,266
18.3%

$984,099
100.0%

$388,239
34.2%

$423,921
37.4%

$117,959
10.4%

$203,915 $1,134,035
18.0%
100.0%

$402,022
34.2%

$438,970
37.4%

$122,147
10.4%

$211,154 $1,174,293
18.0%
100.0%

$416,293
34.2%

$454,554
37.4%

$126,483
10.4%

$218,650 $1,215,980
18.0%
100.0%

$431,072
34.2%

$470,691
37.4%

$130,973
10.4%

$226,412 $1,259,147
18.0%
100.0%

$446,375
34.2%

$487,400
37.4%

$135,622
10.4%

FYE 2020
Strength
$126,483
$178,343
$136,886
$80,686
$87,006

FYE 2021
Strength
$130,973
$178,343
$154,178
$83,861
$88,866

FYE 2022
Strength
$135,622
$178,343
$156,153
$87,153
$89,765

$234,450 $1,303,847
18.0%
100.0%

Table A15
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Revenue Requirements by Service Characteristics

Item
O&M
Debt Service
Capital Outlays
Less: Operations Non-Rate Revenue
Less: Expansion Non-Rate Revenue

Volume
$331,955
$0
$43,271
$128,994
$16,673

Capacity
$377,036
$0
$283,475
$146,513
$109,229

FYE 2017
Strength
$94,842
$0
$111,265
$36,855
$42,873

Customer
$180,266
$0
$109,503
$70,050
$42,194

Total
$984,099
$0
$547,513
$382,412
$210,969

Volume
$388,239
$63,133
$9,015
$237,610
$16,977

Capacity
$423,921
$413,597
$59,059
$259,448
$111,219

Total

$229,558

$404,769

$126,379

$177,525

$938,231

$205,800

$525,909

FYE 2018
Strength
$117,959
$162,338
$23,181
$72,193
$43,654
$187,630
0.164866833

Customer
$203,915
$159,767
$22,814
$124,800
$42,963

Total
$1,134,035
$798,834
$114,069
$694,052
$214,813

Volume
$402,022
$63,133
$38,073
$247,077
$27,841

Capacity
$438,970
$413,597
$249,425
$269,785
$182,392

$218,733

$1,138,073

$228,310

$649,815

FYE 2019
Strength
$122,147
$162,338
$97,900
$75,070
$71,589
$235,725
0.170705032

Customer
$211,154
$159,767
$96,349
$129,772
$70,456

Total
$1,174,293
$798,834
$481,747
$721,704
$352,278

Volume
$416,293
$69,357
$53,235
$265,562
$33,836

Capacity
$454,554
$454,374
$348,752
$289,969
$221,669

$267,042

$1,380,892

$239,487

$746,042

Volume
$86,556
$11,459
$77,597
$17,956
$45,918
$239,487

Capacity
$241,716
$31,341
$270,184
$54,063
$148,738
$746,042

$274,020
0.17528018

Customer
$218,650
$175,518
$134,718
$139,481
$85,628

Total
$1,215,980
$877,592
$673,591
$775,699
$428,138

Volume
$431,072
$69,357
$59,960
$276,011
$34,560

Capacity
$470,691
$454,374
$392,809
$301,378
$226,409

$303,778

$1,563,326

$249,818

$790,087

Customer
Total
$216,266
$633,152
$50,708
$105,239
$7,594
$434,817
$5,024
$124,267
$24,185
$265,851
$303,778 $1,563,326

Volume
$90,331
$11,973
$80,925
$18,708
$47,882
$249,818

Capacity
$256,111
$33,245
$286,073
$57,187
$157,470
$790,087

$290,768
0.17601889

Customer
$226,412
$175,518
$151,737
$144,969
$87,459

Total
$1,259,147
$877,592
$758,684
$806,219
$437,293

Volume
$446,375
$69,357
$60,728
$286,847
$34,909

Capacity
$487,400
$454,374
$397,840
$313,210
$228,699

$321,240

$1,651,912

$254,703

$797,704

Customer
Total
$228,706
$669,232
$53,662
$111,350
$8,068
$459,352
$5,256
$131,207
$25,548
$280,771
$321,240 $1,651,912

Volume
$92,061
$12,222
$82,501
$19,090
$48,829
$254,703

Capacity
$258,479
$33,608
$288,808
$57,789
$159,022
$797,704

$293,201
0.17554267

Customer
$234,450
$175,518
$153,680
$150,661
$88,343

Total
$1,303,847
$877,592
$768,400
$837,871
$441,716

$324,644

$1,670,252

Table A16
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Cost Allocations to Customer Classes

Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential
Total

Volume
$82,964
$11,021
$74,379
$17,186
$44,009
$229,558

Capacity
$131,140
$17,061
$146,590
$29,289
$80,690
$404,769

FYE 2017
Strength
$40,873
$5,429
$36,644
$21,751
$21,682
$126,379

Customer
$126,370
$29,564
$4,375
$3,034
$14,182
$177,525

Total
$381,347
$63,075
$261,988
$71,259
$160,563
$938,231

Volume
$74,387
$9,856
$66,678
$15,429
$39,449
$205,800

Capacity
$170,410.06
$22,112.85
$190,452.77
$38,109.37
$104,824.30
$525,909

FYE 2018
Strength
$60,682
$8,040
$54,393
$32,334
$32,180
$187,630

Customer
Total
$155,710
$461,189
$36,455
$76,464
$5,417
$316,941
$3,697
$89,570
$17,454
$193,907
$218,733 $1,138,073

Volume
$82,533
$10,954
$73,967
$17,099
$43,757
$228,310

Capacity
$210,586
$27,373
$235,313
$47,040
$129,503
$649,815

FYE 2019
Strength
$76,253
$10,120
$68,339
$40,585
$40,427
$235,725

Customer
Total
$190,107
$559,479
$44,542
$92,989
$6,645
$384,265
$4,465
$109,188
$21,284
$234,972
$267,042 $1,380,892

FYE 2020
Strength
$88,613
$11,732
$79,442
$47,224
$47,009
$274,020

FYE 2021
Strength
$94,084
$12,470
$84,286
$50,056
$49,871
$290,768

FYE 2022
Strength
$94,825
$12,589
$84,977
$50,514
$50,295
$293,201

Customer
Total
$231,173
$676,538
$54,250
$112,669
$8,186
$464,472
$5,254
$132,647
$25,781
$283,927
$324,644 $1,670,252
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Table A17
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Existing Rate and Projected Revenue at the Existing Rate

Base Rate / Month
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

$
$
$
$
$

Existing
14.40
19.10
19.10
19.10
19.10

Volume Rate / kgal
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

$
$
$
$
$

1.70
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85

Accounts
1,772
414
61
43
199

ERUs
1,772
230
1,980
396
1,090

Effective Rate
Per ERU
$
14.40
$
34.38
$
0.59
$
2.07
$
3.49

Meter Size
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2017
309,485
96,126
14,137
9,955
46,113

FYE 2018
$
312,941
$
96,952
$
14,292
$
10,080
$
46,615

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2019
316,397
98,189
14,447
10,179
47,117

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2020
319,853
99,014
14,610
10,304
47,661

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2021
323,482
100,252
14,765
10,403
48,163

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2022
326,938
101,490
14,927
10,528
48,707

Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2017
158,206
22,870
154,350
35,663
91,327

FYE 2018
$
159,972
$
23,066
$
156,047
$
36,109
$
92,321

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2019
161,739
23,360
157,743
36,466
93,316

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2020
163,506
23,557
159,516
36,911
94,393

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2021
165,361
23,851
161,212
37,268
95,388

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2022
167,127
24,146
162,985
37,714
96,465

Existing

Table A18
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Calculated Rates (Cost of Service)
Monthly Account Base Rate
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2018
7.16
7.16
7.16
7.16
7.16

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2019
8.65
8.65
8.65
8.65
8.65

$
$
$
$
$

Table A19
Moab City - Sewer Rate Study
Recommended Rates

FYE 2020
9.74
9.74
9.74
9.74
9.74

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2021
10.19
10.19
10.19
10.19
10.19

$
$
$
$
$

FYE 2022
10.18
10.18
10.18
10.18
10.18

Monthly ERU Base Rate
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

FYE 2018
$7.84
$7.84
$7.84
$7.84
$7.84

FYE 2019
$9.58
$9.58
$9.58
$9.58
$9.58

FYE 2020
$10.88
$10.88
$10.88
$10.88
$10.88

FYE 2021
$11.40
$11.40
$11.40
$11.40
$11.40

FYE 2022
$11.38
$11.38
$11.38
$11.38
$11.38

Volume Rate
Volume Component
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

FYE 2018

FYE 2019

FYE 2020

FYE 2021

FYE 2022

$
$
$
$
$

0.79
0.79
0.79
0.79
0.79

$
$
$
$
$

0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87

$
$
$
$
$

0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90

$
$
$
$
$

0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93

$
$
$
$
$

0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94

Strength Component
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

$
$
$
$
$

0.64
0.64
0.64
1.66
0.64

$
$
$
$
$

0.80
0.80
0.80
2.06
0.80

$
$
$
$
$

0.92
0.92
0.92
2.37
0.92

$
$
$
$
$

0.97
0.97
0.97
2.48
0.97

$
$
$
$
$

0.96
0.96
0.96
2.48
0.96

Total Volume Rate
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

$
$
$
$
$

1.44
1.44
1.44
2.45
1.44

$
$
$
$
$

1.67
1.67
1.67
2.93
1.67

$
$
$
$
$

1.82
1.82
1.82
3.27
1.82

$
$
$
$
$

1.90
1.90
1.90
3.41
1.90

$
$
$
$
$

1.90
1.90
1.90
3.41
1.90

Monthly Base Rate
Existing FYE 2017 Adopted 2018
Single Family
$14.40
$17.28
Multifamily 1st Unit (2 Bedrooms or Larger)
$19.10
$22.92
+ Charge per each additional unit
$19.10
$22.92
Multifamily 1st Unit (1 Bedroom or Smaller)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st Unit
$19.10
$22.92
With Kitchen, 2 Bedrooms or Larger
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st Unit
$19.10
$22.92
With Kitchen, 1 Bedroom or Smaller
+ Charge per each additional unit
Overnight Accommodations: 1st Unit
$19.10
$22.92
Hotel/Motel (No Kitchen)
+ Charge per each additional unit
Restaurant/Fast Food and Other Non$19.10
$22.92
Residential: 1-inch or smaller water meter
1.5-inch water meter
2-inch water meter
3-inch water meter
4-inch water meter
5-inch water meter
6-inch water meter
8-inch water meter
-

FYE 2018
$15.85
$15.85
$2.80
$14.60
$1.60

FYE 2019
$19.00
$19.00
$7.35
$15.80
$4.10

FYE 2020
$21.30
$21.30
$9.80
$17.00
$5.50

FYE 2021
$21.55
$21.55
$11.40
$16.55
$6.40

FYE 2022
$21.55
$21.55
$11.40
$16.55
$6.40

$16.40

$20.45

$23.25

$23.85

$23.85

$3.40

$8.80

$11.75

$13.65

$13.65

$15.85

$19.00

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

$2.80

$7.35

$9.80

$11.40

$11.40

$15.25

$17.40

$19.15

$19.10

$19.10

$2.20

$5.75

$7.65

$8.90

$8.90

$19.10

$19.10

$21.30

$21.55

$21.55

$19.10
$24.25
$69.60
$86.40
$125.60
$170.45
$232.25

$21.75
$29.30
$84.75
$105.25
$153.20
$207.95
$283.55

$24.40
$32.95
$95.90
$119.25
$173.65
$235.80
$321.65

$24.80
$33.75
$99.65
$124.10
$181.05
$246.10
$335.95

$24.80
$33.75
$99.65
$124.10
$181.05
$246.10
$335.95

Volume Rate ($/kgal)
Residential
Multifamily
Overnight Accommodations
Restaurant/Fast Food
Other Non-Residential

FYE 2018
$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$2.22
$1.85

FYE 2019
$1.70
$1.85
$1.85
$2.66
$1.85

FYE 2020
$1.82
$1.85
$1.85
$3.20
$1.85

FYE 2021
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.41
$1.90

FYE 2022
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.41
$1.90

Existing FYE 2017 Adopted 2018
$1.70
$2.04
$1.85
$2.22
$1.85
$2.22
$1.85
$2.22
$1.85
$2.22
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Draper, Utah Office:
154 East 14000 South
Draper, Utah 84020
Phone: (801) 495-2224
Fax: (801) 495-2225

Eagle, Idaho Office:
776 East Riverside Drive
Suite 250
Eagle, Idaho 83616
Phone: (208) 939-9561
Fax: (208) 939-9571

St. George, Utah Office:
20 North Main
Suite 107
St. George, Utah 84770
Phone: (435) 656-3299
Fax: (435) 656-2190

WWW.BOWENCOLLINS.COM
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Moab City Council Agenda Item
Meeting Date: July 25, 2017
#: 8‐4
Title: Documents that Establish Engineering Standards for the City of Moab
Regarding Culinary Water, Wastewater, and Public Works (AWPA)
Date Submitted: July 18, 2017
Staff Presenter: Mark Jolissaint, Staff Engineer
Attachment(s):
‐ Proposed Resolution #46‐2017
‐ Wastewater System Design Criteria Manual (clean version)
‐ Wastewater System Design Criteria Manual (underline/strikethrough
version)
‐ Water System Design Criteria Manual excerpted change
‐ Water System Design Criteria Manual (clean version)
Options: Approve, deny, or modify.
Recommended Motion: I move to adopt the “Resolution Adopting the Water
System Design Criteria Manual, Wastewater Collection System Design Criteria
Manual, And APWA Manual of Standard Specifications (Utah Chapter).”
Background/Summary:
Update : The resolution was tabled at the July 11, 2017 council meeting so that
revisions could be made to the Water System Design Criteria Manual and
Wastewater Collection System Design Criteria Manual. A single modification
made to the Water Criteria is attached here as an excerpt from the complete
document; no other changes were made to that document. Significant
revisions were made to the Wastewater Collection System Design Criteria
Manual, however; a clean and an underline/strikethrough copy are included
here.
These documents formalize the engineering and design standards for
development within the City of Moab.
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DRAFT
CITY OF MOAB
RESOLUTION #46-2017
A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE WATER SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA MANUAL,
WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA MANUAL, AND APWA
MANUAL OF STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS (UTAH CHAPTER)
WHEREAS, the City, to maintain the quality of new infrastructure improvements, desired to assess and
update its minimum criteria and standards for said improvements; and,
WHEREAS, the Moab City Council (Council) approved Ordinance No. 2017-02, a temporary moratorium
on new commercial site plan applications pending the revision of city ordinances relating to said criteria
and standards; and,
WHEREAS, with the aid of a consultant, Hansen, Allen & Luce, Inc., appropriate criteria and standards
were developed or selected from extant material.
NOW, THEREFORE, be it Resolved by the Moab City Council, that the Water System Design Criteria
Manual, Wastewater System Design Criteria Manual, and APWA Manual of Standard Specifications (Utah
Chapter) are adopted.
PASSED AND APPROVED in open Council by a majority vote of the Governing Body of Moab City
Council on _______ __, 2017.
SIGNED:
______________________________
David L. Sakrison, Mayor
ATTEST:
__________________________________
Rachel Stenta, Recorder
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WASTEWATER COLLECTION
SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA MANUAL

Effective Date: July 14, 2017
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Chapter 1. General Provisions

1.1 Introduction
These criteria and design standards together with all future amendments shall be known as the
The City of Moab Wastewater Collection System Design Criteria Manual (hereafter called
“Criteria”). All utility reports and plans, analyses, and designs, submitted as a requirement of the
City of Moab Regulations (hereafter called “Regulations”), shall comply with these Criteria.

1.2 Jurisdiction
These Criteria shall apply to all land within the incorporated area of the City of Moab, or served
by the City, including any public lands. These Criteria shall apply to all systems and facilities
constructed in or on City Rights-of-Way, easements dedicated for utilities across public or
private property, easements for public use, and to all privately owned and maintained system
facilities.

1.3 Purpose
Presented in these Criteria are the policies and minimum technical criteria for the planning,
analysis and design of wastewater collection systems within the boundaries of the City of Moab
and areas served by the City. All subdivisions, site plans or any other proposed construction
submitted for acceptance under the provisions of the Regulations shall include adequate and
appropriate wastewater system planning, analysis, and design. Such planning, analysis, and
design shall conform with or exceed the Criteria set forth herein. Wastewater collection system
planning, analysis, and design that require policies and technical expertise not specifically
addressed in these Criteria shall follow the provisions of the Utah State Code and Utah Code
Annotated.
In the event of a conflict, the State of Utah Codes and Rules will prevail.
Interpretation will be provided by the City of Moab and/or the Utah Department of
Environmental Quality, Division of Water Quality.

1.4 Amendments and Revisions
Policies and criteria may be amended as new technology is developed or if experience gained in
the use of these Criteria indicates a need for revision. All technical criteria and policy changes
must be recommended by the City Engineer or Public Works Director. Minor revisions will
require the approval of the City. All major revisions will require adoption, by resolution or
ordinance of the City Council. The City Engineer and Public Works Director shall monitor the
performance and effectiveness of these Criteria and will recommend amendments and revisions
as needed.

1
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TABLE 1-1 EXAMPLES OF MINOR AND MAJOR REVISIONS

MINOR
Grammar
Submittal Requirements
Clarifications
Construction Detail Revisions for
clarification, minor modification
Technical Criteria Changes

MAJOR
Policy Changes

1.5 Enforcement Responsibility
The City shall review all wastewater system reports, plans, analyses, and designs, submitted as a
requirement of the Regulations, for compliance with these Criteria. The Regulations are enforced
by the City of Moab and authorized representatives.

1.6 Review and Acceptance
The City shall review all submittals for general compliance with these Criteria. An acceptance by
the City does not relieve the Owner, Engineer, or Designer from the responsibility of ensuring
that the design, calculations, plans, specifications, construction, and record drawings are in
compliance with these Criteria, and in compliance with other applicable State and Federal
regulations.
The City may, but is not required to, refer submittals to other agencies that have an interest or
responsibility for wastewater system issues. Other review agencies may include regional, State,
or Federal agencies responsible for wastewater collection, industrial pretreatment, treatment and
other wastewater related issues.

1.7 Interpretation
In the interpretation and application of these Criteria, the provisions shall be regarded as the
minimum requirements for the protection of the public health, safety and welfare of the residents
of the City. These Criteria shall therefore be regarded as remedial and shall be liberally construed
to further its underlying purposes.
Whenever a provision of these Criteria and any other provision of the Regulations or any
provision in any law, ordinance, resolution, rule or regulation of any kind, contains any
requirement(s) covering any of the same subject matter, the requirements that are more
restrictive or impose higher standards shall govern, as determined by the City.
2
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These Criteria shall not abrogate or annul any binding agreements, Development Improvement
Agreements, easements, permits, utility reports or construction drawings accepted by the City
prior to the effective date of these Criteria.

1.8 Relationship to Other Standards
1.8.1 State Public Wastewater System Code and Rules
Public wastewater systems in the State of Utah are governed by the State of Utah Code,
Annotated and the Utah Administrative Code. These codes and rules apply to policy, planning,
criteria and construction of public water facilities and prevail if a conflict exists within the
Criteria.

1.8.2 State Construction Code
The State of Utah Construction codes and rules, with amendments, are incorporated by reference.
These codes and rules apply to policy, planning, criteria and construction of public wastewater
facilities and prevail if a conflict exists within the Criteria.

1.9 Variances from these Criteria
Modifications to these Criteria shall require a formal variance request. Variances from the
provisions of these Criteria may be considered on a case-by-case basis for specific
applications only, and shall not establish a precedent for any other project or future
development.

1.10 Adoption of the Utah Chapter of the American Public Works
Association (APWA) Standard Plans and Specifications
The latest Utah APWA Manual of Standard Plans and Manual of Standard Specifications and
drawings are hereby adopted as the City of Moab Standard Details and Standard Specifications
for wastewater system improvements. Variance from these standards must be approved by the
City. In the event that multiple standards or sections of the standard apply, the City will
determine the applicable standard.

1.11 Gray Water Irrigation Systems
Gray water irrigation systems within the City of Moab are regulated by the Southeastern Utah
Health Department (Health Department). Application for graywater systems must be made to
the Health Department. Graywater systems must comply with Health Department requirements
and the Utah Administrative Code {R317-401 U.A.C.}.

3
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1.12 Special Wastes and Industrial Pre-Treatment
The City shall be notified of any potential waste streams that are different than typical residential
wastes in quantity or characteristics. Specifically, the following pollutants are prohibited:













Pollutants which create a fire or explosion hazard in the City wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) or collection system, including, but not limited to, waste streams with a closed
cup flashpoint of less than 140°F (60°C);
Pollutants which will cause corrosive structural damage to the WWTP or collection
system. Discharges with a pH lower than 5.0 or greater than 10 are prohibited;
Solid or viscous pollutants in amounts which will cause obstruction to the flow in the
system resulting in interference;
Any pollutant, including oxygen demanding pollutants (BOD, etc.) released in a
discharge at such volume or strength as to cause interference in the WWTP or collection
system;
Heat in amounts, which will inhibit biological activity in the WWTP, resulting in
interference, but in no case, heat in such quantities that the influent to the sewage
treatment works exceeds 104°F (40°C);
Petroleum oil, nonbiodegradable cutting oil, or products of mineral oil origin in amounts
that will cause interference or pass through;
Pollutants which result in the presence of toxic gases, vapor, or fumes within the WWTP
or collection system in a quantity that may cause health or safety problems;
Any trucked or hauled pollutants, except at discharge points designated by the WWP; or
Any substance that contains concentrations of constituents greater than those specified in
Table 1-2.

TABLE 1-2 LIMITS TO WASTEWATER DISCHARGE

CONSTITUENT
Total solids (TS)
Volatile solids
Total suspended solids (TSS)
Volatile suspended solids
5-day Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5)
Chemical oxygen demand (COD)
Total Nitrogen (TN)
Ammonia (NH4)
Total Phosphorus (TP)

CONCENTRATION (mg/L)
600
300
250
200
200
500
60
10
10

4
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These special wastes may require pre-treatment, which includes providing any necessary
treatment technology, equipment, disposal, and expert operators necessary for proper treatment.
This proper treatment includes all resources necessary such that the waste stream delivered to the
City of Moab wastewater collection and treatment facilities meets the above criteria and is
acceptable to the City. The waste stream may not cause or facilitate violation of the facility’s
Utah Division of Water Quality discharge permit, volume and flowrate capacities and processing
limitations. The developer/owner must meet with the City prior to connection to determine the
specific requirements for special wastes.

1.13 Acronyms
As used in this Manual, the following acronyms shall
apply:
ANSI
APWA
ASTM
BOP
CD and CDs
DIA
HP
IPC
IRC
LP
Max
Min
MDD
MG
MGD
NAVD
O&M
OSHA
PDF
PE
PSI
PVC
SCADA
TOP
OWTS

American National Standards Institute
American Public Works Association
American Society for Testing and Materials
Bottom of Pipe
Construction Drawing(s)
Development Improvement Agreement
High Point
International Plumbing Code
International Residential Code
Low Point
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum Day Demand
Million Gallons
Million Gallons per Day
North American Vertical Datum
Operation and Maintenance
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Peak Design Flow or Portable Document Format
Professional Engineer
Pounds per Square Inch
Polyvinyl Chloride
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Top of Pipe
On-Site Wastewater Treatment System

5
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1.14 Definitions of Terms
CITY shall mean the City of Moab, Utah.
CITY COUNCIL means the Moab City Council.
CITY ENGINEER shall mean the City of Moab Engineer or other authorized representative of
the Engineering Department.
CODE or MUNICIPAL CODE shall mean the City of Moab Municipal Code, as amended.
CONSTRUCTION DRAWING(S) (CD or CDs) shall mean Construction Drawings prepared by
a Professional Engineer licensed in the State of Utah for the Developer and approved by the City
depicting Public and/or Private Improvements to be constructed for the Project.
CRITERIA or DESIGN CRITERIA shall mean the design criteria and requirements contained
herein for wastewater facilities to be constructed in the City.
DETAILS or STANDARD DETAILS shall mean details issued by City to be used or referenced
in the Construction Drawings.
DEVELOPER shall mean the party or parties desiring to construct Public and/or Private
Improvements within City rights-of-way or easements, securing all required approvals and
permits from the City and other applicable entities, and assuming full and complete
responsibility for the Project.
DEVELOPMENT IMPROVEMENT AGREEMENT (DIA) shall mean a formal agreement
between a Developer and the City that addresses development conditions and obligations.
EASEMENT shall mean the right of the City to use lands owned by a another party for the
purposes of maintenance, access, utilities, drainage or other use, as specified in an agreement
between the City and the other party.
ENGINEER shall mean the Professional Engineer retained by the Developer responsible for the
creation and submission of utility reports and construction drawings to the City for approval for
the purpose of one-time construction of facilities.
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT shall mean the City of Moab Engineering Department.
GRAY WATER shall mean untreated wastewater that has not been in contact with toilet water
that is applied below the ground surface for irrigation.
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LIFT STATION shall mean a sewage pumping station.
MUNICIPAL CODE – See CODE.
OWNER shall mean the person(s) in title to any portion of the Property, according to the records
of the Grand County Clerk and Recorder. The use of the singular “Owner” shall refer to all
Owners of the Property.
PRIVATE IMPROVEMENTS shall mean those improvements not identified as Public
Improvements, and which are not generally installed within the City rights-of-way, easements, or
other City-owned lands.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER shall mean an individual currently registered with the Utah
Division of Professional and Occupational Licensing as a professional engineer.
PROJECT shall mean the Public or Private Improvements as designated in the approved
Construction Drawings to be constructed in conformance with these Design Criteria. The Project
is inclusive of any and all Public or Private Improvement Projects for or within the City, whether
Development Projects, Private Utility Projects, Capital Improvement Projects or other types of
projects.
PROPERTY shall mean the real property located in the City of Moab.
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS shall mean those public facilities including, but not limited to,
pavement, curb and gutter, sidewalk, pedestrian/bike/equestrian paths, storm drain facilities with
related appurtenances, culverts, channels, bridges, water distribution, transmission and storage
facilities with related appurtenances, wastewater collection facilities with related appurtenances,
water purification facilities, pavement markings/signage/striping, traffic signals and related
appurtenances, and those processes integral to construction of other Public Improvements listed
herein, which upon their completion are to be dedicated to the City for operation and
maintenance by the City and which are installed within the City rights-of-way, easements, or
other City-owned lands.
PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR shall mean the City of Moab Public Works Director
REGULATIONS shall mean the Charter, ordinances, resolutions, rules and regulations of the
City, including the Code, and other provisions of all zoning, subdivision and building codes or
any other applicable design criteria adopted by the City, as the same may be amended
periodically and applied uniformly throughout the City.
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SHALL shall mean a mandatory requirement or condition, as approved by the City.
STANDARD DETAILS – See DETAILS.
VARIANCE REQUEST shall mean a formal request with adequate documentation and
justification for a variance from the standards, provisions, policies or submittal requirements set
forth in these Design Criteria that meets the requirements in Section 1.9 of these Design Criteria.
WASTEWATER MASTER PLAN shall mean the City of Moab Wastewater Master Plan.
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2.1 Introduction
Provisions for adequate service, wastewater collection and treatment are necessary to preserve
and promote the general health, welfare, and economic well-being of the residents of the City of
Moab. The City of Moab must provide coordination, review, and master planning of the system
in order that the integration of each component of the system meets the intent and purpose of the
system as a whole. The development of the City’s wastewater system is governed by the policies
provided below, as facilitated through the implementation of the Criteria contained herein.

2.2 Planning Policy
All developments on land within the City that are served by the City’s public wastewater system
shall provide planning and design for wastewater loadings, including peaking factors. Reports
and plans shall be submitted for all new development and redevelopment within the City
jurisdiction. These reports shall conform to the requirements set forth herein and the provisions
otherwise stipulated by the City during the development process. Redevelopment shall be
defined as any land disturbance or reconstruction that results in a reconfiguration of existing
wastewater system facilities or an increase in demands.
During the initial planning stages of the development, a pre-application meeting shall be
coordinated with the City. One purpose of this meeting is to assist the City and the developer to
determine the level of wastewater service that is available and needed by the developer.

2.3 Design Policy
Wastewater system planning and design within the City shall adhere to the Criteria contained
herein, the administrative rules promulgated by the Utah Division of Water Quality, the Utah
Division of Water Rights (as related to return flows) and acceptance procedures of the City.
Prohibited facilities and connections shall be as described in these Criteria.

2.4 Construction of Public Improvements Policy
The construction of improvements for and within the City shall conform to the City’s
construction permit, standard details and approved plans, and shall adhere to all City, County,
State, and Federal regulations applicable to the work. This shall include the acquisition of all
necessary permits, which may include, but not be limited to, stream alteration permits, discharge
permits, road cut permits, flood plain related permits and letters (including FEMA review and
approval when applicable), Utah Division of Water Quality approvals, traffic control permits
and all other required permits and approvals. At the completion of construction, all permits and
service agreements with power companies and any other private utilities shall be transferred into
the Developer’s name, and shall under no circumstances be transferred to, or held in the name of
9
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the City, unless the City is the customer. Any work proposed to take place within existing City of
Moab streets must be reviewed and approved by the City. The type of crossing allowed, traffic
control, street repair specifications, etc. shall be as determined by the City.
Prior to placing the facilities into service and initial acceptance by the City, all construction
related provisions required by the City shall be satisfied, including startup procedures,
inspections and testing of the facilities, and receipt of O&M Manuals and Record Drawings.
Additionally, all requirements and responsibilities shall be complied with in association with the
warranty period as set forth in the City’s Regulations (not to be less than 1 year).

2.5 Ownership of Public Improvements Policy
The delineation between City-owned and privately owned portions of the system and the
associated maintenance responsibilities for each, shall be as set forth in the latest editions of the
Municipal Code and Standard Details. Upon execution of Final Acceptance, sanitary sewers,
force mains, lift stations, and all appurtenant City-owned facilities, shall become the sole
property of the City, and full legal and equitable title thereto shall be vested in the City free and
clear of any liens, claims or rights of any third party in or to the Public Improvements.

2.6 Operations and Maintenance Policy
The design of all wastewater system facilities within the City must provide for access and longterm operation and maintenance of the facilities by the City. Operation and Maintenance manuals
associated with all components to be installed as part of the wastewater system shall be provided
to the City with the Record Drawings, unless otherwise specifically waived by the City.
Utility easements or tracts and access easements shall be provided for all wastewater system
facilities outside of public right-of-way as set forth in these Criteria, or as otherwise required by
the City, and shall be adequate for the operation, maintenance and replacement of the facilities.

2.7 Hazard Minimization and Public Safety Policy
Public safety and the protection of City staff shall be an essential objective when planning,
designing, constructing, operating and maintaining the City’s wastewater collection system
facilities. All such facilities shall be designed with careful consideration of the potential hazards
associated with the use and long-term operation and maintenance of the facility. The design
phase of all projects shall evaluate the health and safety risks associated with the facilities, and
shall include appropriate design features to minimize these risks and to adequately protect the
general public and City personnel from the hazards. Equipment for confined space entry in
accordance with OSHA and other applicable regulatory agency requirements shall be provided at
all City of Moab facilities, as required. Hatches with fall prevention covers, intermediate
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platforms, handrails, safety lighting, ventilation etc. shall be as required by the City, or any
applicable code.

2.8 Duty of the Engineer Preparing Development Documents
These standards establish criteria and policies for the design and subsequent construction of the
City’s public wastewater system. These standards are not intended to substitute for engineering
knowledge, judgement or experience. It is the responsibility of the design (development)
Engineer to understand and apply sound engineering principals related to public wastewater
systems to the planning, design and construction of wastewater system improvements. It is also
the responsibility of the Engineer to understand all federal, state and local regulations related to
the public wastewater system.
These criteria should be reviewed by the Engineer, who shall evaluate their applicability. If the
Engineer identifies criteria that are inapplicable or inappropriate in a specific location or specific
situation, the engineer shall bring the issue to the attention of the City.

11
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3.1 Introduction
The requirements presented in this chapter shall be used to aid the Engineer or Applicant in the
preparation of utility reports, modeling evaluations, and Construction Drawings for wastewater
system facilities. This Chapter applies primarily to submittal requirements for wastewater
collection systems and the associated Criteria provided in Chapter 4. The requirements
presented herein are the minimum necessary, and will be used to evaluate the adequacy of all
submittals made to the City.

3.2 Review Process
3.2.1 Pre-Application Consultation
A pre-application consultation with the City of Moab Planning Department is strongly
encouraged for any type of development or redevelopment. The purpose of this meeting is to
discuss general information about the project, pertinent aspects of the Criteria, the required scope
of the utility reports, and any special procedures, analyses, and submittal requirements that may
be applicable.

3.2.2 Wastewater Utility Report Requirements
Preliminary and final wastewater utility reports shall be provided to the City of Moab. The
purpose of the preliminary wastewater utility report is to identify existing wastewater
infrastructure, provide preliminary estimates of wastewater loading, provide an initial plan for
wastewater infrastructure and determine the feasibility of providing wastewater service to the
development via the public wastewater collection system. The purpose of the final wastewater
utility report, which is to be submitted with the final construction plans, is to identify the final
wastewater infrastructure plan.
3.2.2.1 Format

All required reports shall be prepared on 8½" x 11” paper (except that maps and figures shall
generally be 11” x 17” or larger) and be bound, and shall follow the format contained in the
report checklists. Supporting drawings, figures, and tables shall be bound into the reports or
included in an attached pocket. Reports shall include a narrative presenting the project for review
in accordance with the information presented in these Criteria, and the requirements established
by the City for the appropriate submittal.
Paper and electronic (PDF) copies of the report shall be provided. Electronic files of computer
models and GIS files shall be provided if requested by the City.
3.2.2.2 Stand-Alone Document

The wastewater utility reports shall be stand-alone documents. When references are made or
assumptions are based on previously submitted reports, the reports must include the appropriate
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excerpts, pages, tables, and maps containing the referenced information. Assumptions made in
previous reports must be verified and substantiated in subsequent reports. Reports shall be
legible.
3.2.2.3 Submittal Adequacy

Any report with incomplete or missing information shall result in the report being returned
without review. The City reserves the right to require additional information beyond that
specifically required in these Criteria.

3.2.3 Review by Referral Agencies
The review and approval of the project by State, Federal, and local agencies other than the City,
shall be the responsibility of the Developer. The Developer shall be required to address all
referral agency comments, and to have such comments incorporated into the applicable utility
report and plans submitted to the City.

3.3 Acceptance
3.3.1 Final Utility Report Required for Construction
The final wastewater utility report shall conform to the construction documents used to bid the
project, and shall be approved by the City prior to the construction of any wastewater system
improvements.

3.3.2 Approval Limitation for Final Utility Report
The approval of the final wastewater utility report shall expire simultaneously with the expiration
of the approval of the project unless extended in conformance with the provisions of the
Municipal Code. At the time the approval of the final utility report expires, the report shall be
deemed invalid and a resubmittal will be required. In order to be re-approved, it must be
demonstrated that the concepts, designs, and calculations presented in the report are consistent
with the City’s current Criteria.

3.4 Preliminary Wastewater Utility Report
The Preliminary Wastewater Utility Report shall review and discuss the existing wastewater
system infrastructure and the wastewater needs of the development. The report shall also
identify the existing infrastructure needed to support the development. The City Engineering
Department and Public Works Department will coordinate with the developer to provide the
wastewater system data needed as an input to the Engineer’s design.
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The following outline sets forth the required minimum content to be provided in the Preliminary
Wastewater Utility Report that shall be submitted:
I.

PROJECT INFORMATION
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

II.

Name of Project, including legal name of development.
Address.
Owner.
Developer.
Engineer.
Submittal date and revision dates as applicable.

PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
A.

Site Location.
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Site Vicinity Map.
Township, Range, Section, and ¼ Section.
Streets, Roadways, and Highways adjacent to the proposed development.
Names of surrounding or adjacent developments.

Description of Property and Land Use.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Total area in acres.
Total number of equivalent residential units (ERUs) proposed for the
development at build-out with a breakdown of units by type projected by
phase (if applicable) calculated by utilizing the Utah Administrative Code
Minimum Sizing Requirements {R317 U.A.C.}.
Area (acres) and land use for all parcels to be served within the
development boundaries.
Major and minor drainages and floodplains, including FEMA desigations.
Existing irrigation canals or ditches.
Significant geologic features and topography.
Existing On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS).
Existing water wells.
Easements/tracts may not be known initially; however, provide a
statement that easements or tracts necessary for utilities will be provided
at time of preliminary site plan, in accordance with City standards
regarding location and size of easements and tracts.
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III.

EXISTING WASTEWATER SYSTEM
A.

Existing Collection System.
Discuss the existing sanitary sewers, interceptors, lift stations, and force mains in
the vicinity of the development, including sizes and locations that will serve the
proposed development.

IV.

ESTIMATED PROPOSED LOADINGS
A.

Average Day Loadings.
Estimated hydraulic and BOD5 loadings must be provided for all phases of
development. If wastewater is expected to be typical for residential wastewater,
BOD5 may be assumed to be typical. If typical, this assumption shall be stated in
the report.

B.

Peak Loadings.
Estimated peaking factors for hydraulic loadings shall be provided.

C.

Special Waste Characteristics (if different from typical residential wastewater).
A detailed listing of special wastewater constituents shall be provided, along with
a detailed description of needed treatment processes. A listing of pre-treatment
processes provided by the project Owner shall be discussed in detail.

V.

PROPOSED WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM
A.

Proposed Collection System.
Provide a general overview of the anticipated collection system layout, and
discuss any extensions from the site to the existing wastewater system that are
necessary to serve the development. The locations and types of pipes, manholes,
clean-outs, and other facilities shall be provided.

B.

Proposed Wastewater Facilities.
Discuss any anticipated lift stations, force mains, pretreatment facilities, etc., that
will likely be required to adequately serve the development.
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VI.

REFERENCES
Reference all criteria, master plans, reports, or other technical information utilized in the
report.

3.4.1 Wastewater System Modeling
The City maintains a wastewater system model. Once the preliminary wastewater system report
is received and found to be adequate, the City will determine whether wastewater system
modeling is required. If the modeling is required, the City will determine the level of modeling
needed for the development and will estimate the cost of modeling. The developer will be
responsible for the cost of wastewater system modeling.

3.5. City Designation of Connection Points
If the City of Moab determines that the Preliminary Wastewater Utility Report meets the
requirements set forth in these Criteria, the City will provide wastewater service at designated
tie-in points.

3.6. Geotechnical Investigation and Report
A geotechnical investigation and report is required to provide a basis for wastewater collection
system design. The investigation must include boreholes or excavations to a depth at least 2-feet
deeper than the bottom of the anticipated trench excavation. Samples shall be collected and
analyzed at a geotechnical laboratory to determine soil classification, moisture contents, dry
density, strength, water level (if detected) and corrosion potential. The investigation shall
identify expansive and collapsible soils. The report shall include recommendations for
foundations backfill, utility and trench construction, and compaction. The report shall include a
discussion of the suitability of the on-site soils for use for the intended purposes.

3.7 Final Wastewater Utility Report
The Final Wastewater Utility Report shall describe final wastewater infrastructure, including
final modeling and calculations. The Final Wastewater Utility Report shall be consistent with
final construction drawings.
The following outline sets forth the required minimum content to be provided in the Final
Wastewater Utility Report that shall be submitted with the Construction Documents:
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I.

TITLE SHEET
A.
Name of Project, including legal name of Development.
B.
Address.
Owner.
C.
Developer.
D.
E.
Engineer.
F.
Submittal date and revision dates as applicable.

II.

PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

III.

A.

Site Location.
1.
Site Vicinity Map
Township, Range, Section, and 1/4 Section.
2.
3.
Streets, Roadways, and Highways adjacent to the proposed development.
4.
Names of surrounding or adjacent developments.

B.

Description of Property and Land Use.
1.
Total area in acres.
2.
Discussion of project phasing, if applicable.
3.
Total number of ERUs proposed for the development at build-out with a
breakdown of units by type projected by phase (if applicable).
4.
Area (acres), land use for all parcels to be served within the development
boundaries (initial and future phases, if applicable) and number of lots.
5.
Sizes of schools, commercial and industrial buildings (initial and future
phases, if applicable).
6.
Major and minor drainages and floodplains, including FEMA
designations.
Existing irrigation canals or ditches.
7.
8.
Significant geologic features and topography.
9.
Existing On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS).
10.
Existing water wells.

CALCULATED FLOWS
A.

Average Day Loadings.
Estimated hydraulic and BOD5 loadings must be provided for all phases of
development. If wastewater is expected to be typical for residential wastewater,
BOD5 may be assumed to be typical. This shall be stated in the report.
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B.

Peak Loadings.
Estimated peaking factors for hydraulic loadings shall be provided.

C.

Special Waste Characteristics (if different from typical residential wastewater).
A detailed listing of special wastewater constituents shall be provided, along with a
detailed description of needed treatment processes. A listing of pre-treatment
processes provided by the project Owner shall be discussed in detail.

IV.

EXISTING WASTEWATER SYSTEM
A.

Existing Collection System.
Discuss the existing sanitary sewers, interceptors, lift stations, and force mains in
the vicinity of the development, including sizes and locations that will need to be
extended to serve the proposed development.

V.

PROPOSED WASTEWATER SYSTEM
A.

Proposed Collection System.
Provide a description of all proposed wastewater facilities and a general overview
of the anticipated collection system layout, including the proposed line sizes.
Describe the tie-ins to the existing wastewater system and the sizes and lengths of
any extensions necessary to serve the development.

B.

Proposed Wastewater Facilities.
Discuss any lift stations, force mains, pretreatment facilities, etc., that will likely
be required to adequately serve the development.

C.

Land Dedication Requirements.
Generally describe any portions of the proposed wastewater system that are not
planned to be located in public right-of-way, and will therefore require the
dedication of tracts or utility easements to the City.
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VI.

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IMPROVEMENTS AGREEMENT (DIA) ITEMS
Discuss any potential DIA items such as needed off-site improvements, improvements
necessary for a project or project phase to be independently sustainable, etc.

VII.

POTENTIAL PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS
Generally discuss all foreseeable Federal, State, County, and Local permitting
requirements associated with the project.

XI.

REFERENCES
Reference all criteria, master plans, reports, or other technical information utilized in the
report.

3.7.1 Wastewater System Modeling
The City maintains a wastewater system model. It is anticipated that wastewater system
modeling will be performed once the Preliminary Wastewater Utility Report is submitted. The
results of the City’s wastewater modeling should be included in the Final Wastewater Utility
Report. The City of Moab should be notified of any changes. The modeling will be used by the
City as needed. The developer will be responsible for the cost of wastewater system modeling.

3.7.2 Disclaimer
The City is not responsible or liable for assumptions made by the Developer regarding utility
information associated with the proposed development.

3.8 Construction Drawings
3.8.1 Wastewater System Improvements
Wastewater system improvements within public rights-of-way or utility easements are required
to be designed, approved, and constructed in accordance with the City’s Regulations, subdivision
requirements of the Municipal Code, the City’s Design Criteria and Standard Details, sound
engineering principles, and the conditions of any variances obtained from the City.

3.8.2 Indemnification Statement
Construction Drawings are reviewed by the City of Moab for concept only. The review does not
imply responsibility by the City of Moab for accuracy and correctness of calculations.
Furthermore, the review does not imply that quantities of items on the plans are the final
quantities required. The review shall not be construed for any reason as acceptance of financial
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responsibility by the City for additional quantities of items shown that may be required during
the construction phase.

3.8.3 Construction Drawing Requirements
In general, construction drawings shall include plan and profile drawings that convey the
horizontal and vertical alignment of the improvements, and all other pertinent plans, sections and
detailing necessary to construct the proposed facilities.
All construction drawings submitted to the City for review, comment, and approval of
wastewater system improvements shall be prepared by, or under the direct supervision of a
Professional Engineer licensed in the State of Utah. Said Professional Engineer shall be
responsible for the information contained on the construction drawings, which shall bear the
Professional Engineer’s seal prior to final approval for construction.
The Developer, Contractor and Engineer associated with the construction drawings shall be
responsible for the adequacy and satisfactory performance of the designs and the installation of
all items therein, and any failure or unsatisfactory performance of the system, so constructed,
shall not be a cause for action against the City. Approval of the construction drawings by the
City signifies only that the construction drawings meet the minimum stipulations of these design
criteria and City requirements based upon the information provided to the City by the Engineer
and/or Developer, and makes no finding, representation, or warranty that the system and
associated components will perform satisfactorily.
3.8.3.1 Wastewater Utility Construction Drawings

In addition to the general formatting and information to be included on all sheets of a
construction drawing (e.g., north arrow, scale, project boundaries, lot lines, rights-of-way, tracts,
approval blocks, etc.), the following information shall be included on the final Wastewater
Utility Plans.
1. Legend: Each sheet shall show the symbols pertaining to the sheet.
2. Vertical Datum: All elevations used for the planning, design and construction of
facilities shall be on the NAVD88 Datum. No conversion equation is allowed.
3. Horizontal Benchmark and Coordinates: The horizontal benchmark shall be specified.
In order to facilitate the City’s GIS mapping efforts, all construction drawings shall be
placed in the State Plane NAD83, Utah Central Zone Coordinate System and include the
coordinates of a known property corner on or adjacent to the site.
4. Plan views shall be oriented so that north is up on the sheet or to the right.
5. Overall Wastewater System Plan: In plan view, provide all information and dimensions
for horizontal layout of proposed sanitary sewer and force mains including but not
limited to manholes, wye connections, sanitary sewer service lines, cleanouts, lift
stations, and any other appurtenances that are part of the wastewater collection system.
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Coordinates shall be provided for the locations of manholes, lift stations and other key
components.
6. Plan views shall show the locations and sizes of all existing and proposed utility lines
and appurtenances (water, sanitary sewer, stormwater, gas, electric, telephone, cable,
fiber optic, etc.) on and adjacent to the site. Plan views shall show the location of all
existing water wells and On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS) on and
adjacent to the site.
7. Plan views shall show existing sanitary sewer and force mains with sizes; manholes;
sanitary sewer service taps and lines; clean-outs; lift stations; and any other
appurtenances that are part of the wastewater collection system on and adjacent to the
site.
8. Plan views shall show existing and proposed curb, gutter, and sidewalks; and all
existing and proposed obstructions, such as vaults, catch basins, traffic islands, street
lights, walls or other permanent structures on and adjacent to the site.
9. Plan views and profiles shall show the tie-ins to the existing wastewater collection
system, including sizes of existing sewers. In addition, the nearest manholes on existing
sewers shall be shown or, at a minimum, the distance to these manholes shall be included
on the CDs.
10. Plan views and profiles shall show all needed off-site improvements, extensions of
service or upgrades to the City’s wastewater collection system.
11. Plan views shall show and label as to type and width, all existing and proposed
easements that are on and adjacent to the site. Recordation information shall be included
for all existing easements.
12. Profile views are required for all sanitary sewers and force mains and must show
proposed streets profiles and existing ground surface profiles. The following information
shall be included:
a. All high points (HP) and low points (LP) along the sanitary sewer and force
mains shall be identified;
b. Where required by these Criteria, combination air release and air/vacuum
valves and drain valves shall be shown on force mains, with the TOP elevations
provided.
c. All utility crossings shall be identified.
13. Profile views or plan views: Adequate pipe elevation information is required for all
utility crossings of water, sanitary sewer, force main, stormwater, gas, electric lines, etc.
The following information shall be included:
a. Types and sizes of the utility lines at the crossing and the location of the
crossing.
b. If any pipes at a crossing are to be encased, the coordinates at each end of the
encasement, and the type and thickness of the encasements shall be specified. In
addition, all utility crossing shall include either:
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(1) A reference to the sheet where the crossing information is shown; or
(2) TOP and BOP elevations and vertical clearance at the crossing with a
callout of “(Min. = 1.5’)” wherever the clearance is 2 feet or less.
14. Wastewater System Details: All pertinent details related to wastewater system
improvements, such as manholes, outside drop manholes, sanitary sewer service line
connections, sanitary sewer clean-outs, proposed utility crossings, including concrete
blankets, trenching, etc., shall be shown on detail sheets on the construction drawings.
References to the Utah APWA plans may be provided. In this case, the detail drawings
don’t need to be provided in the plan set.

3.9 Record Drawings
All wastewater system improvements constructed within public rights-of-way and dedicated
easements must be formally accepted by the City.
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4.1 Design Criteria - Reference Design Documents
Standards and reference publications pertinent to the design of wastewater facilities within the
City are listed below. Unless otherwise specified, the latest editions shall apply.












Utah State Code, Annotated
Utah Administrative Code
Utah American Public Works Association (Utah APWA)
All applicable International Codes recognized by the City including, but not limited to,
the International Building Code (IBC), the International Plumbing Code (IPC), the
International Fire Code (IFC), the International Residential Code (IRC), and the
International Mechanical Code (IMC)
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
Utah Department of Environmental Quality (UDEQ)
City of Moab Municipal Code
City of Moab Wastewater Master Plan
Gravity Sanitary Sewer Design and Construction (Current Version). Manuals and
Reports on Engineering Practice No. 60. American Society of Civil Engineers/Water
Pollution Control Federation.

4.2 Prohibited Installations
The following installations are prohibited unless otherwise approved by the City. Items listed
below reference sections contained in these Criteria that provide the minimum design
requirements to be addressed should a variance be pursued.
 On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS)
 Private Ejector Pumps and Private Lift stations, unless approved by the City
 Inverted Wastewater Siphons
 Manholes and sewer lines over 20 feet deep
 Elevated Wastewater Pipelines

4.3 Unlawful Connections
It shall be unlawful to discharge roof drainage, foundation drainage, sump pumps, surface
drainage, storm water, solid wastes, or any other illicit discharges to the wastewater collection
system..
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4.4 Minimum Wastewater System Design Criteria
This section presents the minimum technical criteria for the analysis and design of wastewater
systems within the boundaries of the City of Moab and other areas served by the City, including
collection sewers, sanitary sewer service lines, and the applicable appurtenances associated with
these installations. Any special criteria beyond those contained herein, and as determined
necessary by the City, shall be discussed at the pre-application consultation (or as the issue
arises).

4.4.1 Design Flows
Average daily loadings, peaking factors and average annual loadings shall be based on the
criteria included in the current Utah Administrative Code and based upon information included
in the Wastewater Master Plan. This information is currently located at {R317-3 U.A.C.}. The
City may adjust the loading values based on the evaluation of actual use data, a current master
plan or other conditions determined to affect the safety and welfare of the public.

4.4.2 Hydraulic Design
Wastewater systems shall be designed to provide a minimum velocity of 2.0 feet per second at
the peak design flow. In situations where the minimum velocity of 2.0 feet per second cannot be
met, an explanation and justification shall be included in the Final Wastewater Utility Report.
The maximum velocity shall not exceed 10 feet per second.
Drop manholes shall be provided to break steep slopes to limit the velocities in conformance
with this criterion. Where drop manholes are impractical for velocity reduction, the sewer must
be approved by variance and shall be of PVC or other abrasion resistant material approved by the
City.
Where actual flow will be much below normal for several years, the minimum velocity shall be
achieved by suitable grades at the initial design flow rate. Care shall be taken to design invert
elevations at manholes in such a manner that the energy gradient is consistently falling in the
direction of the flow.
Sanitary sewers shall be sized to convey the peak design flow in accordance with the following
table:
Pipe Diameter
Maximum Depth of Flow/Pipe
(inches)
Diameter
≤ 15
0.5
>15
0.75
Computation of velocity of flow shall be based on a coefficient of roughness "n" in the Manning
formula as follows: n = 0.013 (min).
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At all junctions where a smaller diameter main discharges in to a larger one, the crowns (obverts)
of the two pipes shall have matching elevations. No surcharging of sanitary sewer lines is
allowed.

4.4.3 Pipe Sizes and Grades
Sanitary sewer shall be a minimum of 8 inches in diameter. Service lines shall be a minimum of
4 inches in diameter.
The minimum sewer slopes shall comply with the slopes included in Table R317-3-2.3(D)(4) of
the Utah Administrative Code.

4.4.4 Selection of Pipe Material
Gravity sewers in the City collection system shall be constructed of PVC, or fiber-glass
reinforced polymer mortar, unless special conditions require another material. Force mains shall
be PVC or HDPE. Other pipe materials must be approved by the City prior to use. If concrete is
to be used, the collection system must be evaluated for sulfide corrosion risk and corrosion
mitigation measures must be implemented as needed. Sewers at stream crossings or crossings
with water lines shall be ductile iron in accordance with {R317 U.A.C.}. Materials for building
sewers (between structures and the City collection main) shall be in accordance with plumbing
code.

4.4.5 General Wastewater System Layout Criteria
4.4.5.1 Location

All sanitary sewers and appurtenances shall be installed in dedicated rights-of-way or dedicated
utility easements. Sewers or manholes shall not be installed parallel to, and directly below, any
concrete such as sidewalks, trails, curbs, or gutters. In general, sanitary sewers shall be located in
public streets near the center of the south or west lane. Sanitary sewers and manholes shall not
be located in vehicle wheel paths. A sewer shall not be closer than 5 feet to a gutter. Sanitary
sewer lines and manholes shall not be located within detention pond areas.
Where it is necessary to locate a sanitary sewer main along back lot lines, the alignment shall be
specifically approved by the City. Manholes installed along lot lines shall be provided lockingtype covers.
4.4.5.2 Horizontal Layout

Sewers shall be laid with a minimum separation of 10 feet horizontally, edge-to-edge, from all
water lines. Sewers shall have a minimum separation of 10 feet horizontally, centerline-tocenterline, from all other existing or proposed utilities wherever possible. The City of Moab
must specifically approve any variance from these requirements in the event that it has been
determined that it is impossible to maintain the specified horizontal separation distances.
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Sewers adjacent to developments shall be designed to extend along the entire frontage of the
property to be served, from property line to property line, with termination in a manhole. This
provides for wastewater service for adjacent Developers or Builders in the future. Within
developments, sanitary sewers shall be extended at least ten feet horizontally uphill from the
lowest lot corner of the uppermost lot, and shall terminate in a manhole.
4.4.5.3 Vertical Layout

Sanitary sewers shall have a minimum cover of 5 feet to finished ground surface, and a
maximum cover of 20 feet unless otherwise approved by variance. Sanitary sewers shall be deep
enough to collect wastewater from all basements by gravity flow. When less than 9 feet of
elevation difference exists between the finished lot grade at the building line and the top of the
sanitary sewer main, such conditions shall be clearly addressed in the required Utility Reports,
with notes provided on the record drawings indicating which lots are served by a "shallow
sanitary sewer." Appropriate elevation information shall be provided on the record drawings for
all such mains. For sewers that receive or will receive flow from offsite, the minimum depth to
the sewer is 9 feet, unless otherwise approved by the City.
4.4.5.4 Sanitary Sewer Main Crossing a Water Main

When it is necessary for sewers to cross public water system pipes, the crossings shall be in
accordance with the State of Utah requirements. These requirements are located at {R309-550-7
U.A.C.} and {R317-3-2.9(B)(1) U.A.C}.
4.4.5.5 Sanitary Sewer Main Crossing of a Storm Drain

When sanitary sewers or force mains cross a storm drain, regardless of vertical clearance and
which pipe crosses over the other, each joint of the storm sewer within the trench width of the
crossing shall be encased in a concrete collar at least 6 inches thick and extending at least 6
inches each side of each joint.
4.4.5.6 Limits on Minimum Vertical Clearance

Under no circumstances shall the minimum vertical clearance between any two crossing utilities
be less than 12 inches unless approved by the City.

4.4.6 Bored Crossings
When a sewer passes under a State roadway, an arterial or collector roadway as defined by the
City, railroad, drainage or irrigation ditch, the sewer shall be located within bored steel casing
pipe, unless otherwise allowed to be open cut by the jurisdictional entity being crossed. The
carrier pipe shall be supported by casing spacers. The casing shall be sealed around the sewer at
the casing ends. The casing shall have a minimum of 5 feet of cover. The casing pipe shall
extend the entire width of the right-of-way or easement of the crossing structure, or as directed
by the City or other jurisdictional entity.
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Crossing at ditches shall include cutoff walls at each side of the crossing, either as required by
the jurisdictional entity, or as analyzed and designed by the Engineer at the direction of the
Engineering Department.
Casing pipe shall be smooth-walled, non-coated pipe of welded steel construction conforming to
ANSI/AWWA C200, and shall be seamless or straight seam steel pipe with minimum yield
strength of 35,000 psi. The casing pipe shall be new material and have a minimum wall thickness
as follows unless specified otherwise.
Carrier Pipe Nominal
Diameter

Min. Casing
Pipe O.D.

Min. Wall Thickness*

4”
12”
0.250”
6”
14”
0.3125”
8”
16”
0.3125”
12”
20”
0.3750”
*The boring contractor shall determine and provide a greater wall thickness if
needed. Other pipe sizes shall be designed by a professional engineer and
submitted to the City of Moab for review.
The Engineer shall evaluate the risk of corrosion to the casing based on the corrosively of the
surrounding soils, as well as any known risks from nearby stray current, buried electrical lines,
nearby impressed current corrosion protection systems or other factors. For each casing
installed, the Engineer shall provide a written evaluation as to whether corrosion protection is
needed. If needed, the Engineer shall provide a design for corrosion protection. The City
preference is for sacrificial anodes systems rather than impressed current systems. The design
shall be submitted to the City for review. Long-term maintenance of the system, including anode
assessment and replacement, shall be addressed in the evaluation.

4.4.7 Manholes
4.4.7.1 Layout

1. Location: Manholes for access to sewers shall be provided at the following locations:
a. All junctions of sanitary sewers.
b. All points of change in alignment, grade or pipe size.
c. All points of industrial and commercial discharge to facilitate observation and
sampling.
d. The upstream terminus of the main.
e. Cleanouts shall not be allowed to replace manholes on sanitary sewer lines 8
inch and larger.
2. Alignment and Spacing: Sewer manholes shall be aligned and spaced as follows:
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a. Sewers shall be installed in a straight alignment, both in line and grade, and not
curved between manholes.
b. Maximum spacing between manholes shall be 400 feet for lines 15 inches or
smaller and 500 feet for lines 18 inches and larger.
c. Maximum change in alignment shall not exceed 90 degrees.
d. Manhole lids shall not be aligned with vehicle wheel paths, or within 2 feet
either direction of the street crown.
e. No drop-in style riser or paver rings are allowed. Grade rings beneath the ring
and cover are allowable for final grade adjustment with a maximum of 12 inches.
3. Access: Provisions for manhole access shall be as follows:
a. Manholes shall not be located in areas that are subject to flooding from surface
runoff. If the possibility of surface runoff flooding cannot be avoided, a watertight
lid as approved by the City shall be installed to prevent inflow.
b. Manholes shall be located in areas that allow direct access by maintenance
vehicles when it is not feasible to locate the manhole in a public street.
c. Manholes shall not be located in open space access roads, wherever possible. If
it is impossible to locate a manhole outside an access road, then the cover shall be
at the grade of the access road and a 10’ x 10’ concrete collar shall be installed
around the manhole. All manholes located outside dedicated street right-of-way
shall be designed and constructed with a locking-type cover and the manhole ring
shall be bolted to the manhole cone and the manhole lid shall be raised in
accordance with the City’s Standard Detail. Marker shall be installed to mark the
location of manholes outside of pavement.
d. All manhole lids shall be depressed ¼” to ½” below any adjacent finished street
surface.
4.4.7.2 Manhole Sizing

Manholes for sanitary sewers up to 18 inches in diameter shall have an inside diameter not less
than 4-feet. Manholes for sanitary sewers 18 inches to 36 inches shall have an inside diameter of
not less than 5-feet. Manholes for sanitary sewers 36 inches to 54 inches shall have an inside
diameter of 6 feet. Manholes for sanitary sewers over 54 inches shall be of special design. If the
angle of deflection does not permit use of a 6 foot inside diameter manhole, then a special
manhole detail must be submitted for review and approval by the City. There shall be a bench
located below the bottom manhole ladder rung.
4.4.7.3 Drop Manholes

1. Drop manholes shall be in accordance with the City’s standard details.
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4.4.7.4 Main Connections to Existing Manholes

No new connection shall be made with existing manholes. When connections are required at the
location of an existing manhole, the manhole shall be replaced unless otherwise approved by the
City.
4.4.7.5 Sanitary Sewers and Manholes Greater than 20 Feet

Where sanitary sewers or manholes cannot be designed at depths less than 20 feet, a variance
shall be obtained.

4.4.8 Inverted Wastewater Siphons
The design of inverted wastewater siphons, or sag pipes, shall be avoided, unless approved by
the City. When inverted siphon construction is deemed necessary and approved by the City, the
facility shall have at least two separate barrels with a minimum pipe size of 8 inches, and shall
include appurtenances for convenient flushing and maintenance. Inlet and outlet structures shall
have adequate clearance for access and maintenance operations, and sufficient head shall be
provided and pipes sized to ensure velocities of at least 3.0 feet per second under average flow
for both initial and future build-out conditions. The inlet and outlet shall be arranged so that
normal flows can be diverted to one barrel, and that either barrel may be removed from service
for cleaning or repair.

4.4.9 Fill Areas
Where sanitary sewer lines will be constructed in fill areas, all fill materials shall be placed and
compacted to final grade prior to the installation of the sanitary sewer line and appurtenances.

4.4.10 Future Connections
Manholes shall have pipes stubbed out that are sized to accommodate flows from the upstream
basin whenever a future extension of the sanitary sewer main is anticipated. The main line stubout shall be capped and sealed.

4.4.11 Sanitary Sewer Service Lines
All single family residential dwellings, each individual unit in multi-family complexes, and each
commercial business and industrial customer shall be served by a separate, independent sanitary
sewer service line.

4.4.12.1 Ownership
After a building is connected through a service line to the sanitary sewer, the service shall
become a part of the building, and the Owner of the premises shall be responsible for the
operation and maintenance of the entire service line (building sewer) between the building and
the City sewer, excluding the wye at the connection. Although the service line up to the wye is
the responsibility of the Owner, the service lines and associated connections to the main shall be
inspected and tested by the City prior to backfill. The inspection of service line stub-outs will
take place at the same time inspections are conducted for the installation of the sanitary sewer
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main. Inspection of the entire service line will be made when the service line is extended to the
building.
4.4.12.2 Layout

The Owner shall install a service line stub-out from the sanitary sewer main to each individual
lot. Where sidewalks are proposed to be constructed, the stub-out shall be constructed to 15 feet
beyond the back of the sidewalk. Where sidewalks will not be constructed, the stub-out shall be
constructed a minimum of one foot beyond the property line. The stub-outs shall be plugged and
the end marked with a green painted T-post installed in the ground directly above the location of
the plugged end.
4.4.12.3 Cleanouts

Cleanouts shall be required on wastewater service lines in accordance with the City standard
details and in accordance with plumbing code.
4.4.12.4 Structural Requirements

A. Under Roads - All structures and pipe placed under public roads shall be of sufficient
strength to support, with an adequate factor of safety, the backfill, road surfacing and H20 traffic load per AASHTO Standard Specifications.
B. Steep Grades - Concrete anchors shall be provided for sewers on slopes of 20% or
greater, or where wastewater velocities exceed 15 feet/second. The purpose of the
anchors is to secure the sewer against lateral or axial displacement.

4.5 Easements
Where sewers cannot be installed in right-of-way, they shall be located within utility easements
approved by the City and shall be centered in the easement. All utility easements shall have a
minimum width of at least two times the depth to the pipe invert. The minimum easement width
shall be 20 feet for one utility, 30 feet for two utilities, and 40 feet in width for three utilities.
Site-specific circumstances may dictate the need for wider easements. Utility easements and
dedicated utility tracts shall be defined by bearings and distances around the perimeter of the
easement. Centerline legal descriptions are not acceptable.
All utility easements shall be for the exclusive use of the City. No permanent structures, (e.g.,
retaining walls, trees, light pedestals, sign foundations, power poles, mailboxes, sheds, buildings,
etc.), shall be placed in the easement.
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4.6 Sand/Oil and Grease Interceptors
Sand/oil and grease interceptors shall be installed on service lines from commercial and
industrial properties discharging oil and grease. The owner shall prepare sizing calculations for
the interceptor for City review. At the City’s option, the City will size the interceptor. The
interceptors shall include a sampling port which extends into a manhole or other City approved
structure which causes the discharged fluid to drop vertically at least 3-inches so that a samples
may be collected. The connection must be in a location accessible by City inspectors so that
samples can be collected.
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5.1 Sewage Pump Stations (Lift Stations) and Force Mains
5.1.1 Scope
New lift stations are discouraged and shall only be allowed in those locations where there is no
feasible way the development can be served by gravity extension of the City’s existing
wastewater collection system.

5.1.2 Compliance with State of Utah Standards
Lift stations shall be designed in accordance with the State of Utah standards, currently located at
{R317-3-3 U.A.C}. Lift stations shall also be design in accordance within the applicable
building codes.

5.1.3 City Review and Approval
New lift stations must be approved by the City. If approved, the Developer shall submit a utility
report with a complete set of design calculations and drawings for review and acceptance by the
City.

5.1.4 Flood Protection
Lift station structures and the associated electrical and mechanical equipment shall be protected
from damage by the 100-year flood, and shall remain fully operational and accessible during
such an event. Local, State and Federal regulations pertaining to floodplain shall be satisfactorily
accounted for in the design. Grading shall be provided to protect the site by directing surface
flows away from the facilities.

5.1.5 Accessibility and Security
Lift stations shall be readily accessible by maintenance vehicles during all weather conditions.
The facility should be located off the traffic way of streets and alleys. Depending on the nature
and location of the facility, security fencing with controlled entry keypads, card-reader access to
buildings, security cameras, lockable access hatches, and motion-detection safety lighting may
be required.

5.1.6 Grit
Where it is necessary to pump wastewater prior to grit removal, the design of the wet well and
lift station piping shall receive special consideration to avoid operational problems from the
accumulation of grit.

5.1.7 Station Ventilation
Adequate ventilation at lift stations shall be provided to mechanically ventilate the dry well, and
if screens or mechanical equipment requiring maintenance or inspection are located in the wet
well, it shall also be mechanically ventilated. There shall be no inter-connection between the wet
well and dry well ventilating systems. In pits over 15 feet deep, multiple inlets and outlets are
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required. Switches for the operation of ventilation equipment should be clearly marked and
conveniently located. Consideration should be given to automatic controls where operations may
be intermittent.
Where excessive moisture or low temperatures are a concern, consideration shall be given to
installation of heating and/or dehumidification equipment.

5.1.8 Odor Control
Unacceptable levels of odors may be produced at lift stations and within force mains due to
excessive hydrogen sulfide generation. Odor control systems are required.

5.2 Minimum Lift Station Design Criteria
The following design criteria shall be applicable to lift stations:
1. Lift stations must be equipped with instrumentation and SCADA equipment to collect
and transmit all relevant data.
2. Backup electrical power provided by a diesel or natural gas generator with an
automatic transfer switch in an all-weather enclosure shall be provided to insure that all
lift station components function properly for a period of at least one week in the event
that the primary power is lost. Electrical power to the lift station site shall be
underground. In addition, an emergency overflow basin shall be provided that will
accommodate a minimum 12 hours of storage at the peak daily loading rates. The basin
shall be designed and configured to allow for complete draining after an overflow event,
either by gravity or submersible sump pumps permanently installed in the basin.
3. Lift stations shall include a wet well sized to reduce the cycling of the pumps and the
settling of solids from the flows.
4. A corrosion protection system shall be applied to, and shall completely cover all
interior surfaces of wet wells, and any in-line vaults or manholes that precede the wet
well. The system shall be specifically designed to protect concrete from hydrogen sulfide
corrosion.
5. All lift station wet wells shall be considered an explosion hazard. All electrical
equipment and wiring installed therein shall be designed for this hazard.
6. Installation of suitable devices for measuring, recording and totalizing sewage influent
and effluent flow and power consumption shall be included.
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7. The lift station design shall consider changes in flows over the life of the station and
allow for proper operation of the station and force main throughout the intended design
life.
8. Where high groundwater conditions are possible, buoyancy of the lift station structures
shall be evaluated and protected against flotation.
9. The lift station shall include a wet well bypass-to-overflow basin to allow the wet well
to be temporarily removed from service for maintenance.

5.3 Pump Equipment and Protection
Pumping equipment shall be specifically designed and rated for wastewater service. For
wastewater lift stations with an ultimate rated capacity of 1 MGD or less, the City will consider
the use of either self-priming pumps in a wet well, or self-priming pumps in a wet well / dry well
configuration. For stations with an ultimate capacity in excess of 1 MGD, only a wet well selfpriming configuration with the pump located above the wet well and above ground will be
accepted.

5.3.1 Pump Characteristics
1. Pumps shall be specifically designed and rated for wastewater service.
2. The design Engineer shall consider pump efficiency in the design with the intent to
maximize pumping efficiency and minimize electrical power demand.
3. Wastewater level measurement equipment shall be provided and shall be connected
with the City SCADA system.
3. The lift station shall be provided with multiple pump units programmed to alternate
sequentially. Should only two units be provided, equal capacity is required, and each
pump train shall be capable of handling the peak flow. Pump redundancy is required so
that pumps may be taken out of service for maintenance.
4. The station shall be designed such that the number of motor starts per hour shall not
exceed 10, or the number of starts recommended by the motor manufacturer, whichever
is less. Duplex pump operation and controllers shall be provided such that the lead and
lag pump positions are alternated with each successive motor start.
5. Provisions acceptable to the City shall be made to facilitate the removal of pumps,
motors, and other mechanical and electrical equipment. Typically, in wet well / dry well
stations, a bridge crane shall be provided for removing pumps. In suction lift stations,
slide or overhead rails with hoists for removing pumps shall be provided. In wet well
stations, rails shall be provided.
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5.3.2 Pump Protection
Pumps handling raw wastewater shall be preceded by approved grinders that are installed to
protect the pumps from clogging damage by reducing the particle size of wastewater solids in the
flow stream. The grinder shall be located in a lined vault or manhole that precedes the wet well.
Grinder pumps may be used in wet well settings for flows less than 1 MGD.

5.4 Overflow Basins
Overflow basins for lift stations shall be sized to contain the volume of 12 hours the Average
Daily Flow at build-out. The basin shall be designed and configured to allow for complete
draining after an overflow event, either by gravity or submersible sump pumps permanently
installed in the basin. Basins shall be designed to include a vault or manhole outside the overflow
basin to facilitate the complete removal of any liquid that accumulates in the basin, and shall
require the installation of a pipe between the basin and vault, with positive slope to the vault. A
pump-back or gravity system shall be included in the lift station design to return wastewater to
the wet well.

5.5 Force Main Design Criteria
5.5.1 Pipe Materials
Force main pipe materials, including restraint devices and fittings, shall be PVC or HDPE. Use
of other materials must be approved by the City.

5.5.2 Velocity and Pipe Diameter
Sanitary sewer force mains shall be a minimum of 3 inches in diameter. At the design pumping
rate (initial and ultimate), the velocity shall be at least 3 feet/second, but not more than 7
feet/second.

5.5.3 Pipe and Design Pressure
The force main, joint restraint, thrust blocking, and station piping shall be analyzed and designed
to withstand water hammer pressures and associated cyclic reversal stresses that are expected
with the cycling of wastewater lift station pumps. Water hammer shall be evaluated for the
normal operation of the lift station, as well as for a power outage while the pumps are running.

5.5.4 Shutoff and Check Valves
Suitable shutoff and check valves shall be placed on the discharge line of each pump. Check
valves shall be suitable for the material being handled and shall be placed on the horizontal
portion of discharge piping except for ball checks, which may be placed in the vertical run.
Valves shall be capable of withstanding operational design pressures and water hammer.
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5.5.5 Isolation Valves
Isolation valves shall be installed at intervals no greater than 1,000 feet along force mains.

5.5.6 Combination Air Release and Air/Vacuum Valves
Combination air release and air/vacuum valves shall be located at force main high points, on
pump discharge piping as close as possible to the check valve, and between isolation valves.
During the design, the Engineer shall consider the economics of air valve installation against the
installation of deeper force main piping. The evaluation shall take into account the installation
and long-term maintenance costs of the air valves. The valves shall be specifically designed for
wastewater service and be sized per the manufacturer’s recommendations. Air valves on force
mains shall be contained in a vault and vented above ground. A manually controlled isolation
valve suitable for wastewater service shall be installed between the force main and air valve.

5.5.7 Drain Valves
When required by the City, the Engineer shall include at least one force main dewatering
connection at the lift station and additional drains at other major force main low points. The
design shall consist of as few low points along the force main as is practically possible. Drains
shall generally include a plug valve installed on a tee and drain piping to an existing sanitary
sewer manhole, or to a separate manhole that can then be pumped by City personnel. Provisions
shall be made to drain the force main back to the wet well.

5.5.8 Cleanouts
Cleanouts shall be provided in the force main at distances not to exceed 500 feet.

5.5.9 Termination
Force mains shall transition into the gravity wastewater system at a dedicated manhole. The
connection of the force main to the manhole shall be made by connecting the force main to a
short section of gravity main stubbed out from the manhole. The gravity stub shall be a size that
is equal to or larger diameter pipe than the force main, and shall be installed at an elevation that
will prevent wastewater from discharging back into the force main when the gravity system is
flowing full. The manhole interior shall be coated for protection against hydrogen sulfide
corrosion. The manhole and its opening shall be oversized to permit retrieval of cleaning pigs
and ancillary equipment. The manhole at the discharge point shall not be an in-line gravity
manhole.

5.5.10 Identification
Minimum identification requirements for force mains shall consist of tracer wire and warning
tape as required for potable water mains, and green marked polywrap for ductile iron pipe. The
warning tape shall be labeled, “Caution: Buried Force Main Below”.
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1.1 Introduction
These criteria and design standards together with all future amendments shall be known as the
The City of Moab Wastewater Collection System Design Criteria Manual (hereafter called
“Criteria”). All utility reports and plans, analyses, and designs, submitted as a requirement of the
City of Moab Regulations (hereafter called “Regulations”), shall comply with these Criteria.

1.2 Jurisdiction
These Criteria shall apply to all land within the incorporated area of the City of Moab, or served
by the City, including any public lands. These Criteria shall apply to all systems and facilities
constructed in or on City Rights-of-Way, easements dedicated for utilities across public or
private property, easements for public use, and to all privately owned and maintained system
facilities.

1.3 Purpose
Presented in these Criteria are the policies and minimum technical criteria for the planning,
analysis and design of wastewater collection systems within the boundaries of the City of Moab
and areas served by the City. All subdivisions, site plans or any other proposed construction
submitted for acceptance under the provisions of the Regulations shall include adequate and
appropriate wastewater system planning, analysis, and design. Such planning, analysis, and
design shall conform with or exceed the Criteria set forth herein. Wastewater collection system
planning, analysis, and design that require policies and technical expertise not specifically
addressed in these Criteria shall follow the provisions of the Utah State Code and Utah Code
Annotated (see {R17 U.A.C.}).. In the event of a conflict, the State of Utah Codes and Rules
will prevail. Interpretation will be provided by the City of Moab and/or the Utah Department of
Environmental Quality, Division of Water Quality.

1.4 Amendments and Revisions
Policies and criteria may be amended as new technology is developed or if experience gained in
the use of these Criteria indicates a need for revision. All technical criteria and policy changes
must be recommended by the City Engineer or Public Works Director. Minor revisions will
require the approval of the City. All major revisions will require adoption, by resolution or
ordinance of the City Council. The City Engineer and Public Works Director shall monitor the
performance and effectiveness of these Criteria and will recommend amendments and revisions
as needed.
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TABLE 1-1 EXAMPLES OF MINOR AND MAJOR REVISIONS

MINOR
Grammar
Submittal Requirements
Clarifications
Construction Detail Revisions for
clarification, minor modification
Technical Criteria Changes

MAJOR
Policy Changes

1.5 Enforcement Responsibility
The City shall review all wastewater system reports, plans, analyses, and designs, submitted as a
requirement of the Regulations, for compliance with these Criteria. The Regulations are enforced
by the City of Moab and authorized representatives.

1.6 Review and Acceptance
The City shall review all submittals for general compliance with these Criteria. An acceptance by
the City does not relieve the Owner, Engineer, or Designer from the responsibility of ensuring
that the design, calculations, plans, specifications, construction, and record drawings are in
compliance with these Criteria, and in compliance with other applicable State and Federal
regulations.
The City may, but is not required to, refer submittals to other agencies that have an interest or
responsibility for wastewater system issues. Other review agencies may include regional, State,
or Federal agencies responsible for wastewater collection, industrial pretreatment, treatment and
other wastewater related issues.

1.7 Interpretation
In the interpretation and application of these Criteria, the provisions shall be regarded as the
minimum requirements for the protection of the public health, safety and welfare of the residents
of the City. These Criteria shall therefore be regarded as remedial and shall be liberally construed
to further its underlying purposes.
Whenever a provision of these Criteria and any other provision of the Regulations or any
provision in any law, ordinance, resolution, rule or regulation of any kind, contains any
requirement(s) covering any of the same subject matter, the requirements that are more
restrictive or impose higher standards shall govern, as determined by the City.
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These Criteria shall not abrogate or annul any binding agreements, Development Improvement
Agreements, easements, permits, utility reports or construction drawings accepted by the City
prior to the effective date of these Criteria.

1.8 Relationship to Other Standards
1.8.1 State Public Wastewater System Code and Rules
Public wastewater systems in the State of Utah are governed by the State of Utah Code,
Annotated and the Utah Administrative Code. These codes and rules apply to policy, planning,
criteria and construction of public water facilities and prevail if a conflict exists within the
Criteria.

1.8.2 State Construction Code
The State of Utah Construction codes and rules, with amendments, are incorporated by reference.
These codes and rules apply to policy, planning, criteria and construction of public wastewater
facilities and prevail if a conflict exists within the Criteria.

1.9 Variances from these Criteria
Modifications to these Criteria shall require a formal variance request. Variances from the
provisions of these Criteria may be considered on a case-by-case basis for specific
applications only, and shall not establish a precedent for any other project or future
development.

1.10 Adoption of the Utah Chapter of the American Public Works
Association (APWA) Standard Plans and Specifications
The latest Utah APWA Manual of Standard Plans and Manual of Standard Specifications and
drawings are hereby adopted as the City of Moab Standard Details and Standard Specifications
for wastewater system improvements. Variance from these standards must be approved by the
City. In the event that multiple standards or sections of the standard apply, the City will
determine the applicable standard.

1.111.11 Gray Water Irrigation Systems
Gray water irrigation systems within the City of Moab are regulated by the Southeastern Utah
Health Department (Health Department). Application for graywater systems must be made to
the Health Department. Graywater systems must comply with Health Department requirements
and the Utah Administrative Code {R317-401 U.A.C.}.
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1.12 Special Wastes and Industrial Pre-Treatment
The City shall be notified of any potential waste streams that are different than typical residential
wastes in quantity or characteristics. Specifically, the following pollutants are prohibited:













Pollutants which create a fire or explosion hazard in the City wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) or collection system, including, but not limited to, waste streams with a closed
cup flashpoint of less than 140°F (60°C);
Pollutants which will cause corrosive structural damage to the WWTP or collection
system. Discharges with a pH lower than 5.0 or greater than 10 are prohibited;
Solid or viscous pollutants in amounts which will cause obstruction to the flow in the
system resulting in interference;
Any pollutant, including oxygen demanding pollutants (BOD, etc.) released in a
discharge at such volume or strength as to cause interference in the WWTP or collection
system;
Heat in amounts, which will inhibit biological activity in the WWTP, resulting in
interference, but in no case, heat in such quantities that the influent to the sewage
treatment works exceeds 104°F (40°C);
Petroleum oil, nonbiodegradable cutting oil, or products of mineral oil origin in amounts
that will cause interference or pass through;
Pollutants which result in the presence of toxic gases, vapor, or fumes within the WWTP
or collection system in a quantity that may cause health or safety problems;
Any trucked or hauled pollutants, except at discharge points designated by the WWP; or
Any substance that contains concentrations of constituents greater than those specified in
Table 1-2.

TABLE 1-2 LIMITS TO WASTEWATER DISCHARGE

CONSTITUENT
Total solids (TS)
Volatile solids
Total suspended solids (TSS)
Volatile suspended solids
5-day Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5)
Chemical oxygen demand (COD)
Total Nitrogen (TN)
Ammonia (NH4)
Total Phosphorus (TP)

CONCENTRATION (mg/L)
600
300
250
200
200
500
60
10
10
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These special wastes may require pre-treatment, which includes providing any necessary
treatment technology, equipment, disposal, and expert operators necessary for proper treatment.
This proper treatment includes all resources necessary such that the waste stream delivered to the
City of Moab wastewater collection and treatment facilities meets the above criteria and is
acceptable to the City. The waste stream may not cause or facilitate violation of the facility’s
Utah Division of Water Quality discharge permit, volume and flowrate capacities and processing
limitations. The developer/owner must meet with the City prior to connection to determine the
specific requirements for special wastes.

1.1213 Acronyms
As used in this Manual, the following acronyms shall
apply:
ANSI
APWA
ASTM
BOP
CD and CDs
DIA
HP
IPC
IRC
LP
Max
Min
MDD
MG
MGD
NAVD
O&M
OSHA
PDF
PE
PSI
PVC
SCADA
TOP
OWTS

American National Standards Institute
American Public Works Association
American Society for Testing and Materials
Bottom of Pipe
Construction Drawing(s)
Development Improvement Agreement
High Point
International Plumbing Code
International Residential Code
Low Point
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum Day Demand
Million Gallons
Million Gallons per Day
North American Vertical Datum
Operation and Maintenance
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Peak Design Flow or Portable Document Format
Professional Engineer
Pounds per Square Inch
Polyvinyl Chloride
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Top of Pipe
On-Site Wastewater Treatment System
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1.1314 Definitions of Terms
CITY shall mean the City of Moab, Utah.
CITY COUNCIL means the Moab City Council.
CITY ENGINEER shall mean the City of Moab Engineer or other authorized representative of
the Engineering Department.
CODE or MUNICIPAL CODE shall mean the City of Moab Municipal Code, as amended.
CONSTRUCTION DRAWING(S) (CD or CDs) shall mean Construction Drawings prepared by
a Professional Engineer licensed in the State of Utah for the Developer and approved by the City
depicting Public and/or Private Improvements to be constructed for the Project.
CRITERIA or DESIGN CRITERIA shall mean the design criteria and requirements contained
herein for wastewater facilities to be constructed in the City.
DETAILS or STANDARD DETAILS shall mean details issued by City to be used or referenced
in the Construction Drawings.
DEVELOPER shall mean the party or parties desiring to construct Public and/or Private
Improvements within City rights-of-way or easements, securing all required approvals and
permits from the City and other applicable entities, and assuming full and complete
responsibility for the Project.
DEVELOPMENT IMPROVEMENT AGREEMENT (DIA) shall mean a formal agreement
between a Developer and the City that addresses development conditions and obligations.
EASEMENT shall mean the right of the City to use lands owned by a another party for the
purposes of maintenance, access, utilities, drainage or other use, as specified in an agreement
between the City and the other party.
ENGINEER shall mean the Professional Engineer retained by the Developer responsible for the
creation and submission of utility reports and construction drawings to the City for approval for
the purpose of one-time construction of facilities.
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT shall mean the City of Moab Engineering Department.
GRAY WATER shall mean untreated wastewater that has not been in contact with toilet water
that is applied below the ground surface for irrigation.
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LIFT STATION shall mean a sewage pumping station.
MUNICIPAL CODE – See CODE.
OWNER shall mean the person(s) in title to any portion of the Property, according to the records
of the Grand County Clerk and Recorder. The use of the singular “Owner” shall refer to all
Owners of the Property.
PRIVATE IMPROVEMENTS shall mean those improvements not identified as Public
Improvements, and which are not generally installed within the City rights-of-way, easements, or
other City-owned lands.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER shall mean an individual currently registered with the Utah
Division of Professional and Occupational Licensing as a professional engineer.
PROJECT shall mean the Public or Private Improvements as designated in the approved
Construction Drawings to be constructed in conformance with these Design Criteria. The Project
is inclusive of any and all Public or Private Improvement Projects for or within the City, whether
Development Projects, Private Utility Projects, Capital Improvement Projects or other types of
projects.
PROPERTY shall mean the real property located in the City of Moab.
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS shall mean those public facilities including, but not limited to,
pavement, curb and gutter, sidewalk, pedestrian/bike/equestrian paths, storm drain facilities with
related appurtenances, culverts, channels, bridges, water distribution, transmission and storage
facilities with related appurtenances, wastewater collection facilities with related appurtenances,
water purification facilities, pavement markings/signage/striping, traffic signals and related
appurtenances, and those processes integral to construction of other Public Improvements listed
herein, which upon their completion are to be dedicated to the City for operation and
maintenance by the City and which are installed within the City rights-of-way, easements, or
other City-owned lands.
PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR shall mean the City of Moab Public Works Director
REGULATIONS shall mean the Charter, ordinances, resolutions, rules and regulations of the
City, including the Code, and other provisions of all zoning, subdivision and building codes or
any other applicable design criteria adopted by the City, as the same may be amended
periodically and applied uniformly throughout the City.
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SHALL shall mean a mandatory requirement or condition, as approved by the City.
STANDARD DETAILS – See DETAILS.
VARIANCE REQUEST shall mean a formal request with adequate documentation and
justification for a variance from the standards, provisions, policies or submittal requirements set
forth in these Design Criteria that meets the requirements in Section 1.9 of these Design Criteria.
WASTEWATER MASTER PLAN shall mean the City of Moab Wastewater Master Plan.
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2.1 Introduction
Provisions for adequate service, wastewater collection and treatment are necessary to preserve
and promote the general health, welfare, and economic well-being of the residents of the City of
Moab. The City of Moab must provide coordination, review, and master planning of the system
in order that the integration of each component of the system meets the intent and purpose of the
system as a whole. The development of the City’s wastewater system is governed by the policies
provided below, as facilitated through the implementation of the Criteria contained herein.

2.2 Planning Policy
All developments on land within the City that are served by the City’s public wastewater system
shall provide planning and design for wastewater loadings, including peaking factors. Reports
and plans shall be submitted for all new development and redevelopment within the City
jurisdiction. These reports shall conform to the requirements set forth herein and the provisions
otherwise stipulated by the City during the development process. Redevelopment shall be
defined as any land disturbance or reconstruction that results in a reconfiguration of existing
wastewater system facilities or an increase in demands.
During the initial planning stages of the development, a pre-application meeting shall be
coordinated with the City. One purpose of this meeting is to assist the City and the developer to
determine the level of wastewater service that is available and needed by the developer.

2.3 Design Policy
Wastewater system planning and design within the City shall adhere to the Criteria contained
herein, the administrative rules promulgated by the Utah Division of Water Quality, the Utah
Division of Water Rights (as related to return flows) and acceptance procedures of the City.
Prohibited facilities and connections shall be as described in these Criteria.

2.4 Construction of Public Improvements Policy
The construction of improvements for and within the City shall conform to the City’s
construction permit, standard details and approved plans, and shall adhere to all City, County,
State, and Federal regulations applicable to the work. This shall include the acquisition of all
necessary permits, which may include, but not be limited to, stream alteration permits, discharge
permits, road cut permits, flood plain related permits and letters (including FEMA review and
approval when applicable), Utah Division of Water Quality approvals, traffic control permits
and all other required permits and approvals. At the completion of construction, all permits and
service agreements with power companies and any other private utilities shall be transferred into
the Developer’s name, and shall under no circumstances be transferred to, or held in the name of
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the City, unless the City is the customer. Any work proposed to take place within existing City of
Moab streets must be reviewed and approved by the City. The type of crossing allowed, traffic
control, street repair specifications, etc. shall be as determined by the City.
Prior to placing the facilities into service and initial acceptance by the City, all construction
related provisions required by the City shall be satisfied, including startup procedures,
inspections and testing of the facilities, and receipt of O&M Manuals and Record Drawings.
Additionally, all requirements and responsibilities shall be complied with in association with the
warranty period as set forth in the City’s Regulations (not to be less than 1 year).

2.5 Ownership of Public Improvements Policy
The delineation between City-owned and privately owned portions of the system and the
associated maintenance responsibilities for each, shall be as set forth in the latest editions of the
Municipal Code and Standard Details. Upon execution of Final Acceptance, sanitary sewer
mainssewers, force mains, lift stations, and all appurtenant City-owned facilities, shall become
the sole property of the City, and full legal and equitable title thereto shall be vested in the City
free and clear of any liens, claims or rights of any third party in or to the Public Improvements.

2.6 Operations and Maintenance Policy
The design of all wastewater system facilities within the City must provide for access and longterm operation and maintenance of the facilities by the City. Operation and Maintenance manuals
associated with all components to be installed as part of the wastewater system shall be provided
to the City with the Record Drawings, unless otherwise specifically waived by the City.
Utility easements or tracts and access easements shall be provided for all wastewater system
facilities outside of public right-of-way as set forth in these Criteria, or as otherwise required by
the City, and shall be adequate for the operation, maintenance and replacement of the facilities.

2.7 Hazard Minimization and Public Safety Policy
Public safety and the protection of City staff shall be an essential objective when planning,
designing, constructing, operating and maintaining the City’s wastewater collection system
facilities. All such facilities shall be designed with careful consideration of the potential hazards
associated with the use and long-term operation and maintenance of the facility. The design
phase of all projects shall evaluate the health and safety risks associated with the facilities, and
shall include appropriate design features to minimize these risks and to adequately protect the
general public and City personnel from the hazards. Equipment for confined space entry in
accordance with OSHA and other applicable regulatory agency requirements shall be provided at
all City of Moab facilities, as required. Hatches with fall prevention covers, intermediate
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platforms, handrails, safety lighting, ventilation etc. shall be as required by the City, or any
applicable code.

2.8 Duty of the Engineer Preparing Development Documents
These standards establish criteria and policies for the design and subsequent construction of the
City’s public wastewater system. These standards are not intended to substitute for engineering
knowledge, judgement or experience. It is the responsibility of the design (development)
Engineer to understand and apply sound engineering principals related to public wastewater
systems to the planning, design and construction of wastewater system improvements. It is also
the responsibility of the Engineer to understand all federal, state and local regulations related to
the public wastewater system.
These criteria should be reviewed by the Engineer, who shall evaluate their applicability. If the
Engineer identifies criteria that are inapplicable or inappropriate in a specific location or specific
situation, the engineer shall bring the issue to the attention of the City.
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3.1 Introduction
The requirements presented in this chapter shall be used to aid the Engineer or Applicant in the
preparation of utility reports, modeling evaluations, and Construction Drawings for wastewater
system facilities. This Chapter applies primarily to submittal requirements for wastewater
collection systems and the associated Criteria provided in Chapter 4. The requirements
presented herein are the minimum necessary, and will be used to evaluate the adequacy of all
submittals made to the City.

3.2 Review Process
3.2.1 Pre-Application Consultation
A pre-application consultation with the City of Moab Planning Department is strongly
encouraged for any type of development or redevelopment. The purpose of this meeting is to
discuss general information about the project, pertinent aspects of the Criteria, the required scope
of the utility reports, and any special procedures, analyses, and submittal requirements that may
be applicable.

3.2.2 Wastewater Utility Report Requirements
Preliminary and final wastewater utility reports shall be provided to the City of Moab. The
purpose of the preliminary wastewater utility report is to identify existing wastewater
infrastructure, provide preliminary estimates of wastewater loading, provide an initial plan for
wastewater infrastructure and determine the feasibility of providing wastewater service to the
development via the public wastewater collection system. The purpose of the final wastewater
utility report, which is to be submitted with the final construction plans, is to identify the final
wastewater infrastructure plan.
3.2.2.1 Format

All required reports shall be prepared on 8½" x 11” paper (except that maps and figures shall
generally be 11” x 17” or larger) and be bound, and shall follow the format contained in the
report checklists. Supporting drawings, figures, and tables shall be bound into the reports or
included in an attached pocket. Reports shall include a narrative presenting the project for review
in accordance with the information presented in these Criteria, and the requirements established
by the City for the appropriate submittal.
Paper and electronic (PDF) copies of the report shall be provided. Electronic files of computer
models and GIS files shall be provided if requested by the City.
3.2.2.2 Stand-Alone Document

The wastewater utility reports shall be stand-alone documents. When references are made or
assumptions are based on previously submitted reports, the reports must include the appropriate
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excerpts, pages, tables, and maps containing the referenced information. Assumptions made in
previous reports must be verified and substantiated in subsequent reports. Reports shall be
legible.
3.2.2.3 Submittal Adequacy

Any report with incomplete or missing information shall result in the report being returned
without review. The City reserves the right to require additional information beyond that
specifically required in these Criteria.

3.2.3 Review by Referral Agencies
The review and approval of the project by State, Federal, and local agencies other than the City,
shall be the responsibility of the Developer. The Developer shall be required to address all
referral agency comments, and to have such comments incorporated into the applicable utility
report and plans submitted to the City.

3.3 Acceptance
3.3.1 Final Utility Report Required for Construction
The final wastewater utility report shall conform to the construction documents used to bid the
project, and shall be approved by the City prior to the construction of any wastewater system
improvements.

3.3.2 Approval Limitation for Final Utility Report
The approval of the final wastewater utility report shall expire simultaneously with the expiration
of the approval of the project unless extended in conformance with the provisions of the
Municipal Code. At the time the approval of the final utility report expires, the report shall be
deemed invalid and a resubmittal will be required. In order to be re-approved, it must be
demonstrated that the concepts, designs, and calculations presented in the report are consistent
with the City’s current Criteria.

3.4 Preliminary Wastewater Utility Report
The Preliminary Wastewater Utility Report shall review and discuss the existing wastewater
system infrastructure and the wastewater needs of the development. The report shall also
identify the existing infrastructure needed to support the development. The City Engineering
Department and Public Works Department will coordinate with the developer to provide the
wastewater system data needed as an input to the Engineer’s design.
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The following outline sets forth the required minimum content to be provided in the Preliminary
Wastewater Utility Report that shall be submitted:
I.

PROJECT INFORMATION
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

II.

Name of Project, including legal name of development.
Address.
Owner.
Developer.
Engineer.
Submittal date and revision dates as applicable.

PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
A.

Site Location.
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Site Vicinity Map.
Township, Range, Section, and ¼ Section.
Streets, Roadways, and Highways adjacent to the proposed development.
Names of surrounding or adjacent developments.

Description of Property and Land Use.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Total area in acres.
Total number of equivalent residential units (ERUs) proposed for the
development at build-out with a breakdown of units by type projected by
phase (if applicable) calculated by utilizing the Utah Administrative Code
Minimum Sizing Requirements {R317 U.A.C.}.
Area (acres) and land use for all parcels to be served within the
development boundaries.
Major and minor drainages and floodplains, including FEMA desigations.
Existing irrigation canals or ditches.
Significant geologic features and topography.
Existing On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS).
Existing water wells.
Easements/tracts may not be known initially; however, provide a
statement that easements or tracts necessary for utilities will be provided
at time of preliminary site plan, in accordance with City standards
regarding location and size of easements and tracts.
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III.

EXISTING WASTEWATER SYSTEM
A.

Existing Collection System.
Discuss the existing sanitary sewer mainssewers, interceptors, lift stations, and
force mains in the vicinity of the development, including sizes and locations that
will serve the proposed development.

IV.

ESTIMATED PROPOSED LOADINGS
A.

Average Day Loadings.
Estimated hydraulic and BOD5 loadings must be provided for all phases of
development. If wastewater is expected to be typical for residential wastewater,
BOD5 may be assumed to be typical. If typical, this assumption shall be stated in
the report.

B.

Peak Loadings.
Estimated peaking factors for hydraulic loadings shall be provided.

C.

Special Waste Characteristics (if different from typical residential wastewater).
A detailed listing of special wastewater constituents shall be provided, along with
a detailed description of needed treatment processes. A listing of pre-treatment
processes provided by the project Owner shall be discussed in detail.

V.

PROPOSED WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM
A.

Proposed Collection System.
Provide a general overview of the anticipated collection system layout, and
discuss any extensions from the site to the existing wastewater system that are
necessary to serve the development. The locations and types of pipes, manholes,
clean-outs, and other facilities shall be provided.

B.

Proposed Wastewater Facilities.
Discuss any anticipated lift stations, force mains, pretreatment facilities, etc., that
will likely be required to adequately serve the development.
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VI.

REFERENCES
Reference all criteria, master plans, reports, or other technical information utilized in the
report.

3.4.1 Wastewater System Modeling
The City maintains a wastewater system model. Once the preliminary wastewater system report
is received and found to be adequate, the City will determine whether wastewater system
modeling is required. If the modeling is required, the City will determine the level of modeling
needed for the development and will estimate the cost of modeling. The developer will be
responsible for the cost of wastewater system modeling.

3.5. City Designation of Connection Points
If the City of Moab determines that the Preliminary Wastewater Utility Report meets the
requirements set forth in these Criteria, the City will provide wastewater service at designated
tie-in points.

3.63.6. Geotechnical Investigation and Report
A geotechnical investigation and report is required to provide a basis for wastewater collection
system design. The investigation must include boreholes or excavations to a depth at least 2-feet
deeper than the bottom of the anticipated trench excavation. Samples shall be collected and
analyzed at a geotechnical laboratory to determine soil classification, moisture contents, dry
density, strength, water level (if detected) and corrosion potential. The investigation shall
identify expansive and collapsible soils. The report shall include recommendations for
foundations backfill, utility and trench construction, and compaction. The report shall include a
discussion of the suitability of the on-site soils for use for the intended purposes.

3.7 Final Wastewater Utility Report
The Final Wastewater Utility Report shall describe final wastewater infrastructure, including
final modeling and calculations. The Final Wastewater Utility Report shall be consistent with
final construction drawings.
The following outline sets forth the required minimum content to be provided in the Final
Wastewater Utility Report that shall be submitted with the Construction Documents:
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I.

TITLE SHEET
A.
Name of Project, including legal name of Development.
B.
Address.
C.
Owner.
Developer.
D.
E.
Engineer.
F.
Submittal date and revision dates as applicable.

II.

PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

III.

A.

Site Location.
1.
Site Vicinity Map
Township, Range, Section, and 1/4 Section.
2.
3.
Streets, Roadways, and Highways adjacent to the proposed development.
4.
Names of surrounding or adjacent developments.

B.

Description of Property and Land Use.
1.
Total area in acres.
2.
Discussion of project phasing, if applicable.
3.
Total number of ERUs proposed for the development at build-out with a
breakdown of units by type projected by phase (if applicable).
4.
Area (acres), land use for all parcels to be served within the development
boundaries (initial and future phases, if applicable) and number of lots.
5.
Sizes of schools, commercial and industrial buildings (initial and future
phases, if applicable).
6.
Major and minor drainages and floodplains, including FEMA
designations.
Existing irrigation canals or ditches.
7.
8.
Significant geologic features and topography.
9.
Existing On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS).
10.
Existing water wells.

CALCULATED FLOWS
A.

Average Day Loadings.
Estimated hydraulic and BOD5 loadings must be provided for all phases of
development. If wastewater is expected to be typical for residential wastewater,
BOD5 may be assumed to be typical. This shall be stated in the report.
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B.

Peak Loadings.
Estimated peaking factors for hydraulic loadings shall be provided.

C.

Special Waste Characteristics (if different from typical residential wastewater).
A detailed listing of special wastewater constituents shall be provided, along with a
detailed description of needed treatment processes. A listing of pre-treatment
processes provided by the project Owner shall be discussed in detail.

IV.

EXISTING WASTEWATER SYSTEM
A.

Existing Collection System.
Discuss the existing sanitary sewer mainssewers, interceptors, lift stations, and
force mains in the vicinity of the development, including sizes and locations that
will need to be extended to serve the proposed development.

V.

PROPOSED WASTEWATER SYSTEM
A.

Proposed Collection System.
Provide a description of all proposed wastewater facilities and a general overview
of the anticipated collection system layout, including the proposed line sizes.
Describe the tie-ins to the existing wastewater system and the sizes and lengths of
any extensions necessary to serve the development.

B.

Proposed Wastewater Facilities.
Discuss any lift stations, force mains, pretreatment facilities, etc., that will likely
be required to adequately serve the development.

C.

Land Dedication Requirements.
Generally describe any portions of the proposed wastewater system that are not
planned to be located in public right-of-way, and will therefore require the
dedication of tracts or utility easements to the City.
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VI.

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IMPROVEMENTS AGREEMENT (DIA) ITEMS
Discuss any potential DIA items such as needed off-site improvements, improvements
necessary for a project or project phase to be independently sustainable, etc.

VII.

POTENTIAL PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS
Generally discuss all foreseeable Federal, State, County, and Local permitting
requirements associated with the project.

XI.

REFERENCES
Reference all criteria, master plans, reports, or other technical information utilized in the
report.

3.67.1 Wastewater System Modeling
The City maintains a wastewater system model. It is anticipated that wastewater system
modeling will be performed once the Preliminary Wastewater Utility Report is submitted. The
results of the City’s wastewater modeling should be included in the Final Wastewater Utility
Report. The City of Moab should be notified of any changes. The modeling will be used by the
City as needed. The developer will be responsible for the cost of wastewater system modeling.

3.67.2 Disclaimer
The City is not responsible or liable for assumptions made by the Developer regarding utility
information associated with the proposed development.

3.78 Construction Drawings
3.78.1 Wastewater System Improvements
Wastewater system improvements within public rights-of-way or utility easements are required
to be designed, approved, and constructed in accordance with the City’s Regulations, subdivision
requirements of the Municipal Code, the City’s Design Criteria and Standard Details, sound
engineering principles, and the conditions of any variances obtained from the City.
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3.78.2 Indemnification Statement
Construction Drawings are reviewed by the City of Moab for concept only. The review does not
imply responsibility by the City of Moab for accuracy and correctness of calculations.
Furthermore, the review does not imply that quantities of items on the plans are the final
quantities required. The review shall not be construed for any reason as acceptance of financial
responsibility by the City for additional quantities of items shown that may be required during
the construction phase.

3.78.3 Construction Drawing Requirements
In general, construction drawings shall include plan and profile drawings that convey the
horizontal and vertical alignment of the improvements, and all other pertinent plans, sections and
detailing necessary to construct the proposed facilities.
All construction drawings submitted to the City for review, comment, and approval of
wastewater system improvements shall be prepared by, or under the direct supervision of a
Professional Engineer licensed in the State of Utah. Said Professional Engineer shall be
responsible for the information contained on the construction drawings, which shall bear the
Professional Engineer’s seal prior to final approval for construction.
The Developer, Contractor and Engineer associated with the construction drawings shall be
responsible for the adequacy and satisfactory performance of the designs and the installation of
all items therein, and any failure or unsatisfactory performance of the system, so constructed,
shall not be a cause for action against the City. Approval of the construction drawings by the
City signifies only that the construction drawings meet the minimum stipulations of these design
criteria and City requirements based upon the information provided to the City by the Engineer
and/or Developer, and makes no finding, representation, or warranty that the system and
associated components will perform satisfactorily.
3.78.3.1 Wastewater Utility Construction Drawings

In addition to the general formatting and information to be included on all sheets of a
construction drawing (e.g., north arrow, scale, project boundaries, lot lines, rights-of-way, tracts,
approval blocks, etc.), the following information shall be included on the final Wastewater
Utility Plans.
1. Legend: Each sheet shall show the symbols pertaining to the sheet.
2. Vertical Datum: All elevations used for the planning, design and construction of
facilities shall be on the NAVD88 Datum. No conversion equation is allowed.
3. Horizontal Benchmark and Coordinates: The horizontal benchmark shall be specified.
In order to facilitate the City’s GIS mapping efforts, all construction drawings shall be
placed in the State Plane NAD83, Utah Central Zone Coordinate System and include the
coordinates of a known property corner on or adjacent to the site.
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4. Plan views shall be oriented so that north is up on the sheet or to the right.
5. Overall Wastewater System Plan: In plan view, provide all information and dimensions
for horizontal layout of proposed sanitary sewer and force mains including but not
limited to manholes, wye connections, sanitary sewer service lines, cleanouts, lift
stations, and any other appurtenances that are part of the wastewater collection system.
Coordinates shall be provided for the locations of manholes, lift stations and other key
components.
6. Plan views shall show the locations and sizes of all existing and proposed utility lines
and appurtenances (water, sanitary sewer, stormwater, gas, electric, telephone, cable,
fiber optic, etc.) on and adjacent to the site. Plan views shall show the location of all
existing water wells and On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS) on and
adjacent to the site.
7. Plan views shall show existing sanitary sewer and force mains with sizes; manholes;
sanitary sewer service taps and lines; clean-outs; lift stations; and any other
appurtenances that are part of the wastewater collection system on and adjacent to the
site.
8. Plan views shall show existing and proposed curb, gutter, and sidewalks; and all
existing and proposed obstructions, such as vaults, catch basins, traffic islands, street
lights, walls or other permanent structures on and adjacent to the site.
9. Plan views and profiles shall show the tie-ins to the existing wastewater collection
system, including sizes of existing mainssewers. In addition, the nearest manholes on
existing mainssewers shall be shown or, at a minimum, the distance to these manholes
shall be included on the CDs.
10. Plan views and profiles shall show all needed off-site improvements, extensions of
service or upgrades to the City’s wastewater collection system.
11. Plan views shall show and label as to type and width, all existing and proposed
easements that are on and adjacent to the site. Recordation information shall be included
for all existing easements.
12. Profile views are required for all sanitary sewersewers and force mains and must
show proposed streets profiles and existing ground surface profiles. The following
information shall be included:
a. All high points (HP) and low points (LP) along the sanitary sewer and force
mains shall be identified;
b. Where required by these Criteria, combination air release and air/vacuum
valves and drain valves shall be shown on force mains, with the TOP elevations
provided.
c. All utility crossings shall be identified.
13. Profile views or plan views: Adequate pipe elevation information is required for all
utility crossings of water, sanitary sewer, force main, stormwater, gas, electric lines, etc.
The following information shall be included:
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a. Types and sizes of the utility lines at the crossing and the location of the
crossing.
b. If any pipes at a crossing are to be encased, the coordinates at each end of the
encasement, and the type and thickness of the encasements shall be specified. In
addition, all utility crossing shall include either:
(1) A reference to the sheet where the crossing information is shown; or
(2) TOP and BOP elevations and vertical clearance at the crossing with a
callout of “(Min. = 1.5’)” wherever the clearance is 2 feet or less.
14. Wastewater System Details: All pertinent details related to wastewater system
improvements, such as manholes, outside drop manholes, sanitary sewer service line
connections, sanitary sewer clean-outs, proposed utility crossings, including concrete
blankets, trenching, etc., shall be shown on detail sheets on the construction drawings.
References to the Utah APWA plans may be provided. In this case, the detail drawings
don’t need to be provided in the plan set.

3.89 Record Drawings
All wastewater system improvements constructed within public rights-of-way and dedicated
easements must be formally accepted by the City.
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4.1 Design Criteria - Reference Design Documents
Standards and reference publications pertinent to the design of wastewater facilities within the
City are listed below. Unless otherwise specified, the latest editions shall apply.












Utah State Code, Annotated
Utah Administrative Code
Utah American Public Works Association (Utah APWA)
All applicable International Codes recognized by the City including, but not limited to,
the International Building Code (IBC), the International Plumbing Code (IPC), the
International Fire Code (IFC), the International Residential Code (IRC), and the
International Mechanical Code (IMC)
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
Utah Department of Environmental Quality (UDEQ)
City of Moab Municipal Code
City of Moab Wastewater Master Plan
Gravity Sanitary Sewer Design and Construction (Current Version). Manuals and
Reports on Engineering Practice No. 60. American Society of Civil Engineers/Water
Pollution Control Federation.

4.2 Prohibited Installations
The following installations are prohibited unless otherwise approved by the City. Items listed
below reference sections contained in these Criteria that provide the minimum design
requirements to be addressed should a variance be pursued.
 On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS)
 Gray-water systems
 Private Ejector Pumps and Private Lift stations, unless approved by the City
 Inverted Wastewater Siphons
 Manholes and sewer lines over 20 feet deep
 Elevated Wastewater Pipelines

4.3 Unlawful Connections
It shall be unlawful to discharge roof drainage, foundation drainage, sump pumps, surface
drainage, storm water, solid wastes, or any other illicit discharges to the wastewater collection
system..
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4.4 Minimum Wastewater System Design Criteria
This section presents the minimum technical criteria for the analysis and design of wastewater
systems within the boundaries of the City of Moab and other areas served by the City, including
collection mainssewers, sanitary sewer service lines, and the applicable appurtenances associated
with these installations. Any special criteria beyond those contained herein, and as determined
necessary by the City, shall be discussed at the pre-application consultation (or as the issue
arises).

4.4.1 Design Flows
Average daily loadings, peaking factors and average annual loadings shall be based on the
criteria included in the current Utah Administrative Code and based upon information included
in the Wastewater Master Plan. This information is currently located at {R317-3 U.A.C.}. The
City may adjust the loading values based on the evaluation of actual use data, a current master
plan or other conditions determined to affect the safety and welfare of the public.

4.4.2 Hydraulic Design
Wastewater systems shall be designed to provide a minimum velocity of 2.0 feet per second at
the peak design flow. In situations where the minimum velocity of 2.0 feet per second cannot be
met, an explanation and justification shall be included in the Final Wastewater Utility Report.
The maximum velocity shall not exceed 10 feet per second.
Drop manholes shall be provided to break steep slopes to limit the velocities in conformance
with this criterion. Where drop manholes are impractical for velocity reduction, the sewer must
be approved by variance and shall be of PVC or other abrasion resistant material approved by the
City.
Where actual flow will be much below normal for several years, the minimum velocity shall be
achieved by suitable grades at the initial design flow rate. Care shall be taken to design invert
elevations at manholes in such a manner that the energy gradient is consistently falling in the
direction of the flow.
Sanitary sewers shall be sized to convey the peak design flow in accordance with the following
table:
Pipe Diameter
Maximum Depth of Flow/Pipe
(inches)
Diameter
≤ 15
0.5
>15
0.75
Computation of velocity of flow shall be based on a coefficient of roughness "n" in the Manning
formula as follows: n = 0.013 (min).
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At all junctions where a smaller diameter main discharges in to a larger one, the crowns (obverts)
of the two pipes shall have matching elevations. No surcharging of sanitary sewer lines is
allowed.

4.4.3 Pipe Sizes and Grades
Sanitary sewer mains shall be a minimum of 8 inches in diameter. Service lines shall be a
minimum of 4 inches in diameter.
The minimum sewer slopes shall comply with the slopes included in Table R317-3-2.3(D)(4) of
the Utah Administrative Code.

4.4.4 Selection of Pipe Material
Sewer linesGravity sewers in the City collection system shall be constructed of PVC, or fiberglass reinforced polymer mortar or concrete, unless special conditions require another material.
Force mains shall be PVC or HDPE. Other pipe materials must be approved by the City prior to
use. If concrete is to be used, the collection system must be evaluated for sulfide corrosion risk
and corrosion mitigation measures must be implemented as needed. Sewers at stream crossings
or crossings with water lines shall be ductile iron in accordance with {R317 U.A.C.}. Materials
for building sewers (between structures and the City collection main) shall be in accordance with
plumbing code.

4.4.5 General Wastewater System Layout Criteria
4.4.5.1 Location

All sanitary sewers and appurtenances shall be installed in dedicated rights-of-way or dedicated
utility easements. Sewers or manholes shall not be installed parallel to, and directly below, any
concrete such as sidewalks, trails, curbs, or gutters. In general, sanitary sewer mainssewers shall
be located in public streets near the center of the south or west lane. Sanitary sewers and
manholes shall not be located in vehicle wheel paths. A sewer shall not be closer than 5 feet to a
gutter. Sanitary sewer lines and manholes shall not be located within detention pond areas.
Where it is necessary to locate a sanitary sewer main along back lot lines, the alignment shall be
specifically approved by the City. Manholes installed along lot lines shall be provided lockingtype covers.
4.4.5.2 Horizontal Layout

Sewers shall be laid with a minimum separation of 10 feet horizontally, edge-to-edge, from all
water lines. Sewers shall have a minimum separation of 10 feet horizontally, centerline-tocenterline, from all other existing or proposed utilities wherever possible. The City of Moab
must specifically approve any variance from these requirements in the event that it has been
determined that it is impossible to maintain the specified horizontal separation distances.
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Sewers adjacent to developments shall be designed to extend along the entire frontage of the
property to be served, from property line to property line, with termination in a manhole. This
provides for wastewater service for adjacent Developers or Builders in the future. Within
developments, sanitary sewer mainssewers shall be extended at least ten feet horizontally uphill
from the lowest lot corner of the uppermost lot, and shall terminate in a manhole.
4.4.5.3 Vertical Layout

Sanitary sewer mainssewers shall have a minimum cover of 5 feet to finished ground surface,
and a maximum cover of 20 feet unless otherwise approved by variance. Sanitary sewer
mainssewers shall be deep enough to collect wastewater from all basements by gravity flow.
When less than 9 feet of elevation difference exists between the finished lot grade at the building
line and the top of the sanitary sewer main, such conditions shall be clearly addressed in the
required Utility Reports, with notes provided on the record drawings indicating which lots are
served by a "shallow sanitary sewer." Appropriate elevation information shall be provided on the
record drawings for all such mains. For sewers that receive or will receive flow from offsite, the
minimum depth to the sewer is 9 feet, unless otherwise approved by the City.
4.4.5.4 Sanitary Sewer Main Crossing a Water Main

When it is necessary for sewers to cross public water system pipes, the crossings shall be in
accordance with the State of Utah requirements. These requirements are located at {R309-550-7
U.A.C.} and {R317-3-2.9(B)(1) U.A.C}.
4.4.5.5 Sanitary Sewer Main Crossing of a Storm SewerDrain

When sanitary sewer mainssewers or force mains cross a storm sewerdrain, regardless of vertical
clearance and which pipe crosses over the other, each joint of the storm sewer within the trench
width of the crossing shall be encased in a concrete collar at least 6 inches thick and extending at
least 6 inches each side of each joint.
4.4.5.6 Limits on Minimum Vertical Clearance

Under no circumstances shall the minimum vertical clearance between any two crossing utilities
be less than 12 inches unless approved by the City.

4.4.6 Bored Crossings
When a sewer passes under a State roadway, an arterial or collector roadway as defined by the
City, railroad, drainage or irrigation ditch, the sewer shall be located within bored steel casing
pipe, unless otherwise allowed to be open cut by the jurisdictional entity being crossed. The
carrier pipe shall be supported by casing spacers. The casing shall be sealed around the sewer at
the casing ends. The casing shall have a minimum of 5 feet of cover. The casing pipe shall
extend the entire width of the right-of-way or easement of the crossing structure, or as directed
by the City or other jurisdictional entity.
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Crossing at ditches shall include cutoff walls at each side of the crossing, either as required by
the jurisdictional entity, or as analyzed and designed by the Engineer at the direction of the
Engineering Department.
Casing pipe shall be smooth-walled, non-coated pipe of welded steel construction conforming to
ANSI/AWWA C200, and shall be seamless or straight seam steel pipe with minimum yield
strength of 35,000 psi. The casing pipe shall be new material and have a minimum wall thickness
as follows unless specified otherwise.
Carrier Pipe Nominal
Diameter

Min. Casing
Pipe O.D.

Min. Wall Thickness*

4”
12”
0.250”
6”
14”
0.3125”
8”
16”
0.3125”
12”
20”
0.3750”
*The boring contractor shall determine and provide a greater wall thickness if
needed. Other pipe sizes shall be designed by a professional engineer and
submitted to the City of Moab for review.
Casing pipe shall be cathodically protected by burying a pair of sacrificial anodes at least 5 feet
from each end of the casing. All anodes shall be buried with the top of the anodes set at a depth
equal to the casing springline. Test stations shall be provided on treated wooden posts so that the
condition of the sacrificial anode can be determined. Anode pairs shall be offset perpendicularly
5 feet away from the casing pipe, and shall be placed in native soils, not imported backfills. The
cathodic protection system shall be designed by personnel experienced with cathodic protections
systems.The Engineer shall evaluate the risk of corrosion to the casing based on the corrosively
of the surrounding soils, as well as any known risks from nearby stray current, buried electrical
lines, nearby impressed current corrosion protection systems or other factors. For each casing
installed, the Engineer shall provide a written evaluation as to whether corrosion protection is
needed. If needed, the Engineer shall provide a design for corrosion protection. The City
preference is for sacrificial anodes systems rather than impressed current systems. The design
shall be submitted to the City for review. Long-term maintenance of the system, including anode
assessment and replacement, shall be addressed in the submittal. evaluation.

4.4.7 Manholes
4.4.7.1 Layout

1. Location: Manholes for access to sewers shall be provided at the following locations:
a. All junctions of sanitary sewers.
b. All points of change in alignment, grade or pipe size.
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c. All points of industrial and commercial discharge to facilitate observation and
sampling.
d. The upstream terminus of the main.
e. Cleanouts shall not be allowed to replace manholes on sanitary sewer lines 8
inch and larger.
2. Alignment and Spacing: Sewer manholes shall be aligned and spaced as follows:
a. Sewer mainsSewers shall be installed in a straight alignment, both in line and
grade, and not curved between manholes.
b. Maximum spacing between manholes shall be 400 feet for lines 15 inches or
smaller and 500 feet for lines 18 inches and larger.
c. Maximum change in alignment shall not exceed 90 degrees.
d. Manhole lids shall not be aligned with vehicle wheel paths, or within 2 feet
either direction of the street crown.
e. No drop-in style riser or paver rings are allowed. Grade rings beneath the ring
and cover are allowable for final grade adjustment with a maximum of 12 inches.
3. Access: Provisions for manhole access shall be as follows:
a. Manholes shall not be located in areas that are subject to flooding from surface
runoff. If the possibility of surface runoff flooding cannot be avoided, a watertight
lid as approved by the City shall be installed to prevent inflow.
b. Manholes shall be located in areas that allow direct access by maintenance
vehicles when it is not feasible to locate the manhole in a public street.
c. Manholes shall not be located in open space access roads, wherever possible. If
it is impossible to locate a manhole outside an access road, then the cover shall be
at the grade of the access road and a 10’ x 10’ concrete collar shall be installed
around the manhole. All manholes located outside dedicated street right-of-way
shall be designed and constructed with a locking-type cover and the manhole ring
shall be bolted to the manhole cone and the manhole lid shall be raised in
accordance with the City’s Standard Detail. Marker shall be installed to mark the
location of manholes outside of pavement.
d. All manhole lids shall be depressed ¼” to ½” below any adjacent finished street
surface.
4.4.7.2 Manhole Sizing

Manholes for sanitary sewers up to 18 inches in diameter shall have an inside diameter not less
than 4-feet. Manholes for sanitary sewers 18 inches to 36 inches shall have an inside diameter of
not less than 5-feet. Manholes for sanitary sewers 36 inches to 54 inches shall have an inside
diameter of 6 feet. Manholes for sanitary sewers over 54 inches shall be of special design. If the
angle of deflection does not permit use of a 6 foot inside diameter manhole, then a special
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manhole detail must be submitted for review and approval by the City. There shall be a bench
located below the bottom manhole ladder rung.
4.4.7.3 Drop Manholes

1. Drop manholes shall be in accordance with the City’s standard details.
4.4.7.4 Main Connections to Existing Manholes

No new connection shall be made with existing manholes. When connections are required at the
location of an existing manhole, the manhole shall be replaced unless otherwise approved by the
City.
4.4.7.5 Sanitary Sewers and Manholes Greater than 20 Feet

Where sanitary sewer mainssewers or manholes cannot be designed at depths less than 20 feet, a
variance shall be obtained.

4.4.8 Inverted Wastewater Siphons
The design of inverted wastewater siphons, or sag pipes, shall be avoided, unless approved by
the City. When inverted siphon construction is deemed necessary and approved by the City, the
facility shall have at least two separate barrels with a minimum pipe size of 8 inches, and shall
include appurtenances for convenient flushing and maintenance. Inlet and outlet structures shall
have adequate clearance for access and maintenance operations, and sufficient head shall be
provided and pipes sized to ensure velocities of at least 3.0 feet per second under average flow
for both initial and future build-out conditions. The inlet and outlet shall be arranged so that
normal flows can be diverted to one barrel, and that either barrel may be removed from service
for cleaning or repair.

4.4.9 Fill Areas
Where sanitary sewer lines will be constructed in fill areas, all fill materials shall be placed and
compacted to final grade prior to the installation of the sanitary sewer line and appurtenances.

4.4.10 Future Connections
Manholes shall have pipes stubbed out that are sized to accommodate flows from the upstream
basin whenever a future extension of the sanitary sewer main is anticipated. The main line stubout shall be capped and sealed.

4.4.11 Sanitary Sewer Service Lines
All single family residential dwellings, each individual unit in multi-family complexes, and each
commercial business and industrial customer shall be served by a separate, independent sanitary
sewer service line.

4.4.12.1 Ownership
After a building is connected through a service line to the sanitary sewer, the service shall
become a part of the building, and the Owner of the premises shall be responsible for the
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operation and maintenance of the entire service line (building sewer) between the building and
the City sewer, excluding the wye at the connection. Although the service line up to the wye is
the responsibility of the Owner, the service lines and associated connections to the main shall be
inspected and tested by the City prior to backfill. The inspection of service line stub-outs will
take place at the same time inspections are conducted for the installation of the sanitary sewer
main. Inspection of the entire service line will be made when the service line is extended to the
building.
4.4.12.2 Layout

The Owner shall install a service line stub-out from the sanitary sewer main to each individual
lot. Where sidewalks are proposed to be constructed, the stub-out shall be constructed to 15 feet
beyond the back of the sidewalk. Where sidewalks will not be constructed, the stub-out shall be
constructed a minimum of one foot beyond the property line. The stub-outs shall be plugged and
the end marked with a green painted T-post installed in the ground directly above the location of
the plugged end.
4.4.12.3 Cleanouts

Cleanouts shall be required on sanitary sewerwastewater service lines in accordance with the
City standard details and in accordance with plumbing code.
4.4.12.4 Structural Requirements

A. Under Roads - All structures and pipe placed under public roads shall be of sufficient
strength to support, with an adequate factor of safety, the backfill, road surfacing and H20 traffic load per AASHTO Standard Specifications.
B. Steep Grades - Concrete anchors willshall be required in special instances as specified
by the City,provided for sewers on slopes of 20% or greater, or where such
anchoragewastewater velocities exceed 15 feet/second. The purpose of the anchors is
deemed necessary to prevent pipe movementsecure the sewer against lateral or axial
displacement.

4.5 Easements
Where sewers cannot be installed in right-of-way, they shall be located within utility easements
approved by the City and shall be centered in the easement. All utility easements shall have a
minimum width of at least two times the depth to the pipe invert. The minimum easement width
shall be 20 feet for one utility, 30 feet for two utilities, and 40 feet in width for three utilities.
Site-specific circumstances may dictate the need for wider easements. Utility easements and
dedicated utility tracts shall be defined by bearings and distances around the perimeter of the
easement. Centerline legal descriptions are not acceptable.
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All utility easements shall be for the exclusive use of the City. No permanent structures, (e.g.,
retaining walls, trees, light pedestals, sign foundations, power poles, mailboxes, sheds, buildings,
etc.), shall be placed in the easement.

4.6 Sand/Oil and Grease Interceptors
Sand/oil and grease interceptors shall be installed on service lines from commercial and
industrial properties discharging oil and grease. The owner shall prepare sizing calculations for
the interceptor for City review. At the City’s option, the City will size the interceptor. The
interceptors shall include a sampling port which extends into a manhole or other City approved
structure which causes the discharged fluid to drop vertically at least 3-inches so that a samples
may be collected. The connection must be in a location accessible by City inspectors so that
samples can be collected.
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5.1 Sewage Pump Stations (Lift Stations) and Force Mains
5.1.1 Scope
New lift stations are discouraged and shall only be allowed in those locations where there is no
feasible way the development can be served by gravity extension of the City’s existing
wastewater collection system.

5.1.2 Compliance with State of Utah Standards
Lift stations shall be designed in accordance with the State of Utah standards, currently located at
{R317-3-3 U.A.C}. Lift stations shall also be design in accordance within the applicable
building codes.

5.1.3 City Review and Approval
New lift stations must be approved by the City. If approved, the Developer shall submit a utility
report with a complete set of design calculations and drawings for review and acceptance by the
City.

5.1.4 Flood Protection
Lift station structures and the associated electrical and mechanical equipment shall be protected
from damage by the 100-year flood, and shall remain fully operational and accessible during
such an event. Local, State and Federal regulations pertaining to floodplain shall be satisfactorily
accounted for in the design. Grading shall be provided to protect the site by directing surface
flows away from the facilities.

5.1.5 Accessibility and Security
Lift stations shall be readily accessible by maintenance vehicles during all weather conditions.
The facility should be located off the traffic way of streets and alleys. Depending on the nature
and location of the facility, security fencing with controlled entry keypads, card-reader access to
buildings, security cameras, lockable access hatches, and motion-detection safety lighting may
be required.

5.1.6 Grit
Where it is necessary to pump wastewater prior to grit removal, the design of the wet well and
lift station piping shall receive special consideration to avoid operational problems from the
accumulation of grit.

5.1.7 Station Ventilation
Adequate ventilation at lift stations shall be provided to mechanically ventilate the dry well, and
if screens or mechanical equipment requiring maintenance or inspection are located in the wet
well, it shall also be mechanically ventilated. There shall be no inter-connection between the wet
well and dry well ventilating systems. In pits over 15 feet deep, multiple inlets and outlets are
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required. Switches for the operation of ventilation equipment should be clearly marked and
conveniently located. Consideration should be given to automatic controls where operations may
be intermittent.
Where excessive moisture or low temperatures are a concern, consideration shall be given to
installation of heating and/or dehumidification equipment.

5.1.8 Odor Control
Unacceptable levels of odors may be produced at lift stations and within force mains due to
excessive hydrogen sulfide generation. Odor control systems are required.

5.2 Minimum Lift Station Design Criteria
The following design criteria shall be applicable to lift stations:
1. Lift stations must be equipped with instrumentation and SCADA equipment to collect
and transmit all relevant data.
2. Backup electrical power provided by a diesel or natural gas generator with an
automatic transfer switch in an all-weather enclosure shall be provided to insure that all
lift station components function properly for a period of at least one week in the event
that the primary power is lost. Electrical power to the lift station site shall be
underground. In addition, an emergency overflow basin shall be provided that will
accommodate a minimum 12 hours of storage at the peak daily loading rates. The basin
shall be designed and configured to allow for complete draining after an overflow event,
either by gravity or submersible sump pumps permanently installed in the basin.
3. Lift stations shall include a wet well sized to reduce the cycling of the pumps and the
settling of solids from the flows.
4. A corrosion protection system shall be applied to, and shall completely cover all
interior surfaces of wet wells, and any in-line vaults or manholes that precede the wet
well. The system shall be specifically designed to protect concrete from hydrogen sulfide
corrosion.
5. All lift station wet wells shall be considered an explosion hazard. All electrical
equipment and wiring installed therein shall be designed for this hazard.
6. Installation of suitable devices for measuring, recording and totalizing sewage influent
and effluent flow and power consumption shall be included.
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7. The lift station design shall consider changes in flows over the life of the station and
allow for proper operation of the station and force main throughout the intended design
life.
8. Where high groundwater conditions are possible, buoyancy of the lift station structures
shall be evaluated and protected against flotation.
9. The lift station shall include a wet well bypass-to-overflow basin to allow the wet well
to be temporarily removed from service for maintenance.

5.3 Pump Equipment and Protection
Pumping equipment shall be specifically designed and rated for wastewater service. For
wastewater lift stations with an ultimate rated capacity of 1 MGD or less, the City will consider
the use of either self-priming pumps in a wet well, or self-priming pumps in a wet well / dry well
configuration. For stations with an ultimate capacity in excess of 1 MGD, only a wet well selfpriming configuration with the pump located above the wet well and above ground will be
accepted.

5.3.1 Pump Characteristics
1. Pumps shall be specifically designed and rated for wastewater service.
2. The design Engineer shall consider pump efficiency in the design with the intent to
maximize pumping efficiency and minimize electrical power demand.
3. Wastewater level measurement equipment shall be provided and shall be connected
with the City SCADA system.
3. The lift station shall be provided with multiple pump units programmed to alternate
sequentially. Should only two units be provided, equal capacity is required, and each
pump train shall be capable of handling the peak flow. Pump redundancy is required so
that pumps may be taken out of service for maintenance.
4. The station shall be designed such that the number of motor starts per hour shall not
exceed 10, or the number of starts recommended by the motor manufacturer, whichever
is less. Duplex pump operation and controllers shall be provided such that the lead and
lag pump positions are alternated with each successive motor start.
5. Provisions acceptable to the City shall be made to facilitate the removal of pumps,
motors, and other mechanical and electrical equipment. Typically, in wet well / dry well
stations, a bridge crane shall be provided for removing pumps. In suction lift stations,
slide or overhead rails with hoists for removing pumps shall be provided. In wet well
stations, rails shall be provided.
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5.3.2 Pump Protection
Pumps handling raw wastewater shall be preceded by approved grinders that are installed to
protect the pumps from clogging damage by reducing the particle size of wastewater solids in the
flow stream. The grinder shall be located in a lined vault or manhole that precedes the wet well.
Grinder pumps may be used in wet well settings for flows less than 1 MGD.

5.4 Overflow Basins
Overflow basins for lift stations shall be sized to contain the volume of 12 hours the Average
Daily Flow at build-out. The basin shall be designed and configured to allow for complete
draining after an overflow event, either by gravity or submersible sump pumps permanently
installed in the basin. Basins shall be designed to include a vault or manhole outside the overflow
basin to facilitate the complete removal of any liquid that accumulates in the basin, and shall
require the installation of a pipe between the basin and vault, with positive slope to the vault. A
pump-back or gravity system shall be included in the lift station design to return wastewater to
the wet well.

5.5 Force Main Design Criteria
5.5.1 Pipe Materials
Force main pipe materials, including restraint devices and fittings, shall be PVC or HDPE. Use
of other materials must be approved by the City.

5.5.2 Velocity and Pipe Diameter
Sanitary sewer force mains shall be a minimum of 3 inches in diameter. At the design pumping
rate (initial and ultimate), the velocity shall be at least 3 feet/second, but not more than 7
feet/second.

5.5.3 Pipe and Design Pressure
The force main, joint restraint, thrust blocking, and station piping shall be analyzed and designed
to withstand water hammer pressures and associated cyclic reversal stresses that are expected
with the cycling of wastewater lift station pumps. Water hammer shall be evaluated for the
normal operation of the lift station, as well as for a power outage while the pumps are running.

5.5.4 Shutoff and Check Valves
Suitable shutoff and check valves shall be placed on the discharge line of each pump. Check
valves shall be suitable for the material being handled and shall be placed on the horizontal
portion of discharge piping except for ball checks, which may be placed in the vertical run.
Valves shall be capable of withstanding operational design pressures and water hammer.
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5.5.5 Isolation Valves
Isolation valves shall be installed at intervals no greater than 1,000 feet along force mains.

5.5.6 Combination Air Release and Air/Vacuum Valves
Combination air release and air/vacuum valves shall be located at force main high points, on
pump discharge piping as close as possible to the check valve, and between isolation valves.
During the design, the Engineer shall consider the economics of air valve installation against the
installation of deeper force main piping. The evaluation shall take into account the installation
and long-term maintenance costs of the air valves. The valves shall be specifically designed for
wastewater service and be sized per the manufacturer’s recommendations. Air valves on force
mains shall be contained in a vault and vented above ground. A manually controlled isolation
valve suitable for wastewater service shall be installed between the force main and air valve.

5.5.7 Drain Valves
When required by the City, the Engineer shall include at least one force main dewatering
connection at the lift station and additional drains at other major force main low points. The
design shall consist of as few low points along the force main as is practically possible. Drains
shall generally include a plug valve installed on a tee and drain piping to an existing sanitary
sewer manhole, or to a separate manhole that can then be pumped by City personnel. Provisions
shall be made to drain the force main back to the wet well.

5.5.8 Cleanouts
Cleanouts shall be provided in the force main at distances not to exceed 500 feet.

5.5.9 Termination
Force mains shall transition into the gravity sewerwastewater system at a dedicated manhole.
The connection of the force main to the manhole shall be made by connecting the force main to a
short section of gravity main stubbed out from the manhole. The gravity stub shall be a size that
is equal to or larger diameter pipe than the force main, and shall be installed at an elevation that
will prevent wastewater from discharging back into the force main when the gravity system is
flowing full. The manhole interior shall be coated for protection against hydrogen sulfide
corrosion. The manhole and its opening shall be oversized to permit retrieval of cleaning pigs
and ancillary equipment. The manhole at the discharge point shall not be an in-line gravity
manhole.

5.5.10 Identification
Minimum identification requirements for force mains shall consist of tracer wire and warning
tape as required for potable water mains, and green marked polywrap for ductile iron pipe. The
warning tape shall be labeled, “Caution: Buried Force Main Below”.
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Water System Design Criteria Manual
Additions were made to the proposed Water System Design Criteria Manual after the July 11 council
meeting. These are shown underlined in the excerpt below.

4.4.15 Water Service Lines
All single family residential dwellings, each individual unit in multi-family complexes,
including duplexes, and each commercial business, industrial, and irrigation customer shall
be served by a separate, independent water service line and meter. The City will consider
the use of a single water meter for multi-family complexes if requested by the Developer
and if sub-metering of individual units is provided.

The effective date shown on the cover of the document was updated to reflect this revision. All
other text in this manual remains as submitted for the July 11 council meeting.
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Chapter 5. Accessory Facilities Design
5.1 General
5.1.1 Scope
It is not anticipated that developers will be involved in the design or construction of wells, pump
stations, storage tanks or water treatment systems. The City will assume the lead design role for
these facilities unless otherwise negotiated with a developer. Design of these facilities will be in
accordance with the State of Utah Administrative Rules {R309 U.A.C} and the applicable
building codes.

33
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WATER SYSTEM DESIGN
CRITERIA MANUAL

Effective Date: July 18, 2017
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Chapter 1. General Provisions
1.1 Introduction
These criteria and design standards together with all future amendments shall be known as the
City of Moab Water System Design Criteria Manual (hereafter called “Criteria”). All utility
reports and plans, analyses, and designs, submitted as a requirement of the City of Moab
(hereafter called “City”) ordinances and resolutions (hereafter called “Regulations”), shall
comply with these Criteria.

1.2 Jurisdiction
These Criteria shall apply to all land within the incorporated area of the City of Moab, or served
by the City, including any public lands. These Criteria shall apply to all systems and facilities
constructed in or on City Rights-of-Way, easements dedicated for utilities across public or
private property, easements for public use, and to all privately owned and maintained system
facilities.

1.3 Purpose
Presented in these Criteria are the policies and minimum technical criteria for the planning,
design and construction of drinking water systems within the boundaries of the City of Moab and
areas served by the City. All subdivisions, site plans, or any other proposed development
submitted for acceptance by the City shall include adequate and appropriate water system
planning, analysis, and design. Such planning, analysis, and design shall conform to or exceed
the Criteria set forth herein. Water system planning, analysis, and design that require policies and
technical expertise not specifically addressed in these Criteria shall follow the requirements
outlined in the Utah Code Annotated, Utah Administrative Code (see {R309 U.A.C.}), industry
standards and manufacturer’s recommendations. In the event of a conflict, the State of Utah
Codes and Administrative Rules will prevail. Interpretation will be provided by the City of
Moab and/or the Utah Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Drinking Water.

1.4 Amendments and Revisions
Policies and criteria may be amended as new technology is developed or if experience gained in
the use of these Criteria indicates a need for revision. All technical criteria and policy changes
must be reviewed by the City Engineer and Public Works Director or their assignees. All major
revisions will require adoption, by resolution or ordinance of the City Council. The City shall
monitor the performance and effectiveness of these Criteria and will recommend amendments
and revisions as needed.

1
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TABLE 1-1 EXAMPLES OF MINOR AND MAJOR REVISIONS
MINOR
Grammar
Submittal Requirements
Clarifications
Construction
Detail
Revisions
clarification, minor modification
Technical Criteria Changes

MAJOR
Policy Changes
for

1.5 Enforcement Responsibility
The Engineering Department and Public Works Department shall review all water system reports,
plans, analyses, and designs submitted as a requirement of the Regulations for compliance with
these Criteria. The Regulations are enforced by the City of Moab and authorized representatives.

1.6 Review and Acceptance
The City shall review all submittals for general compliance with these Criteria. An acceptance
by the City does not relieve the Owner, Engineer, or Designer from the responsibility of
ensuring that the design, calculations, plans, specifications, construction, and record drawings are
in compliance with these Criteria and in compliance with other applicable State and Federal
requirements. The City may refer submittals to other agencies that have an interest or
responsibility for water system issues.

1.7 Interpretation
In the interpretation and application of these Criteria by the City, the provisions herein shall be
regarded as the minimum requirements for the protection of the public health, safety and welfare
of the residents of the City of Moab.
Whenever a provision of these Criteria and any other provision of the Regulations or any
provision in any law, ordinance, resolution, rule or regulation of any kind, contains any
requirement(s) covering any of the same subject matter, the requirements that are more
restrictive or impose higher standards shall govern, as determined by the City.
These Criteria shall not abrogate or annul any binding agreements, Development Improvement
Agreements, easements, permits, utility reports or construction drawings accepted by the City
prior to the effective date of these Criteria.

2
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1.8 Relationship to Other Standards
1.8.1 State Public Water System Code and Rules
Public water systems in the State of Utah are governed by the State of Utah Code Annotated and
the Utah Administrative Code. These codes and rules apply to policy, planning, criteria and
construction of public water system and prevail if a conflict exists with the Criteria. Most water
projects require a submittal to the Utah Divison of Drinking Water for its review. For land
development projects, the Developer/Owner shall provide all information needed to complete the
review and pay all review and relataed fees.

1.8.2 State Construction Code
The State of Utah Construction codes and rules, with amendments, are incorporated by reference.
These codes and rules apply to policy, planning, criteria and construction of public water system
and prevail if a conflict exists with the Criteria.

1.8.3 NSF International Standards
All pipe, valves, fittings, and other water system components that contact water within the public
water system shall comply with the applicable standards of NSF International. These include
NSF 60 (Water Treatment Chemicals), NSF 61 Annex G, and NSF 372 (Drinking Water System
Components).

1.9 Variances from these Criteria
Modifications to these Criteria shall require a formal variance request. Variances from the
provisions of these Criteria may be considered on a case-by-case basis for specific
applications only, and shall not establish a precedent for any other project or future
development.

1.10 Adoption of the Utah American Public Works Association (APWA)
Standard Plans and Specifications
The latest Utah APWA Manual of Standard Plans and Manual of Standard Specifications are
hereby adopted as the City of Moab Standard Details and Standard Specifications for water
system improvements. Variance from these standards must be approved by the City. In the event
that multiple standards apply, the City will determine the applicable standard.

1.11 Acronyms
As used in the City’s Water Criteria Manual, the following acronyms shall apply:
ANSI
APWA

American National Standards Institute
American Public Works Association
3
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ARV
ASTM
AWWA
CD and CDs
CFS
DIA
DIP
DIPRA
ERC
HP
Max
Min
NAVD
OSHA
PE
PRV
PSI
PVC
RCP
ROW

Combination Air Release/Vacuum Valve
American Society for Testing and Materials
American Water Works Association
Construction Drawing(s)
Cubic Feet per Second
Development Improvements Agreement
Ductile Iron Pipe
Ductile Iron Pipe Research Association
Equivalent Residential Connections
High Point
Maximum
Minimum
North American Vertical Datum
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Professional Engineer
Pressure Reducing Valve
Pounds per Square Inch
Polyvinyl Chloride
Reinforced Concrete Pipe
Right-of-Way

1.12 Definitions of Terms
CODE or MUNICIPAL CODE shall mean the City of Moab Municipal Code, as amended.
CONSTRUCTION DRAWING(S) (CD or CDs) shall mean construction drawings prepared by a
Professional Engineer licensed in the State of Utah for the Developer and approved by the City
depicting public and/or private improvements to be constructed for the Project.
ENGINEER shall mean the Professional Engineer retained by the Developer responsible for the
creation and submission of utility reports and construction drawings to the City for approval for
the purpose of one-time construction of facilities.
CRITERIA or DESIGN CRITERIA shall mean the design criteria and requirements
contained herein for water facilities to be constructed in the City.
DETAILS or STANDARD DETAILS shall mean details issued by the City to be used in
Construction Drawings
DEVELOPER shall mean the party or parties desiring to construct public and/or private
improvements within City rights-of-way or easements, securing all required approvals and
permits from the City and other applicable entities, and assuming full and complete
responsibility for the Project.
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DEVELOPMENT IMPROVEMENT AGREEMENT (DIA) shall mean a formal agreement
between an annexation applicant or Developer and the City that comprehensively addresses
development conditions and obligations.
EASEMENT shall mean the right of the City to use lands owned by another party for the
purposes of maintenance, access, utilities, drainage or other use, as specified in an agreement.
MUNICIPAL CODE – See CODE.
OWNER shall mean the person(s) in title to any portion of the Property, according to the records
of the Grand County Recorder. The use of the singular “Owner” shall refer to all Owners of the
property.
PRIVATE IMPROVEMENTS shall mean those improvements not identified as public
improvements, and which are not generally installed within the City rights-of-way, easements, or
other City-owned lands.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER shall mean an individual currently registered with the Utah
Division of Professional and Occupational Licensing as a professional engineer.
PROJECT shall mean the public or private improvements as designated in the approved
construction drawings to be constructed in conformance with these Design Criteria and the City
standard specification and details. The project is inclusive of any and all public or private
improvement projects for or within the City, whether development projects, private utility
projects or capital improvement projects.
PROPERTY shall mean the real property located in the City of Moab.
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS shall mean those public facilities including, but not limited to,
pavement, curb and gutter, sidewalk, pedestrian/bike/equestrian paths, storm drain facilities with
related appurtenances, culverts, channels, bridges, water distribution, transmission and storage
facilities with related appurtenances, wastewater collection facilities with related appurtenances,
water purification facilities, pavement markings/ signage/striping, traffic signals and related
appurtenances, and those processes integral to construction of other Public Improvements listed
herein, which upon their completion are to be dedicated to the City for operation and
maintenance by the City and which are installed within the City rights-of-way, easements, or
other City-owned lands.
REGULATIONS shall mean ordinances, resolutions, rules and regulations of the City, including
the Code, and other provisions of all zoning, subdivision and building codes or any other
applicable design criteria adopted by the City, as the same may be amended periodically and
applied uniformly throughout the City.
SHALL mean a mandatory requirement or condition, as approved by the City.
5
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STANDARD DETAILS – See DETAILS.
CITY shall mean the City of Moab, Utah
CITY COUNCIL shall mean the Moab City Council.
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT shall mean the City Engineering Department.
CITY ENGINEER shall mean the City of Moab Engineer or other authorized representative of
the Engineering Department.
VARIANCE REQUEST shall mean a formal request with adequate documentation and
justification for a variance from the standards, provisions, policies or submittal requirements set
forth in these Design Criteria.
WATER MASTER PLAN shall mean the City of Moab Water Distribution and Storage Master
Plan
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2.1 Introduction
Provisions for adequate service, water supply, purification, storage, transmission and distribution
are necessary to preserve and promote the general health, welfare, and economic well-being of
the residents of the City of Moab. The City of Moab must provide coordination, review, and
master planning of the system in order that the integration of each component of the system
meets the intent and purpose of the system as a whole.
The development of the City’s water system is governed by the policies provided below, as
facilitated through the implementation of the Criteria contained herein.

2.2 Planning Policy
All land developed within the City that is served by the City’s public water system shall provide
planning and design for indoor and outdoor water demands. Reports and plans shall be
submitted for all new development and redevelopment within the City jurisdiction. These
reports shall conform to the requirements set forth herein and the provisions otherwise stipulated
by the City during the development process. Redevelopment shall be defined as any land
disturbance or reconstruction that results in a reconfiguration of existing water system facilities
or an increase in demands.
During the initial planning stages of the development, a pre-application meeting shall be
coordinated with the City of Moab Planning Department. One purpose of this meeting is to
assist the City and the developer to determine the level of water service that is available and
needed by the developer.

2.3 Design Policy
Water system planning and design within the City shall adhere to the Criteria contained herein,
the administrative rules promulgated by the Utah Division of Drinking Water, the Utah Division
of Water Rights (for wells and water rights), and acceptance procedures of the City of Moab, any
applicable watershed protections ordinances, drinking water source protections zones and the
applicable water related master plans prepared for the City. Prohibited facilities and connections
shall be as described in these criteria.

2.4 Construction of Public Improvements Policy
The construction of improvements for and within the City shall conform to the City’s
construction permit, standard specifications, standard details and approved plans, and shall
adhere to all City, County, State, and Federal regulations applicable to the work. This shall
include the acquisition of all necessary permits, which may include but not be limited to, stream
alteration permits, discharge permits, road cut permits, flood plain related permits and letters
7
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(including FEMA review and approval when applicable), Utah Division of Drinking Water
approvals, traffic control permits and all other required permits and approvals. At the completion
of construction, all permits and service agreements with power companies and any other private
utilities shall be transferred into the Customer’s name, and shall under no circumstances be
transferred to, or held in the name of the City, unless the City is the customer. Any work
proposed to take place within existing City of Moab streets must be reviewed and approved by
the City. The type of crossing allowed, traffic control, street repair specifications, etc. shall be as
determined by the City.
Prior to placing the facilities into service and initial acceptance by the City, all construction
related provisions required by the City shall be satisfied, including startup procedures,
inspections and testing of the facilities, and receipt of O&M Manuals and Record Drawings.
Additionally, all requirements and responsibilities of the warranty period will be met.

2.5 Ownership of Public Improvements Policy
The delineation between City-owned and privately owned portions of the system and the
associated maintenance responsibilities for each, shall be as set forth in the latest editions of the
Municipal Code, standard details and previous agreements and policies in effect with the City.
Upon execution of final acceptance, the water mains and all appurtenant City-owned facilities,
shall become the sole property of the City, and full legal and equitable title thereto shall be
vested in the City free and clear of any liens, claims, or rights of any third party in or to the
public improvements.

2.6 Operations and Maintenance Policy
The design of all water system facilities within the City must provide for access and long-term
operation and maintenance of the facilities by the City. Operation and Maintenance manuals
associated with all components to be installed as part of the water system shall be provided to the
City with the Record Drawings required in these Criteria, unless otherwise specifically waived
by the City.
Utility easements, dedicated tracts and access easements shall be provided for all water system
facilities outside of public right-of-way as set forth in these Criteria, or as otherwise required by
the City, and shall be adequate for the operation, maintenance and replacement of the facilities.

2.7 Hazard Minimization and Public Safety Policy
Public safety and the protection of City staff shall be an essential objective when planning,
designing, constructing, operating and maintaining the City’s water system facilities. All such
facilities shall be designed with careful consideration of the potential hazards associated with the
use and long-term operation and maintenance of the facility. The design phase of all projects
8
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shall evaluate the health and safety risks associated with the facilities, and shall include
appropriate design features to minimize these risks and to adequately protect the general public
and City personnel from the hazards. Equipment for confined space entry in accordance with
OSHA and other applicable regulatory agency requirements shall be provided at all City of Moab
facilities, as required. Hatches with fall prevention covers, intermediate platforms, handrails,
safety lighting, etc. shall be as required by the City, or any applicable code.

2.8 Duty of the Professional Engineer Preparing Development
Documents
These standards establish criteria and policies for the design and subsequent construction of the
City’s public water system. These standards are not intended to substitute for engineering
knowledge, judgement or experience. It is the responsibility of the design professional engineer
to understand and apply sound engineering principals related to public water systems to the
planning, design and construction of water system improvements. It is also the responsibility of
the design engineer to understand all federal, state and local regulations related to the public
water system.
These criteria should be reviewed by the developer’s engineer, who shall evaluate their
applicability. If the design engineer identifies criteria that are inapplicable or inappropriate in a
specific location or specific situation, the development engineer shall bring the issue to the
attention of the City.

9
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3.1 Introduction
The requirements presented in this chapter shall be used to aid the Engineer or Applicant in the
preparation of utility reports, modeling evaluations, and construction drawings for water system
facilities. This chapter applies primarily to submittal requirements for water distribution systems
and the associated Criteria provided in Chapter 4. The requirements presented herein are the
minimum necessary, and will be used to evaluate the adequacy of all submittals made to the City.

3.2 Review Process
3.2.1 Pre‐Application Consultation
A pre-application consultation with the City of Moab is required for any type of development or
redevelopment. The purpose of this meeting is to discuss general information about the project,
pertinent aspects of the Criteria, the required scope of the utility reports, and any special
procedures, analyses, and submittal requirements that may be applicable.

3.2.2 Water Utility Report Requirements
Preliminary and final water utility reports shall be provided to the City of Moab. The purpose of
the preliminary water utility report is identify existing water infrastructure, provide preliminary
estimates of water demand needs, provide an initial plan for water infrastructure and determine
the feasibility of providing water service to the development via the public water system. The
purpose of the final water utility report, which is to be submitted with the final construction
plans, is to identify the final water infrastructure plan.
3.2.2.1 Format

All required reports shall be prepared on 8½" x 11” paper (maps and figures may be on larger
paper) and be bound. Supporting drawings, figures, and tables shall be bound into the reports or
included in an attached pocket. Reports shall include a narrative presenting the project for
review in accordance with the information presented in these Criteria, and the requirements
established by the City for the appropriate submittal.
Paper and electronic (PDF) copies of the report shall be provided. Electronic files of computer
models and GIS files shall be provided if requested by the City.
3.2.2.2 Stand‐Alone Document

The water utility reports shall be stand-alone documents. When references are made or
assumptions are based on previously submitted reports, the reports must include the appropriate
excerpts, pages, tables, and maps containing the referenced information. Assumptions made in
previous reports must be verified and substantiated in subsequent reports. Reports shall be
legible, or a resubmittal will be required.

10
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3.2.2.3 Submittal Adequacy

Any report with incomplete or missing information shall result in the report being returned
without review. The City reserves the right to require additional information beyond that
specifically required in these Criteria.

3.2.3 Review by Referral Agencies
The review and approval of the project by Federal, State and local agencies other than the City,
shall be the responsibility of the Developer. The Developer shall be required to address all
referral agency comments, and to have such comments incorporated into the applicable utility
report and plans submitted to the City.

3.3 Acceptance
3.3.1 Final Utility Report Required for Construction
The final water utility report shall conform to the construction documents to be used to bid the
project, and shall be approved by the City prior to the construction of any water system
improvements.

3.3.2 Approval Limitation for Final Utility Report
The approval of the final water utility report shall expire simultaneously with the expiration of
the approval of the project approval unless extended in conformance with the provisions of the
Municipal Code. At the time the approval of the final utility report expires, the report shall be
deemed invalid and a resubmittal will be required. In order to be re-approved, it must be
demonstrated that the concepts, designs, and calculations presented in the report are consistent
with the City’s current Criteria.

3.4 Preliminary Water Utility Report
The Preliminary Water Utility Report shall review and discuss the existing water system
infrastructure and the water needs of the development. The report shall also identify the existing
infrastructure needed to support the development. The City Engineering Department and Public
Works Department will coordinate with the developer to provide needed water system data.
The following outline sets forth the required minimum content to be provided in the Preliminary
Water Utility Report that shall be submitted:
I.

TITLE SHEET
A.
B.
C.

Name of Project, including legal name of development.
Address.
Owner.
11
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D.
E.
D.

Developer.
Engineer.
Submittal date and revision dates as applicable.

II.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

III.

PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
A.

Site Location.
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Description of Property and Land Use.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

IV.

Site Vicinity Map.
Township, Range, Section, and 1/4 Section.
Streets, Roadways, and Highways adjacent to the proposed development.
Names of surrounding or adjacent developments.

Total area in acres.
Discussion of project phasing, if applicable.
Total number of ERCs proposed for the development at build-out with a
breakdown of units by type projected by phase (if applicable) calculated
by utilizing the Utah Administrative Code Minimum Sizing Requirements
{R309-510 U.A.C.}.
Area (acres) and land use for all parcels to be served within the
development boundaries (initial and future phases, if applicable) and
number of lots if available.
Easements/tracts may not be known at this time; however, provide a
statement that easements or tracts necessary for utilities will be provided
at time of either platting or at time of preliminary site plan, in accordance
with City standards regarding location and size of easements and tracts.
Major and minor drainage ways and floodplains.
Existing irrigation canals or ditches.
Significant geologic features and topography.
Existing On-Site Wastewater Treatment System (OWTS).
Existing Drinking Water Source Projection Zones within the project
boundary.

ESTIMATED DEMANDS
A.

Average Daily Demands.
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Tabulate the Average Daily Demand for the initial and future phases, if
applicable. Average Daily Demand shall be provided in both gallons/minute and
gallons/day. Indoor and outdoor demands should be included.
B.

Peak Day Demands
1.
2.
3.

C.

Peak Instantaneous Demands
1.

V.

Tabulated peak instantaneous demands for the initial and future phases, if
applicable, shall be provided.

EXISTING WATER SYSTEM
A.

Existing Distribution System.
1.

2.

3.
4.

VI.

Tabulate the Peak Day Demands for the initial and future phases, if
applicable. Peak Day Demands shall be provided in gallons/minute.
Fixture count estimates shall be prepared in accordance with the
International Plumbing Code with amendments as adopted.
The developer shall evaluate the type of building construction, and
building size and shall recommend a fire flow rate to the City. Final
determination will be made by the City Fire Official. The developer shall
indicate whether fire sprinklers are included in the building plan.

Discuss the existing transmission and distribution lines in the vicinity of
the development, including sizes and locations, which will need to be
extended to serve the proposed development.
Discuss any known shortcomings or bottlenecks associated with the
existing distribution system that may impact the City’s ability to
adequately deliver fire flows and meet the required demand conditions.
Discuss existing pressures at the proposed connection points to the
existing water system.
The City will provide information about the existing water system to the
developer in order to discuss the indicated issues.

PROPOSED WATER SYSTEM
A.

Proposed Distribution System.
1.

Provide a general overview of the anticipated distribution system for the
development, including the proposed line sizes. Describe the tie-ins to the
existing water system and the sizes and lengths of any extensions
necessary to serve the development.
13
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2.

B.

Proposed Supply Facilities
1.

VII.

Discuss looping as required by the City, particularly as it pertains to each
successive phase of development anticipated for the project.

Discuss any pump stations, wells, PRVs, storage reservoirs, purification
facilities, etc., that will likely be required to adequately serve the
development. This shall be done in coordination with the City.

POTENTIAL PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS
General discussion of all foreseeable Federal, State, County, and Local permitting
requirements associated with the project.

VIII.

REFERENCES
Reference all criteria, master plans, reports, or other technical information utilized in the
report.

3.4.1 Water System Modeling
The City maintains a water system model. Once the preliminary water system report is received
and found to be adequate, the City will determine whether water system modeling is required. If
the modeling is required, the City will determine the level of modeling needed for the
development and the cost of the modeling. The developer will be responsible for the cost of
water system modeling.

3.5. Engineering Department Responsibility
If the Engineering Department determines that the Preliminary Water Utility Report meets the
requirements set forth in these Criteria and adequate water rights are conveyed to the City, the
City will provide water at the designated tie-in points at available pressures. The City is not
responsible or liable for assumptions made by the Developer regarding utility information
associated with the proposed development.

3.6 Final Water Utility Report
The Final Water Utility Report shall describe all final water infrastructure, including finalized
modeling and calculations.
The following outline sets forth the required minimum content to be provided in the Final
Water Utility Report that shall be submitted with the Construction Documents:
I.

TITLE SHEET
14
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Name of Project, including legal name of Development.
Address.
Owner.
Developer.
Engineer.
Submittal date and revision dates as applicable.

II.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

III.

PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
A.

Site Location.
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Description of Property and Land Use.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

IV.

Site Vicinity Map.
Township, Range, Section, and 1/4 Section.
Streets, Roadways, and Highways adjacent to the proposed development.
Names of surrounding or adjacent developments.

Total area in acres.
Discussion of project phasing, if applicable.
Total number of ERCs proposed for the development at build-out with a
breakdown of units by type projected by phase (if applicable) calculated
by utilizing the Utah Administrative Code Minimum Sizing Requirements
{R309-510 U.A.C.}.
Area (acres), land use for all parcels to be served within the development
boundaries (initial and future phases, if applicable) and number of lots.
Summary of irrigated area, including open space and park areas (initial
and future phases, if applicable).
Sizes of schools, commercial and industrial buildings (initial and future
phases, if applicable).
Major and minor drainage ways and floodplains.
Existing irrigation canals or ditches.
Significant geologic features and topography.
Existing On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems.
Existing Drinking Water Source Projection Zones within the project
boundary.

CALCULATED DEMANDS
A.

Average Daily Demands.
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1.

B.

Peak Day Demands.
1.
2.
3.

C.

Tabulated peak instantaneous demands for the initial and future phases, if
applicable, shall be provided.

EXISTING WATER SYSTEM
A.

Existing Distribution System.
1.

2.

3.
4.

VI.

Tabulate the Peak Day Demands for the initial and future phases, if
applicable. Peak Day Demands shall be provided in gallons/minute.
Fixture count estimates shall be prepared in accordance with the adopted
plumbing code.
The developer shall evaluate the type of building construction, and
building size and shall recommend a fire flow rate to the City. Final
determination will be made by the City Fire Official. The developer shall
indicate whether fire sprinklers are included in the building plan.

Peak Instantaneous Demands
1.

V.

Tabulate the Average Daily Demand for the initial and future phases, if
applicable. Average Daily Demand shall be provided in both
gallons/minute and gallons/day. Indoor and outdoor demands should be
included.

Discuss the existing transmission and distribution lines in the vicinity of
the development, including sizes and locations, which will need to be
extended to serve the proposed development.
Discuss any known shortcomings or bottlenecks associated with the
existing distribution system that may impact the City’s ability to
adequately deliver fire flows and meet the required demand conditions.
Discuss existing pressures at the proposed connection points to the
existing water system.
The City will provide information about the existing water system to the
developer in order to discuss the indicated issues.

PROPOSED WATER SYSTEM
A.

Proposed Distribution System.
1.

Provide a general overview of the anticipated distribution system for the
development, including the proposed line sizes. Describe the tie-ins to the
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existing water system and the sizes and lengths of any extensions
necessary to serve the development.
2.

B.

Proposed Supply Facilities
1.

VIII.

IX.

Discuss looping as required by the Engineering Department, particularly
as it pertains to each successive phase of development anticipated for the
project.

Discuss any pump stations, wells, PRVs, storage reservoirs, purification
facilities, etc., that will likely be required to adequately serve the
development. This shall be done in coordination with the City.

PROPOSED WATER SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND MODELING
A.

Hydraulic Models.

1.

The results of the final hydraulic modeling shall be described. The results of the
hydraulic modeling shall be attached to the final water utility report.

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT ITEMS
Discuss any potential development agreement items such as needed off-site
improvements, improvements necessary for a project or project phase to be independently
sustainable, water facilities land dedication requirements, etc.

X. POTENTIAL PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS
General discussion of all foreseeable Federal, State, County, and Local permitting
requirements associated with the project.
XI. REFERENCES
Reference all criteria, master plans, reports, or other technical information utilized in the
report.

3.6.1 Disclaimer
The City is not responsible or liable for assumptions made by the Developer regarding utility
information associated with the proposed development.
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3.7 Construction Drawings
3.7.1 Water System Improvements
Water system Improvements within public rights-of-way or utility easements are required to be
designed, approved, and constructed in accordance with the City’s criteria, subdivision
requirements of the Municipal Code, the City’s standard specifications and details, sound
engineering principles, and the conditions of any variances obtained from the City.

3.7.2 Indemnification Statement
Construction drawings are reviewed by the City for concept only. The review does not imply
responsibility by the City of Moab for accuracy and correctness of calculations. Furthermore,
the review does not imply that quantities of items on the plans are the final quantities required.
The review shall not be construed for any reason as acceptance of financial responsibility by the
City for additional quantities of items shown that may be required during the construction phase.

3.7.3 Construction Drawing Requirements
In general, construction drawings shall include plan and profile drawings that convey the
horizontal and vertical alignment of the improvements, and all other pertinent plans, sections and
detailing necessary to construct the proposed facilities.
All construction drawings submitted to the City for review, comment, and approval of water
system improvements shall be prepared by, or under the direct supervision of a Professional
Engineer licensed in the State of Utah. Said Professional Engineer shall be responsible for the
information contained on the construction drawings, which shall bear the Professional Engineer’s
seal prior to final approval for construction.
The Developer, Contractor, and Professional Engineer associated with the construction drawings
shall be responsible for the adequacy and satisfactory performance of the designs and the
installation of all items therein, and any failure or unsatisfactory performance of the system, so
constructed, shall not be a cause for action against the City. Approval of the construction
drawings by the City signifies only that the construction drawings meet the minimum
stipulations of these design criteria and City requirements based upon the information provided
to the City by the Professional Engineer and/or Developer, and makes no finding, representation,
or warranty that the system and associated components will perform satisfactorily.
3.7.3.1 Water Utility Construction Drawings

In addition to the general formatting and information to be included on all sheets of a
construction drawing set (e.g., north arrow, scale, project boundaries, lot lines, rights-of-way,
tracts, approval blocks, etc.), the following information shall be included on the final Water
Utility Plans.
1.

Legend: Each sheet shall show the symbols pertaining to the sheet.
18
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2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

Vertical Datum: All elevations used for the planning, design and construction of
facilities shall be on the NAVD88 Datum.
Horizontal Benchmark and Coordinates: The horizontal benchmark shall be
specified. In order to facilitate the Engineering Department’s GIS mapping
efforts, all basemapping providd to the City shall be placed in the State Plane
NAD83, Utah Central Zone Coordinate System and include the coordinates of a
known property corner on or adjacent to the site.
Plan views shall be oriented so that north is up on the sheet or to the right.
Water utility construction notes shall be provided for City review.
Overall Water System: In plan view, provide all information and dimensions for
horizontal layout of proposed water mains including but not limited to valves,
thrust blocks, reducers, tees, bends, crosses, fire hydrants, domestic water service
taps, lines and meters, irrigation taps, pressure reducing valves (PRVs),
combination air release/vacuum valves (ARVs) and vents, blow-off assemblies,
and any other appurtenances that are part of the potable water system.
Plan views shall show the locations and sizes of all existing and proposed utility
lines and appurtenances (water, sanitary sewer, stormwater, gas, electric,
telephone, cable, fiber optic, etc.) on and adjacent to the site. Plan views shall
show the location of all existing water wells and On-Site Wastewater Treatment
System (OWTS) on and adjacent to the site.
Plan views shall show existing water mains with sizes; valves; domestic and
irrigation water service taps, lines and meters; fire hydrants; pressure reducing
valves (PRVs); combination air release/vacuum valves (ARVs); and blow-off
assemblies on and adjacent to the site.
Plan views shall show existing and proposed curb, gutter, and sidewalks; and all
existing and proposed strucutures, such as vaults, catch basins, traffic islands,
street lights, walls or other permanent structures on and adjacent to the site.
Plan views and profiles shall show the tie-ins to the existing water distribution
system, including sizes of existing mains. In addition, the nearest water main
valves on existing mains shall be shown or, at a minimum, the distance to these
valves shall be included on the construction drawings.
Plan views and profiles shall show all needed off-site improvements, extensions
of service or upgrades to the City’s water distribution system.
Plan views shall show and label the type and width of all existing and proposed
easements that are on and adjacent to the site.
Profile drawings are required for off-site construction and all water mains outside
of streets. All profile drawings shall include existing and final grade lines. In
certain instances, water main profiles may be waived if approved by the City. If a
water main profile is waived, then the following information shall be included:
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a.

14.

15.

16.
17.

All high points (HP) and low points (LP) along the water mains shall be
identified;
b.
Where required by these Criteria, ARVs, vents and blow-offs shall be
shown throughout the water system, with the TOP and BOP elevations
provided; and
c.
All utility crossings shall be identified.
Profile views or plan views: Adequate pipe elevation information is required for
all utility crossings of water, sanitary sewer, stormwater, gas, electric lines, etc.
The following information shall be included:
a.
Types and sizes of the utility lines at the crossing and the stationing of the
crossing; and
b.
If any pipes at crossing are encased, the coordinates at each end of the
encasement, and the type and thickness of the encasements shall be
specified. In addition, all utility crossing shall include either:
(1)
A reference to the sheet where the crossing information is shown;
or
(2)
Top of pipe and bottom of pipe elevations and vertical clearance at
the crossing with a callout of “(Min. = 1.5’)” wherever the
clearance is 2 feet or less.
Water System Details: All pertinent details related to water system improvements,
such as pipe and fitting restraints, hydrant installations, PRVs, ARVs, blow-off
assemblies, utility crossings, trenching, etc., shall be shown on detail sheets on the
construction drawings. Where applicable, references to the City standard details
may be provided rather than reproducting the City standards in the construction
drawings. Specific detail numbers number be referenced with options indicated if
applicable.
Plan views shall show the boundaries of the City’s pressure zones or a note shall
be added stating the pressure zone if the entire site is in only one pressure zone.
The construction drawings shall contain the following note: “Contractor shall
notify the City of Moab Public Works Department of any work that requires
shutdown or interruption of service of existing water mains two weeks prior to the
proposed shutdown or interruption unless otherwise approved by the City.”

3.8 Record Drawings
All water system improvements constructed within public rights-of-way and dedicated easements
must be formally accepted by the City. The City’s acceptance process will confirm that the
improvements have been constructed in accordance with the City’s current Criteria.
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4.1 Reference Design Documents
Primary standards and reference publications pertinent to the design of drinking water facilities
within the City of Moab are listed below. Unless otherwise specified, the latest editions shall
apply.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utah State Code Annotated
Utah Administrative Code {R309}
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
Utah Chapter of the American Public Works Association (Utah APWA)
American Water Works Association (AWWA)
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
Ductile Iron Pipe Research Association (DIPRA)
City of Moab Municipal Code
Cross Connection Control Program of Utah (April 2016)

4.2 Prohibited Installations
The following installations are prohibited unless otherwise approved by the City. Certain items
listed below reference Sections contained in these Criteria that provide the minimum design
requirements to be addressed, should a variance be pursued.
•
•

Private Water Booster Pumps (requires an exception from the Utah Division of
Drinking Water)
Unmetered Service Connections

4.3 Unlawful Connections
No installation of potable water supply piping or part thereof shall be made in such a manner that
it will be possible for used, unclean, polluted, or contaminated water, mixtures, or substances to
enter any portion of such piping from any tank, receptacle, equipment, or plumbing fixture by
reason of back siphonage, suction, back pressure, or any other cause, either during normal use
and operation, or when any such tank receptacle, equipment, or plumbing fixture is flooded, or
subject to pressure in excess of the main line operating pressure. No person shall make a
connection or allow one to exist between pipes or conduits carrying domestic water supplied by
the City and any pipes, conduits, or fixtures containing or carrying water, chemicals, liquids,
gases, or any other non-potable substance from any other source except as allowed by the Utah
Cross Connection Control Program. All connections must be approved by the City.
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4.4 Minimum Water System Design Criteria
This section presents the minimum technical criteria for the analysis and design of water systems
within the boundaries of the City of Moab, including distribution and transmission mains, water
service lines, and the applicable appurtenances associated with these installations. Any special
criteria beyond those contained herein, and as determined necessary by the City, shall be
discussed at the pre-application consultation.

4.4.1. Design Demands
Average daily demands, peak day demands and average annual demands shall be based on the
criteria included in the current Utah Administrative Code. This information is currently located
at {R309-510-7 U.A.C.}. The City Engineer may adjust the demand values based on the
evaluation of actual use data, a current master plan or other conditions determined to affect the
safety and welfare of the public.
4.4.1.1 Fire Flows

The developer shall develop recommended fire flows based on the currently adopted fire code,
the type of construction and the size of construction. This information is currently located in
Appendix E of the 2012 International Fire Code. Based on this information, the City Fire
Official will determine the fire flow required for each development.

4.4.2 Storage Requirements
Storage requirements shall be based on the criteria included in the current Utah Administrative
Code. This information is currently located at {R309-510-8 U.A.C.}. The City Engineer may
adjust the storage values based on the evaluation of actual use data, a current master plan or other
conditions determined to affect the safety and welfare of the public.

4.4.3 Minimum Hydraulic Performance Criteria
All mains shall be sized to provide for municipal, irrigation and fire protection demands to all
points in the City without violating the pressure criteria set forth herein. The maximum average
velocity must be a maximum of 6 feet/second, unless otherwise approved by the City.
The minimum and maximum pressures shall be as provided in the following table:
Hydraulic Condition
Peak Day Demand Plus Fire Flow
Peak Instantaneous Demand
Peak Day Demand
No Demand (static)

Pressure*
20 psi min.
30 psi min.

40 psi min.
120 psi

max.
Exception: Areas of the water system approved before January 1, 2007
must maintain water pressures at the point of connection of 20 psi min.
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4.4.3.1 Operating Pressures and Pressure Zone Characteristics

The City of Moab water system included several pressure zones. The developer should consult
with the City to determine the range of pressures expected under normal operating conditions.
4.4.3.2 Location of Pressure Reducing Valves

If the water pressures within the development are expected to exceed the maximum pressure or if
it is anticipated that the development will cause pressures to increase in other areas of the water
system, the developer shall install a pressure reducing valve station to reduce pressures. Pressure
reducting valves are also required at pressure zone boundaries. The cost of the pressure reducing
valve stations for areas of new development will be borne by the developer.

4.4.4 Minimum Distribution Main Sizing and Valve Spacing
Water distribution mains shall have a minimum diameter of 8 inches. Isolation valves at
locations other than intersections shall be located with a distance between valves of not more
than 500 feet, except in residential zones spacing between valves may be 800 feet. The City may
approve exceptions in areas of widely scattered customers with no future anticipated
development.
Isolation valves are required in all directions at junctions, except for branches to fire hydrants.
For example, all tees shall have three valves. All crosses shall have four valves. Valves for fire
hydrants shall be in accordance with the City standard details.

4.4.5 General Water System Layout Criteria
4.4.5.1 Location

All water mains and appurtenances shall be installed in public right-of-way or dedicated utility
easements. Water mains shall not be installed parallel to and directly below, any concrete such as
sidewalks, trails, curbs, or gutters, and no water manholes or appurtenances shall be located in
multi-use trails and sidewalks. Mains shall be located in accordance with the City’s standard
details, unless otherwise approved by variance from the City. In public streets, water mains shall
be located near the shoulder of the road when possible. Otherwise the location should be
coordinated with the Cith Water Department. Under no circumstances shall the edge of a main
be closer than 5 feet from a gutter pan.
Water system layouts in cul-de-sacs shall be in
accordance with the City’s Standard Details.
4.4.5.2 Horizontal Layout

Horizontal separation from potable water mains to storm sewers and sanitary sewers shall be ten
feet, edge-to-edge. Horizontal separation from raw (untreated) water lines to storm sewers and
sanitary sewers shall be five feet, edge-to-edge. The City must specifically approve any variance
from this requirement in the event that it has been determined that it is impossible to maintain the
specified horizontal separation distance.
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Water mains adjacent to developments shall be designed to extend along the entire frontage of
the property to be served, from property line to property line, in order that service will thereupon
be available to adjacent Developers or Builders to subsequently extend from in the future. Any
off-site water mains necessary to serve the development property shall be extended at the sole
expense and obligation of the Developer.
Water main alignments in utility easements or tracts between structures (residences, businesses,
etc.) shall only be allowed for the purpose of looping a water main at the end of a cul-de-sac, and
shall include provisions for a Main-Break Swale as set forth in these Criteria. Under no
circumstances shall water mains be installed directly below any concrete such as sidewalks,
curbs, or gutters, except at 90-degree angles where crossings beneath the concrete features are
required.
4.4.5.3 Vertical Layout

The minimum depth of cover for water mains from final grade to the top of the water main shall
be 4 feet. The maximum depth of cover for water mains shall be 6 feet from top of pipe to final
grade unless associated with a water main lowering in accordance with the City’s Standard
Details, or as otherwise approved by the City. Under circumstances where a deeper main would
eliminate the need for an air valve, mains may be constructed with a cover up to 7.5 feet, and the
plans shall note that high points are to be avoided over such a reach.
In the event that the water line crosses a sewer line or storm drain line, the water line must be
above the sewer line and have a minimum separation of 18 inches.

4.4.6 Pipe Joint Deflection
Design of DIP deflections shall be in accordance with the latest edition of AWWA C600 entitled
“Installation of Ductile Iron Water Main and their Appurtenances”. Design of PVC pipe
deflections shall be in accordance with the latest edition of AWWA Manual M23 entitled “PVC
Pipe – Design and Installation”.
Water main joint deflection for DIP and PVC shall not exceed one half of the manufacturer’s
maximum allowable deflection for the specified pipe diameter and lay length, or one half of the
maximum deflection allowed by AWWA, whichever is less. Fittings, bends, or couplings that
allow additional angular offset shall be used to achieve gradual alignment changes that exceed
the axial joint deflection limits stated herein.

4.4.7 Distribution Main Looping
All water systems shall be effectively looped. No dead-end lines will be permitted except lines
extending into cul-de-sacs serving no more than 12 single-family residential units or equivalent
residential connections (ERCs) and with a length of no more than 400 feet. A fire hydrant shall
be placed at the deepest point of any cul-de-sac.
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Water quality is a design consideration for any system, and an aging analysis and/or model may
be required at the discretion of the City to insure that water quality concerns will not be created
as a result of any proposed distribution system layout. Water quality sampling stations may be
required by the City at specific locations within new developments to continue to adequately
monitor the overall quality of the City’s expanding system.
Distribution mains shall be PVC pipe in accordance with AWWA C-900 DR 18 or Ductile Iron
Pipe Class 350 in accordance with applicable AWWA standards. Other types of pipe material
may be approved by the City.

4.4.8 Transmission Mains
All water mains 16 inches and larger in diameter shall be classified as "transmission mains", and
shall correspond to the sizes established in the latest edition of the City’s water distribution and
storage master plan. Raw water lines that run between wells and points of disinfection or
purification, regardless of size, shall also be considered transmission mains. Air and vacuum
release valves shall be installed along transmission mains at all high points and pumping
manholes may be required at low points. Temporary blow-off assemblies shall be installed in
accordance with the City’s Standard Details at all temporary dead-ends along transmission
mains. No service connections, including irrigation taps, shall be permitted on a transmission
main.
Transmission main valves shall be butterfly valves, and shall be required on every branch where
two transmission mains connect. Valves shall be installed in accordance with the City’s Standard
Details and shall be located 10 feet from the connection wherever possible, but shall in no case
be less than 5 feet. Maximum valve spacing along transmission mains shall be no more than
1,200 feet, provided there are no intersecting distribution mains.
Where distribution mains connect to transmission mains, a gate valve is required on the
distribution main, and the goal shall be to locate butterfly valves along the transmission main so
that no more than 16 residential units and one fire hydrant will be out of service at any given
time, whether for maintenance, or in the event of a water main break. It is the responsibility of
the developer to verify compliance with this requirement by considering effective looping, as
well as other applicable requirements.
Transmission mains shall be PVC pipe in accordance with AWWA C-900 DR 18 or C-905 DR
18 or Ductile Iron Pipe (Cement Morter Lined) Class 350 or Class 250 in accordance with
applicable AWWA standards. Other types of pipe material may be approved by the City.

4.4.9 Bored Crossings
When a water main passes under a State roadway, an arterial or collector roadway as defined by
the City, railroad, drainage way or irrigation ditch, the main shall be located within bored steel
casing pipe, unless otherwise allowed to be open cut by the jurisdictional entity being crossed.
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The carrier pipe shall be sleeved and sealed within the casing pipe and shall have a minimum of
4 feet of cover to top of casing. The casing pipe shall extend the entire width of the right-of-way
or easement of the crossing structure, or as directed by the City or other jurisdictional entity.
Valves with appropriate restrained lengths shall be located near each right-of-way or easement
line, just beyond the ends of the casing pipe, to provide for the isolation of the main during
maintenance or inspection.
Crossings at ditches shall include cutoff walls at each side of the crossing, either as required by
the jurisdictional entity, or as analyzed and designed by the Engineer at the direction of the City
and shall comply with {R309-550-8(8) U.A.C.}.
Casing pipe shall be smooth-walled, non-coated pipe of welded steel construction conforming to
ANSI/AWWA C200, and shall be seamless or straight seam steel pipe with minimum yield
strength of 35,000 psi. The casing pipe shall be constructed of new material and have a minimum
wall thickness as follows unless specified otherwise.
Carrier Pipe Nominal
Diameter

Min. Casing
Pipe O.D.

Min. Wall Thickness*

4”
12”
0.250”
6”
14”
0.250”
8”
16”
0.322”
12”
20”
0.375”
*The boring contractor shall determine the necessary casing wall thickness and
provided a wall thickness that is greater than included in the above table if
needed. Other diameter pipes sizes shall be designed by a professional
engineer and submitted to the City of Moab for review.

Casing pipe shall be cathodically protected by burying a pair of sacrificial anodes 10 feet from
each end of the casing. Anode wires shall pass from the casing pipe to terminal boards inside
surface-mounted cast iron lids at each casing end, and then on to the anodes themselves. All
anodes shall be buried vertically or horizontally with the top of the anodes set at a depth equal to
the casing spring line. Anode pairs shall be offset perpendicularly 5 feet away from the casing
pipe, and shall be placed in native soils, not imported backfills. The cathodic protection system
shall be designed by competent technical personnel experienced with these types of systems, and
shall be submitted to the City for review and approval. Long-term maintenance of the system,
including anode assessment and replacement, shall be addressed in the submittal.

4.4.10 Appurtenances
4.4.10.1 Valves

All water distribution systems shall have valves to ensure that no more than 500 feet of main will
be out of service in the event of a single water main break, except for residential area where 800
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feet of main may be out of service. Valve placement at water main intersections shall be such
that three valves are required at every tee and four valves at every cross. Existing valves may be
utilized to satisfy these requirements. Valves shall be the same nominal size as the adjacent pipe.
Post indicator valves shall be placed on private fire lines, unless this requirement is waived by
the fire official. Valves shall be placed on the branch serving a fire hydrant.
Valves shall be located to provide for the extension, pressure testing, and chlorination of new
water mains without the disruption of the existing system. Additional valves shall be considered
by the developer to minimize inconveniences and safety hazards during repairs at critical
locations within the system, and to provide for the ability to conduct water quality monitoring
and alleviate water quality concerns that may be reasonably anticipated.
Valves up to 12 inches shall be resilient seated gate valves which meet requirements of AWWA
C-509.
Valves 14 inches and larger shall be butterfly valves, with valve operators located on the north
and east sides of the mains. Under no circumstances shall a valve be located in concrete, such as
sidewalks, cross pans, aprons, curbs, or gutters. Valves shall meet requirements of AWWA C504.
Valve boxes shall be in accordance with City Standard Details and shall be brought up to grade
at the time of pavement placement or overlay. Any valve located in an unpaved area shall have a
reinforced concrete collar around the valve box and the accompanying marker.
Temporary dead-ends on any water main shall include a temporary blow-off. Dead-ends on lines
that will not be extended shall be provided with permanent hydrants at the terminus of the dead
end.
4.4.10.2 Pressure Reducing Valves

Pressure-reducing valve (PRV) installations are used to control and maintain pressure between
distribution pressure zones, and shall be installed at locations determined by the City.
Downsizing of the main shall not be allowed at the valve, unless approved by the City. The City
shall determine the PRV pressure settings necessary to maintain the City’s pressure zones, shall
be present when PRVs are put into service, and shall inspect these facilities.
4.4.10.3 Fire Hydrants

Fire hydrant spacing and proximity to structures shall be as required by the latest version of the
State of Utah adopted fire code, however spacing between hydrants at and adjacent to the project
shall not exceed 500-feet. The distance between fire hydrants shall be measured along an
unobstructed path. All hydrants shall be installed to conform to the grade and alignment shown
on the plans.
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All fire hydrant locations will ultimately be subject to the approval of the City Fire Chief.
Hydrants shall be placed as shown in the City’s Standard Details within the right-of-way or in a
utility easement. Wherever possible, hydrants shall be located on the same side of the street as
the water main, unless otherwise directed by the City. Preference shall be given to locating
hydrants near street corners, rather than to locations near streetlights. Hydrants shall be located
at the end of every cul-de-sac.
When hydrants are to be installed at locations other than street intersections, they shall be located
at the extension of property side lot lines. In no case shall a hydrant be located closer than 5 feet
to obstructions, driveways, etc., and no closer than 10 feet from a curb inlet. Fences,
landscaping, etc., shall in no way hinder the operation of the fire hydrant.
Fire hydrant lateral lines shall be set at 90 degrees to mains and shall be no more than 70 feet in
length between the hydrant and the main. Tap shall not be made on a hydrant lateral.
The make and model of the installed fire hydrants must be approved by the Public Works
Department.
4.4.10.4 Thrust Restraint

All bends, tees, crosses, wyes, plugs, dead-ends, wet taps (in certain cases), hydrants, blow-offs
and other fittings with unbalanced thrust forces shall be designed and constructed with concrete
thrust blocks in accordance with the City’s Standard Details. If the soil-bearing capacity is
unknown, it shall be assumed to be 2,000-pounds/square foot in determining the appropriate size
of the thrust block. In addition to thrust blocks, joints shall be mechanically restrained for the
required distances from valves and fittings. The entire length of fire hydrant lines and fire
service lines, as well as pipe in fill areas, shall be restrained.
4.4.10.5 Meters and Service Connections

All service connections shall be metered. In general, residential and commercial meters shall be
installed within the public right of way and shall conform to the City Standard Drawings. Fire
lines are not considered service connections for this requirement and don’t require a meter.
All meters connected to the City's water distribution system shall be the property of the City.
Under no circumstances shall anyone other than City personnel remove a water meter once the
pit, vault, or authorized inside installation has been inspected and approved. No connections
shall be made in the meter pit other than those directly related to the meter and bypass. Singlefamily residential irrigation system connections shall be made downstream from the meter and
double check backflow prevention assembly. All other uses require irrigation service connections
separate from the domestic service connection.
Maximum design flows through meter shall be limited to 80% of the maximum rate flow. The
continuous flow shall be limited to 50% of the maximum rated flow. In all cases, the maximum
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and minimum flows shall be within the flow range and performance requirements of the meter
manufacturer.
For all water meter installations, detailed drawings of the proposed installation, indoor and
outdoor water use volumes and flowrates and water fixture unit counts shall be included as an
integral part of the plans submitted to the City for review. There shall be no electrical wiring
allowed in any water meter pit or vault unless authorized in writing by the City. Fixture unit
counts for residential, commercial or industrial use shall be determined by a Professional
Engineer in accordance with the procedures set forth in plumbing code, and as approved by the
City.
4.4.10.6 Fire Protection Service Lines

Fire service lines shall be ductile iron (3-inch diameter and larger) or type K copper (2 inch
diameter and smaller) from the main to the backflow prevention assembly unless approved by
the City Fire Department. All fire service lines shall be fully restrained in their entirety.
The customer/owner shall own and maintain all private fire service lines from the tap on the
main to the building. All fire sprinkler taps shall be installed with a backflow prevention
assembly approved by the City and as required by the latest edition of the Utah CrossConnection Control Manual. A flow switch shall be provided on the riser that indicates whether
or not water has flowed through the line. Tapping these lines for fire hydrants, domestic water,
and/or any other purpose shall not be permitted. Commercial properties requiring a domestic
service line and a fire protection service line shall have separate taps for each.
Fire protection service lines and fire department connection (FDC) locations shall be included on
the Construction Drawings. FDCs are to be freestanding in a location approved by the Fire
Official and shall be constructed as required by the Fire Official.
4.4.10.7 Manholes

Manholes shall be installed in conjunction with all air release vaults in accordance with the
City’s Standard Details. Manhole lids shall not be aligned with vehicle wheel paths, or within 2
feet either direction of the street crown.
4.4.10.8 Backflow Prevention Assemblies

To prevent backflow contamination of the City's potable water mains, a backflow prevention
assembly shall be installed where pressures downstream of the water meter could exceed those in
the main, and where any unsafe water or contaminated materials could be discharged, or drawn
into the potable water system under a condition of back-siphonage. The assembly shall be placed
downstream of the water meter and shall be installed and tested in accordance with City’s Cross
Connection Control Program. The assemblies shall meet the most restrictive requirements set
forth in the latest editions of the City of Moab and State of Utah Cross-Connection Control
Programs, and shall further meet the requirements of the adopted plumbing codes. Backflow
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prevention assemblies shall be installed and located to provide for proper operation of the device,
and easy access for annual testing and maintenance.
Determination of the particular device shall be at the discretion of the Public Works Department.
All service connections, including irrigation and fire line connections, shall require backflow
prevention.
4.4.10.9 Combination Air Release and Vacuum Valves

Combination air relief valves and vaults shall be located at all high points in the transmission and
distribution system in accordance with the City’s Standard Details.
4.4.10.10 Blow‐off Pumping Manholes

In accordance with the City’s Standard Details, a pumping manhole shall be installed at all low
points on transmission mains.
4.4.10.11 Tracer Wire and Warning Tape

Tracer wire shall be affixed to the top of all water mains regardless of pipe material and
terminated in test stations located behind each fire hydrant or in valve boxes. The maximum
distance between test stations or tracer wire boxes shall be 500 feet. Warning tape shall be
installed one foot above the top of pipe on all water mains, regardless of pipe material.

4.4.11 Fill Areas
Where water mains will be constructed in fill areas, all fill materials shall be placed and
compacted to final grade prior to the installation of the water main and appurtenances. All fill
material shall meet the City’s standards and be approved by the City. Water mains within fill
areas shall have restrained joints in accordance with these Criteria.

4.4.12 Trail Access
Where water mains cannot be located in public right-of-way, the facilities shall be located in
areas that allow direct access by maintenance vehicles. Proposed trails to be used to access water
mains and appurtenances must meet the following requirements, and shall be submitted for
review and approval by the City:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

The longitudinal slope must not exceed 10% and the cross slope must not exceed
4% unless approved by the City.
The Parks Department must approve this use.
The width of the drivable surface shall be a minimum of 10 feet for a straight
portion of trail and at least 12 feet wide for curved portions, depending on the
curve radii. A shoulder may be required.
The trail shall be designed to support an AASHTO HS-20 load.
The trail must be in a utility, public access or trail easement a minimum of 20 feet
wide.
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Information regarding the width, type and depth of material specified for trails to be used to
access water system facilities shall be submitted for review by the City, and shall include
acknowledgement from the Parks Department that utility access is approved for the particular
trail.

4.4.13 Main‐Break Swale Design
All water mains to be constructed between structures (residences, businesses, etc.) must have a
“main-break” swale or channel that provides adequate capacity in the event of a water main
break. The swale must be located in a dedicated open space or utility tract maintained by the
Owner.

4.4.14 Future Connections
A temporary blow-off assembly, is required at the terminal end of any water main that is to be
extended in the future. Such discontinued mains shall have valves located such that only a single
valve will need to be closed when the main is extended. Joints shall be restrained an adequate
distance from the valve per the City’s Standard Details to ensure that the valve will not blow off
when the line is exposed for extension. No service taps shall be allowed between the isolation
valve and the dead end on any main that may be extended in the future.

4.4.15 Water Service Lines
All single family residential dwellings, each individual unit in multi-family complexes, including
duplexes, and each commercial business, industrial, and irrigation customer shall be served by a
separate, independent water service line and meter. The City will consider the use of a single
water meter for multi-family complexes if requested by the Developer and if sub-metering of
individual units is provided.
4.4.15.1 Layout

The Developer shall install a service line stub-out from the water main to each individual lot,
including the corporation stop valve and meter box. Where sidewalks are proposed, the stub-out
shall be constructed to five feet beyond the back of the sidewalk. Where sidewalks will not be
constructed, the stub-out shall be constructed a minimum of one foot beyond the property line.
The stub-outs shall be plugged and the end marked with a blue painted T-post installed in the
ground directly above the location of the plugged end.
All service line sizes and locations shall be shown on the water system Construction Drawings to
be approved by the City. The services shall be constructed as shown on the construction
drawings unless otherwise approved in writing by the City. The stationing, length, size and
direction of the service line shall be shown in plan view on the construction drawings.
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4.5 Easements
Where mains cannot be installed in right-of-way, they shall be located within utility easements
approved by the City and shall be centered in the easement. The minimum easement width shall
be 20 feet for one utility. The width of easements which include more than one utility will be
determined by the City. Site-specific circumstances may dictate the need for wider easements.
Utility easements and dedicated utility tracts shall be defined by bearings and distances around
the perimeter of the easement. Centerline legal descriptions are not acceptable.
The main shall be located a minimum of 10 feet from and parallel to the edge of the utility
easement. All meters and fire hydrants not installed within the right-of-way will require an
easement dedication 10 feet wide and extending 3 feet behind the meter or hydrant. If the meter
or hydrant easement is longer than 10 feet, the width of the easement shall be a minimum of 20
feet. Fire hydrants and meters shall be centered in all such easements.
All utility easements shall be for the exclusive use of the City. No permanent structures, (e.g.,
retaining walls, trees, light pedestals, sign foundations, power poles, mailboxes, sheds, buildings,
etc.), shall be placed in the easement.
Where it is necessary to locate a water main along back lot lines, the main shall be offset a
minimum of 10 feet from the lot line, and the alignment shall be specifically approved by the
City to provide reasonable access for maintenance crews.

4.6 Testing and Disinfection
All distribution and transmission lines, and all other piping and fittings shall be flushed, pressure
and leak tested and disinfected. After disinfection, bacteriological samples shall be taken from
the lines. Pressure testing shall be in accordance with AWWA Standard C600-10. Disinfection
and bacteriological testing of facilities shall be in accordance with AWWA Standard C651-05.
Water lines and facilities shall not be connected to the public water system until the
bacteriological tests indicate that the water is free from contamination.
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